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ABSTRACT

The University of Canterbury High Voltage Laboratory frequently uses partial core
resonant transformers to conduct high voltage testing within the New Zealand power
industry. These transformers utilise a non-standard core design in which flux is not
constrained around the entirety of its path. This results in characteristics which are
beneficial for high voltage testing, but also have negative consequences. The most
significant of these consequences is a noticeable increase in losses, resulting in higher
primary currents and a reduction in resonant effects. Present models are unable to
estimate this loss in any accurate sense, instead relying on the experience of designers.
In order to better understand these losses, this thesis describes a study into the
quantification of core losses within partial core transformers.
Previous studies are reviewed relating to the design and modelling of partial core
transformers, and learnings and criticisms of these studies are offered. Theories relating
to magnetic material loss derivation are collected, these theories relate to the traditional
components of hysteresis and eddy current loss, and also to the more contemporary
theories regarding excess loss.
A method of specification, design and construction for the cores of partial core
transformers is developed. This method is used to create an inventory of partial core
transformer cores, as well as providing numerical representation of the dimensions of
these cores.
Testing is completed and described alongside relevant theory in order to determine
what modes of core loss are present within partial core transformers, and to what
amount these separate modes contribute to core loss. From this work it is determined
that hysteresis is the dominant contributor to core losses, with lesser amounts of eddy
current loss contributions. Excess losses are determined to contribute no meaningful
losses.
Finally, an FEM model is developed taking into account the anisotropic and nonlinear nature of the core. This model is used to investigate flux distribution within the
core, and this distribution is then combined with relevant theory to produce a model
able to accurately estimate losses within the core. This model is shown to agree with
the results of testing, provide a more accurate estimate than present models, and also
to correctly determine where heating effects will occur within the core.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

THESIS OVERVIEW

Transformers are conventionally used throughout the electrical power industry as a way
of converting electricity between the different voltage levels required throughout the
power system.
A conventional full core transformer utilises Faraday’s Law by applying an alternating current to a primary winding, guiding the flux created through a high permeability
steel core, and recapturing this flux in a secondary winding.
While a partial core transformer still uses the same application of Faraday’s law to
convert between primary and secondary voltages, it does so without the fully enclosed
flux path provided by the full core of a conventional transformer. A partial core
transformer instead typically only contains a steel core immediately within the windings,
and the flux path is completed by the surrounding air.

Primary Winding

Secondary Winding

Core

Air
Figure 1.1

Partial Core Transformer Layout

Partial cores have previously been used at the University of Canterbury as testing
transformers for testing capacitive equipment. This is due to two distinct advantages
partial core transformers have over conventional transformers.
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First is the obvious reduction in size and weight gained by removing the steel which
would usually constitute the outer flux path.
Secondly, the partial core can be used as a resonant transformer by varying the
amount of core steel within the coils. By creating a resonant transformer, capacitive
loads can be tested without passing the reactive component of the load current through
the transformer, this reduces both resistive heating losses and the required V A power
rating of the transformer.
The idea of creating resonant transformers capable of tuning to match capacitive
loads was first implemented in the late 1940s through a collaboration between engineers
at Ferranti and Standard Telefon of Kabelfabrik [Kuffel and Kuffel 2000]. The resonant
partial core transformers developed by the University of Canterbury reduce these
resonant test sets to a smaller, more portable design.
A disadvantage of partial core transformers is the associated losses, which are larger
than those of conventional transformers. This is caused by the introduction of air to
the flux path, meaning that the flux is much less constrained within the core, especially
nearing the ends. This causes flux to flow in radial orientations, resulting in increased
losses and heating in the end sections of the core. In addition to requiring unnecessary
energy, the additional losses reduce the ability of the transformer to resonate with the
load, further increasing the required rating for the transformer used in testing.

1.2

THESIS OBJECTIVES

The major research goal of this thesis will be to investigate, measure, simulate, and
model the losses attributed to the cores of partial core transformers.
The investigation of these losses will comprise of a literature review relating to the
present understandings of partial core transformers, as well as of the general theory
relating to losses within magnetic materials. From here testing will be completed, with
attempts made to relate the results of this testing to understandings of theory.
A finite element model will be implemented to simulate the electromagnetic phenomenon occurring within the core, and theory will be used to apply a model to this
simulation able to determine the losses within the core of the transformer.

1.3

THESIS OUTLINE

Chapter 2: Summarises the initial work and research into quantifying partial core
transformers, conducted in 2001 by Ming Liew. This work is important to
understand as it represents the fundamental concepts of partial core transformers,
and describes the processes at a simple and intuitive level. The design techniques
in this chapter rely heavily on empirically derived factors.

1.3

THESIS OUTLINE
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Chapter 3: Describes a more recent revision in the design of partial core transformers,
conducted in 2008 by Simon Bell. This work improved upon models of the time by
including the use of simple finite element modelling software to more accurately
determine reactive components of the partial core transformer design. This work
aids in the understanding of partial core transformers as the models developed by
Bell are still used as the basis for partial core transformer design to this day.
Chapter 4: Looks into a study related to the effects of flux distribution throughout
the cores of partial core transformers, conducted by Huo Xi Ting in 2009. This
study attempted to quantise losses within the cores of partial core transformers,
applying geometric concepts, and some assumptions regarding flux distribution
within the core.
Chapter 5: Sets out the theory of core losses strongly established within the design
of standard full core transformers. This traditional theory makes up the basis
for investigating core losses within partial core transformers as it is very well
established, and describes losses at a fundamental electromagnetic level. Although
these techniques can not be directly applied to partial core transformers, they
offer a starting point to develop alternative loss derivations from.
Chapter 6: Describes a more contemporary form of loss observed within magnetic
materials known as excess or anomalous loss. This loss has been used in the past
to explain the difference between expected and measured losses, and different
theories and models have been developed which are discussed within this chapter.
Chapter 7: Notes the design process used to specify, design, and construct cores for
partial core transformers. This process is used to build up an inventory of cores
for use with partial core transformers as described in this thesis. Other than
physically constructing cores, this chapter also offers a way to numerically define
the different electrical steel laminations within a core.
Chapter 8: Sets out the theory relating to the testing of partial core transformers
within this thesis. This theory aims to look into the relationship between losses
and frequency of excitation in order to determine the components of core loss
which could be attributed to either the well established components of loss or the
more questionable excess loss components.
Chapter 9: Describes initial testing attempting to apply the methods set out in
Chapter 8. First testing is completed on a small partial core transformer unit and
open circuit and air core results are measured and presented. Next a larger partial
core unit is tested and issues relating to the energisation of this transformer are
discussed.
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Chapter 10: Improves upon the testing discussed in Chapter 9 by introducing capacitive loads in order to move from an open circuit testing regime to more useful
resonant loading. With this improved testing methodology, more appropriate
measurements are collected. Analysis of these results is used to determine the
validity of the traditional theory of Chapter 5, and the contemporary theory of
Chapter 6.
Chapter 11: Describes the implementation of a finite element modelling with respect
to the core losses of partial core transformers. This chapter notes the initial model
used by Bell in Chapter 3, and offers improvements on this model to better suit
the model for determination of core losses. This improved model is used to model
the core losses within the partial core transformer and results of this analysis are
presented and compared to other methods to assess the appropriateness of the
modelling.
Chapter 12: Details work which could be completed in the future to further the
outcomes of this thesis and the related work. This future work relates to expanding
the model for different types of core, implementing automation within the use of
the model, and the potential to merge the model created in this thesis with the
broader models of Bell.

Chapter 2
INITIAL THEORY OF PARTIAL CORE
TRANSFORMERS

2.1

INTRODUCTION

The following chapter discusses the initial theory used to first design partial core
transformers. It should be noted that partial core transformers are not as established
a technology as full core transformers, so much of their theory is based largely on
approximations to the more thoroughly studied full core transformers.
This chapter relates to the work completed in 2001 by Ming Liew [Liew 2001], as
this is considered as some of the original work in quantising partial core transformers.
This chapter and the following two chapters are included in this thesis to give
the reader an introduction to the background of partial core transformers, and an
overview of the practises and theories relating to their design and quantisation. As such
these chapters attempt to describe processes on a general scale, rather than offering
fully reasoned derivations of concepts. If a more complete explanation of any of the
concepts or calculations within these chapters is required, the referenced texts can
provide clarification.
Liew’s work related to modelling the magnetising and leakage reactances of partial
core transformers, and as such these topics are covered in the following sections. After
this, a small section on Liew’s modelling of core losses is offered, before an overall
discussion of Liew’s theory is presented.

2.2

MAGNETISING REACTANCE CALCULATION

The original model attempted to estimate the magnetising reactance of a partial core
transformer. In order to estimate the reactance an empirically derived formula for the
reluctance of the flux air return path is summed with the reluctance of the core. While
the core reluctance is reliably estimated directly from Equation (2.1) [Muhlethaler et al.
2011], the reluctance of the air requires the consideration of how flux permeates from
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the ends of the partial core.
Rcore =

lcore

(2.1)

µ0 µr(core) Acore

Figure 2.1 shows a general view of how Liew believed flux permeated from the ends
of the partial core.

Figure 2.1

Core End Flux Diagram

The model then approximates the exponential spreading of the flux using Equation (2.2), which is then rearranged to form Equation (2.3), lair .
xa = lair



aa = lair

aa
1 − exp −
lair


lair
ln
lair − xa







(2.2)



(2.3)

Using this equation for aa to consider the concept of the spreading of the air return
path results in the following calculation of the equivalent area for the path.
Aair = π (rcore + aa )2






Aair = π rcore + lair ln −

lair
lair−xa

(2.4)


(2.5)

Reluctance is defined using the general form of Equation (2.1), stated as Equation (2.6) for clarity. The reluctance of the air path can be described by the integration
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of Equation (2.6), as seen in Equation (2.7).
R=

Rair =

l
µo µr A

Z lair →∞

(2.6)
1

µo µr(air) Aair

0

(2.7)

dxa

Substituting for Aair gives Equation (2.8). Note that µr for air has a value of 1 so
has been removed from the equation.
Rair =

1

Z lair →∞
0



µo π rcore + lair × ln



lair
lair −xa

2 dxa

(2.8)

Because of the exponential spreading of flux and therefore increasing area, the
flux density and reluctance of the air return path is only significant relatively close to
the core. As such, the magnetic circuit representing the flux path will consist of the
magneto-motive force (MMF) source, the reluctance of the core, and the air reluctance
present near both ends of the core. Figure 2.2 shows the magnetic circuit described and
Equation (2.9) describes the total reluctance of the transformer.

Figure 2.2

Flux Path Magnetic Circuit

Rtotal = Rcore + 2Rair

(2.9)

Numerical integration was performed using the characteristics of a partial core
transformer available when these equations were formed. The transformer was calculated to have air reluctance of 1.334 × 107 Henries compared to core reluctance of only
0.014 × 107 Henries. This gave a total reluctance of 2.682 × 107 according to Equation (2.9). The total reluctance of the transformer is calculated from Equation (2.6),
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which has been repeated as Equation (2.10) specifically for the overall transformer.
RT =

lT

(2.10)

µo µr(T ) AT

In Equation (2.10), lT which represents the total flux path length and is equal to
the length of the core and both sections of air return path, this length is assumed to
be approximately equal to the core length. This assumption is made because the core
length will be much greater than the significant sections of the air return path. AT is
assumed to be approximately equal to the core area.
The relative permeability of the overall transformer can be calculated according to
Equation (2.11), which is a rearranged form of Equation (2.10) adjusted to include the
above assumptions.
µr(T ) =

lcore
µo RT Acore

(2.11)

When the characteristics and calculated reluctance of the transformer previously
mentioned were substituted into Equation (2.11) the total relative permeability was
found to be 10.48. However previous work assumed that Equation (2.12) should be able
to calculate the same total relative permeability from experimental measurements of
magnetising reactance.
µr(T ) =

Xm lcore
ωN12 µo Acore

(2.12)

Using Equation (2.12) an empirical calculation for the total relative permeability of
the transformer of 60.27 was found. This was far from the predicted value of 10.48, so
the model was revised.
A partial core saturation factor was introduced and denoted θ and Equation (2.2)
was redefined as Equation (2.13).
xa = lair



aa
1 − exp −
θlair




(2.13)

This redefined equation was then passed through to Equation (2.8), to give the
adjusted Equation (2.14).
Rair =

1

Z lair →∞
0



µo π rcore + θlair × ln



lair
lair −xa

2 dxa

(2.14)

Numerical integration was again used with varying values of θ. An appropriate value
of approximately 6.0 was found to consolidate the two methods of using Equation (2.12)
and Equation (2.14). Two more transformers were used to recalculate the value of θ
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required to balance the two equations, and saturation factors of 4.0 and 3.8 were found
to be appropriate.
It was believed that the saturation factor was dependant on the physical dimensions
of core geometry, and Equation (2.15) was formed to describe this supposed relationship.
θ = kθ



lcore
rcore

 αθ

(2.15)

In Equation (2.15) kθ and aθ are the partial core saturation constant and partial
core saturation power constant respectively. These constants represent empirical factors
to be derived from testing.
From testing on the three transformers available during the study and solving a
set of simultaneous equations, values for kθ and aθ were determined. For the three
transformers kθ values of 2.27, 2.19, and 2.18 were found, and for aθ values of 0.31, 0.29,
and 0.32. These results were used to estimate empirical values of kθ and aθ of 0.31 and
2.21.
After the derivation of kθ and aθ , the air reluctance could be found through use of
Equation (2.15) and Equation (2.14). Following this Equation (2.9) was used to find the
total relative permeability. Finally the standard transformer derivation for reactance
described by Equation (2.16) [Slemon 1966] can be used to calculate the magnetising
reactance of the transformer.
Xm =

2.2.1

ωN12 µ0 µrT Ac
lc

(2.16)

Generalisation of Air Reluctance Formula

Because the use of Equation (2.14) requires numerical integration of a complicated
formula, a generalisation for the reluctance of the air return path was established. The
study observed the effects of altering either the area or length of the core and resulted
in Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4.
From this data the relationships between core area, core length, and air reluctance
were assumed, resulting in the formation of Equation (2.17).
Rair = 1.7 × 10

5



1
Acore

0.345 

1
lcore

0.31

(2.17)

This generalisation resulted in identical results to the use of Equation (2.14),
without requiring the computationally expensive process of numerical integration. So
was accepted as a valid replacement.
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Air Reluctance vs Cross Sectional Area [Liew 2001]

LEAKAGE REACTANCE

2.3.1

Full Core Transformer Model

The original model initially used the full core equations for leakage reactance, which
determine leakage inductance from the geometric characteristics of a transformer.
Figure 2.5 denotes the geometry and dimensional variables used later in Equation (2.18).
The geometry shown in Figure 2.5 represents the axis-symmetric cross sectional
view of the transformer, that is to say this geometry is rotated around the central axis
of the core to form a cylindrical core enclosed by two coils which can be considered
geometrically as hollow cylinders.
The original leakage reactance derivation [Connelly 1965] was determined by investigating the energy stored among the inductances of both the primary and secondary
winding and the inter-winding space between the two. This derivation leads to Equation (2.18).

L12

µ0 N12
=
lcore

¯lp d1
+ ¯lps ∆d
3

!

(2.18)

In Equation (2.18), ¯lp represents the mean circumferential length of the primary
winding, which is defined in Equation (2.19), Similarly ¯ls and ¯lps relate to the secondary
winding and inter-winding space and are defined in Equation (2.20) and Equation (2.21).
¯lp = 4 wi1 + wo1
2




(2.19)
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Figure 2.4

Air Reluctance vs Core Length [Liew 2001]

¯ls = 4 wi2 + wo2
2




¯lps = 4 wo1 + wi2
2




(2.20)

(2.21)

Through use of Equation (2.18), Equation (2.19), Equation (2.20), and Equation (2.21), L12 can be determined, this value can be simply multiplied by angular
frequency to find the total leakage reactance.
X12 = ωL12

(2.22)

To decompose the total leakage reactance into primary and secondary leakage
reactance it is assumed that the two values are equal and therefore half of the total
value.
X1 = X2 =

X12
2

(2.23)

It is worth noting that these equations appear to relate to a square profile transformer
rather than circular. In more recent studies [Bodger 2012, chap. 12], this appears to
have been addressed through use of an altered set of equations.
The revised equations effectively substitute the factor of 4 from Equation (2.19),
Equation (2.20), and Equation (2.21) with a factor of π. This substitution converts the
equations from describing the perimeter of a square to the circumference of a circle.
The equations are also adapted to collect certain terms into a winding thickness factor,
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Figure 2.5

Core Geometry

τ12 as seen in Equation (2.24).
ωN12 µ0 πτ12
lc

X12 =

(2.24)

The winding factor is here determined by Equation (2.25).
τ12 =

w1 d1 + w2 d2
+ w12 ∆d
3

(2.25)

The w1 , w2 , and w12 components of the winding thickness factor, represent the
average widths of the primary and secondary windings and inter-winding space. They
are defined by the following set of equations.
wi1 + wo1
w1 = 4
2



(2.26)

wi2 + wo2
w2 = 4
2



(2.27)





w12 = 4



wo1 + wi2
2



(2.28)
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2.3.2

The Rogowski Factor

When the leakage reactance was calculated as above, an observed difference was found
between the expected and measured values for the tested transformers. A previously
used technique for adjusting leakage current in full core transformers is to include a
Rogowski factor [Doebbelin and Lindemann 2010]. The Rogowski factor is used to
adjust the total leakage current as determined through Equation (2.24), it is included
in the form of Equation (2.29).
0
X12 = ΓX12

(2.29)

0

In Equation (2.29) X12 represents the non-adjusted leakage reactance as calculated
through Equation (2.24). The Rogowski factor depends on transformer geometry and is
dependent on the aspect ratio as calculated through Equation (2.30).
βa =

lcore
τ12

(2.30)

In Equation (2.30), τ12 is the winding thickness. It should be understood that
this is different to the winding thickness factor discussed in Equation (2.25), rather
it is calculated through Equation (2.31). This is different to other definitions of the
winding factor for partial core transformer designs [Bodger 2012, chap. 9] which agree
with Equation (2.25), and it is unknown why it has been defined as such in this case,
whether through a misunderstanding or legitimate alternative reasoning. In any case
other references to winding thickness factor or τ12 in this text outside of Equation (2.30),
and Equation (2.31) do not refer to this definition.
τ12 = d1 + ∆d + d2

(2.31)

Here τ12 is the winding thickness, and the other terms are as described in Figure 2.5.
Liew also mentions a second derivation of the aspect ratio which uses the average radius
of the core rather than the aspect ratio [Yamaguchi et al. 1995].This second aspect
ratio calculation is unused by Liew due to this derivation not properly considering
the geometry of the windings compared to the core. The Rogowski factor used was
ill-defined, only vaguely described by Equation (2.32) and Equation (2.33).
Γ ≈ 1 where βa  1

(2.32)

Γ < 1 where βa ≈ 1

(2.33)

As this was not sufficiently defined to use within models, the Rogowski factor was
investigated further. The same three transformers mentioned previously were used to
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empirically derive a relationship between the aspect ratio and the Rogowski factor.
For the three transformers, the observed value of total leakage reactance was
compared to the expected value, using Equation (2.16) and Equation (2.24). These values
were used to determine the Rogowski factor required to consolidate each transformers
expected and observed leakage reactance. Three additional partial core transformers
were constructed and similarly tested. By plotting the required Rogowski factors against
the aspect ratios of the transformers, Figure 2.6 is created.

Figure 2.6

Ragowski Factor Investigation [Liew 2001]

From Equation (2.32), it was expected that the Rogowski factor would approach 1
as the aspect ratio reached high values. As such it was assumed that the relationship
between the Rogowski factor and aspect ratio was an exponential function saturating
at Γ = 1. Equation (2.34) was defined as the general equation for the Rogowski factor
and was used for empirical quantisation.
βa
Γ(βa ) = 1 − exp −
ζ




(2.34)

Here ζ merely denotes a mathematical concept which determines the saturation
of the function. The data available for the six transformers was re-examined with
Equation (2.34). This data was considered in terms of the new ζ concept compared to
the aspect ratio. Figure 2.7 shows the results of this analysis.
From Figure 2.7 it appears that there is a linear relationship between the conceptual
ζ term and the aspect ratio. Equation (2.35) describes this relationship.
ζ = 0.4βa + 1.59

(2.35)

Substituting Equation (2.35) into Equation (2.34) gives the quantitative Equa-
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Figure 2.7

ζ Investigation [Liew 2001]

tion (2.36) for the Rogowski factor.
βa
Γ(βa ) = 1 − exp −
0.4βa + 1.59




(2.36)

Equation (2.36) is then used to calculate the Rogowski factor used to adjust
Equation (2.29).
Liew states that a Rogowski factor of 1 signifies perfect coupling between windings,
however this does not seem correct as even with a Rogowski factor of 1 leakage still
occurs.

2.4

CORE LOSSES

In order to understand the core loss theories discussed, Figure 2.8 describes the equivalent
transformer model used in their formulation. With a full core transformer the open
circuit conditions can be reliably used to characterise the electrical circuit equivalent
of the core. Usually when no current is flowing in the secondary, the magnetising
reactance and core resistance dominate the circuit, being much larger than the primary
leakage reactance and primary winding resistance. This allows the direct calculation
of these core components ignoring the primary components. However in a partial core
transformer, due to the increased reluctance from the air return path the magnetising
reactance is much lower and the parallel combination with the core resistance decreases
to a magnitude where it no longer dominates. Because the core impedance is no longer
dominant over the primary impedance, the open circuit characteristics can no longer be
considered an approximation of the core alone.
Rather than attempt to characterise core losses from open circuit testing the core
losses are instead split into parallel losses associated to hysteresis and eddy currents.
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Figure 2.8

Transformer Equivalent Circuit

In most present models these losses are each estimated using conventional full core
methods.
In the model of Figure 2.8, Rc is split into the parallel branches of Rec and Rh
representing eddy current and hysteresis losses respectively. As such, they are related
by Equation (2.38).
Rc = Rh k Rec

(2.37)

Rh Rec
Rh + Rec

(2.38)

Rc =

2.4.1

Hysteresis Losses

Present design processes use the Steinmetz equation described in Equation (2.39) to
estimate hysteresis losses. This model is widely used in full core transformer modelling
[Cazacu and Petrescu 2013] [McPherson and Laramore 1981].
ζ
Ph = Vc γc kh f Bm

(2.39)

Where ζ is the Steinmetz factor which ranges between 1.8 and 2.5, unrelated to the
mathematical ζ pertaining to the Rogowski factor.
Liew attempted to use Equation (2.39) to characterise the cores of three partial
core transformers. Although the transformers shared the same core material, the losses
being exhibited by these transformers resulted in different calculations of kh . This led
to a new derivation for hysteresis losses in partial core transformers, however this new
hysteresis model appears to have never been adopted into partial core design.
The original derivation of kh and ζ was completed using Equation (2.39). First the
voltage expected across the primary components R1 and jX1 is subtracted from the
primary input voltage, this gives the emf apparent on the core. Next the core eddy
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current losses are estimated, in this case using the full core loss model. The total core
resistance is taken from open circuit tests, and because eddy current resistance and
hysteresis resistance in parallel form core resistance Equation (2.40) can be used to
determine the hysteresis resistance component.
Rh =

Rec Rc
Rec − Rc

(2.40)

Finally the hysteresis power losses can be found through Equation (2.41).

Ph =

e2
Rh

(2.41)

For each transformer, a different supply voltage will result in both a change in the
measured hysteresis losses and the calculated flux density within the core. By collecting
data for different supply voltages, simultaneous equations can be formed to determine
the material constant and Steinmetz factor according to Equation (2.39).
The study found that for the three partial core transformers used, the Steinmetz
factor was reliably calculated as approximately 1.84, but the material constants were
calculated as 0.31, 1.58, and 3.32. Because the transformers were constructed with
similar core materials, these material constants should have also been similar. The
variance is a clear indication that the conventional Steinmetz equation is inappropriate
for partial core transformers.
In order to better model partial core transformers, a new term kh is formed and
generally defined by Equation (2.42).
kh = (Vc khpc )αhpc

(2.42)

The two terms khpc and αhpc were then derived empirically using three transformers.
khpc was found to be near 3.5 × 103 , and αhpc was approximately -2.5. The researcher
states that these constants should hold for any transformer made of similar core
materials.
Replacing the material constant kh in Equation (2.39) with the derivation described
by Equation (2.42), leads to the formation of Equation (2.43).
1+αhpc

Phpc = Vc

α

hpc
x
γc khpc
f Bm

(2.43)

This formula was adopted by Liew as an improvement over the conventional full-core
hysteresis model.
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DISCUSSION OF LIEW’S WORK

In adjusting the models of full core transformers for use with partial core designs Liew
derived a number of equations through empirical calculations. Although his reformed
partial core models have increased the accuracy of partial core design and have been
used as the basis for several research and design projects [Bell 2008] [Bodger 2012, chap.
14], empirically derived factors are inherently unreliable in some ways.
A major issue with empirically derived research is that it can neglect factors
not initially considered by whoever designs the governing equations. That is to say
the researcher might not consider factors which were not important to their specific
situations. An example with the work of Liew is that his models appear to consider only
square profile transformers, whereas in practise many of the transformers constructed
for partial core research are of a circular profile. By empirically calculating the various
factors within the new derivations it is unclear when these factors become inappropriate
for different types of partial core transformers.
Another issue with empirical derivations is the unintended collection of nonrelated
factors into empirical calculations. Within Liew’s work it is assumed that eddy currents
are similar to those of full-core transformers, and that hysteresis losses make up the
difference between the full and partial core loss models. From this assumption Liew
attributes losses to hysteresis and calculates new terms to describe these assumed
hysteresis losses. More recent research projects have indicated an increase in eddy
current losses in partial core transformers [Bell 2008] [Ting 2009] [Lapthorn and Keenan
2015], including these increased losses to a partial core model would affect Liew’s
derivations and require a new calculation of the factors affecting his loss model.
The number of samples used to make each derivation may be an issue. For most of
the derived factors, only three transformers have been used. The section determining
the Rogowski factor introduces another three separate transformers, however this is
still not a large sample size. The low number of samples is understandable in this case
due to the resource consumption required to build each sample transformer, however it
needs to be noted that this affects the reliability of results. Statistically three or even
six samples is not considered a large sample group, but mathematically it poses another
problem. The revised models tend to have two empirically derived factors in each
section of the model, for example the saturation factor described by Equation (2.15)
contains both kθ and αθ . If only three samples are taken and two separate arbitrary
factors are applied, any transformer parameter could be selected and used to explain
the relationship. The only thing preventing this is that the researcher has made the
correct assumption in selecting appropriate parameters.
Each time Liew derives a new empirical factor he justifies it by reapplying his
new derivation to the same transformers from which he derived it, this is a flawed
justification. Applying the derivations to the same transformers will always agree with
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his new models regardless of their accuracy within this model. This could be considered
a measure of the correlation between the factors he decides to model, however due to
the low number of samples used this correlation will likely always be high.
In support of Liew’s models is a transformer which was designed according to the
revised models. When this transformer was constructed testing resulted in measured
values close to the expected performance. Liew’s models have also been adopted for use
in partial core design and have been the basis for further research projects.
Further to this Liew published articles related to the design of partial core transformers; [Liew and Bodger 2001], [Liew and Bodger 2002]; and filed a patent regarding
his design [Bodger et al. 2003].
The published materials, patent, and working machines developed by Liew show
that his work was sound and lead to demonstrable outcomes. So this section discussing
and criticising Liew’s work should not be seen as an attempt to discredit Liew or his
work, but rather a study looking into areas where the design of partial core transformers
can be improved or investigated further.

2.6

CONCLUSION

This chapter set out the initial design of partial core transformers as described by Ming
Liew. This work gives insight into the fundamental concepts of partial core transformers
and the techniques which were originally used to quantise them.
Liew offered means of characterising both the magnetising reactance and leakage
reactances, by looking into the expected magnetic path of the transformer, and the
associated geometries. Liew then goes on to estimate core losses within the transformer
by adjusting the hysteresis loss equation to a form more appropriate for partial core
transformers.
Finally in this chapter a discussion is offered which discusses and criticises the
works of Liew. The majority of these criticisms relate to the empirical nature of the
work, where only a small sample of results are available.

Chapter 3
REVISED THEORY OF PARTIAL CORE
TRANSFORMERS

3.1

INTRODUCTION

The model originally theorized by Liew in 2001 was investigated and reformed in 2008
by Simon Bell [Bell 2008]. Rather than rely on empirical findings as Liew had previously,
Bell attempted to quantise the partial core transformer model using finite element
analysis techniques. The following section summarises the work of Bell relevant to
this study, and neglects unrelated sections such as his work regarding reverse design
methods and the practical design considerations for partial core transformers.

3.2

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

The first work Bell conducted in his investigation was to attempt to create a partial
core transformer equivalent circuit, in order to relate the partial core transformer to
conventional full core models. He noted that while the desired performance for a partial
core resonant transformer is to resonate with a capacitive load, that previous models
were unable to appropriately quantise the reactance of the partial core transformer.
Where previous models attempted to match the magnetizing reactance of the partial
core to the load reactance, they failed to accurately derive and include the secondary
winding leakage reactance which for partial cores may be of a significant magnitude.

3.2.1

Circuit Omitting Core Losses

Rather than continue with Liew’s empirically derived T-equivalent approximation Bell
instead considered the partial core transformer as a coupled inductor and proposed a
Thevenin approximation, as shown in Figure 3.1.
This circuit model considers the transformer in terms of self and mutual inductances.
Initially the core losses are omitted for simplicity, but the primary and secondary
resistances are included. The supply is modelled as a voltage source in series with an
impedance, and the load as a resistance and capacitance.
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Coupled Inductor Thevenin Approximation

If the circuit is reconsidered from the perspective of the local supply it can be
redrawn as shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2

Reduced Equivalent Circuit

The partial core transformer and load are now considered as a combination of the
primary impedance Zp and the coupled impedance Zc . The primary impedance is simply
the sum of the winding resistance and primary winding self-inductance, described in
Equation (3.1).
Zp = Rp + jωLp

(3.1)

The coupled impedance is more complicated, and represents the impedances of
the mutual inductance, secondary self-inductance, secondary winding resistance, load
resistance, and load capacitance, as viewed from the supply. The coupled impedance
can be determined from Equation (3.2) [Sherman 1942].
Zc =

2
ω 2 Mps

Rs0 + j(ωLs −

1
ωCl )

(3.2)
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In this definition Rs0 is the sum of the secondary winding resistance and load resistance. The input impedance as seen from the supply is the complex sum of the primary
and coupled impedances, resulting in Equation (3.3). Notation wise Equation (3.3) is
the result of expanding and collecting the real and imaginary components of this input
impedance.

Zin

3.2.2

2 R0
ω 2 Mps
s

2 C − ω5M 2 C 2L
ω 3 Mps
l
ps l s
= Rp + 02
+
j
ωL
+
p
1 2
2
2
02
2
ω Cl Rs + (ω Ls Cl − 1)2
Rs + (ωLs − ωCl )

!

(3.3)

Measured Inductances in the Equivalent Circuit

For the coupled impedance, Bell states that resonant frequency occurs according to
Equation (3.4).
1
ω0 = p
Lp Cl

(3.4)

However, this is an error, the resonance should occur according to the secondary
self-inductance Ls [Cannon et al. 2009], rather than the primary self-inductance Lp as
stated in Equation (3.4). Substituting the corrected Equation (3.4) into Equation (3.3),
results in resonant impedance described by Equation (3.5).
Zin = Rp +

2
Mps
Lp
+ j√
0
Ls Cl Rs
Ls Cl

(3.5)

At this point in the study Bell mentions two definitions of resonant frequency,
the first being the maximum impedance resonant frequency and the second the unity
power factor resonant frequency, denoted ω(0,m) and ω(0,u) respectively. The maximum
impedance resonant frequency describes the frequency at which input impedance is at
a maximum, that is to say any voltage set point is achieved with the lowest possible
current drawn. This is an important mode of operation, as it is the operating point at
which the least losses are incurred for a desired voltage output. The second definition,
unity power factor, occurs where the impedance is observed to be entirely resistive, and
causes no phase shift between voltage and current resulting in a power factor of one.
For partial core resonant transformers, these two definitions do not occur at the
same frequency due to the large real component of the circuit relating to the losses of
the core. For resonant circuits with high V A/watt ratios the unity power factor and
maximum impedance resonance frequencies are similar [Lee 1933], but due to the real
loss contributions in partial core transformers, this ratio decreases and the frequencies
deviate.
If a partial core transformer is tested and both ω(0,m) and ω(0,u) can be determined,
ω(0,c) can be specified to within these boundaries and used to make an estimate at the
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secondary winding self-inductance through Equation (3.6).
Ls =

1
ω2C

l

(3.6)

The mutual inductance of the transformer can also be calculated through Equation (3.7).
q

Mps =

(<{Zin } − Rp )Rs0
ω

(3.7)

Because ω(0) is defined within the boundaries of ω(0,m) and ω(0,u) Equation (3.6)
and Equation (3.7) are used to calculate a range of possible self and mutual inductances.
If required, the transformer can then be back energised through the high voltage winding
in order to calculate the primary winding self-inductance. The coil coupling can be
determined from Equation (3.8).
Mps
k=p
Lp Ls

3.2.3

(3.8)

Inclusion of Core Losses

Core losses are determined by the magnetic field present in the core of a transformer.
The higher the field strength the more losses are incurred. For a full core transformer
with a high coupling factor, the magnetic field is largely determined by the primary
leakage and mutual flux, and can be observed under open circuit conditions. However,
for a partial core transformer which is resonating with a capacitive load, the amp-turns
of the secondary will have a more dominant effect on the magnetic field. As such
Bell proposes that the core loss be included on the secondary side of the partial core
transformer Thevenin model. Figure 3.3 shows the core losses in the proposed position.

Figure 3.3

Secondary Referred Core Losses

3.2
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EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

Bell then defined the series combination of Rs , Rl , and Cl as ZL and combined the
0

parallel branches of ZL with Rc to obtain ZL .
ZL0 = Rc k (Rs + Rl + jXl )

(3.9)

As before Rs and Rl are collected to form Rs0 . Equation (3.10) and Equation (3.11)
are formed to describe the magnitude and phase of the total load impedance.
s

φ

0
ZL

|ZL0 |

=

= tan

−1



(Rc Rs0 )2 + (Rc Xl )2
(Rc + Rs0 )2 + Xl2

Xl
Rs0



− tan

−1



Xl
Rc + Rs0

(3.10)



(3.11)

Bell also offered an adjusted T-equivalent model including the core losses. The
model differs from the Steinmetz exact model in that the core loss is moved to the right
hand side of the secondary leakage reactance. To account for this alteration, the primary
and secondary leakage reactances as well as the magnetizing reactance are adjusted
according to Equation (3.12), Equation (3.13), and Equation (3.14) [Margueron and
Keradec 2007].

Figure 3.4

Adjusted T-Equivalent Model

0
Xlp
= jωLp (1 − xk)

(3.12)

0
Xm
= jωLp xk

(3.13)

0
η 2 Xls
= jωLp x(x − k)

(3.14)

Another adjustment to the model is that the turns ratio has been replaced with a
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coupling factor η. Which is calculated through Equation (3.15).
s

η=x

Lp
Ls

(3.15)

In these equations x is chosen arbitrarily between k and 1/k. The value of x chosen
effects the sharing of leakage reactance between the primary and secondary windings.
For an x value equal to k leakage reactance is entirely allocated the primary winding, for
x of 1/k it is entirely allocated to the secondary, if x is set to one the leakage reactance
is evenly shared between the primary and secondary.
Although rather vaguely defined, the actual value of x appears to initially exist only
as a placeholder, to be decided later in the design process described by Bell. This later
design process determines the ratio of Lp : Ls separately, using this ratio to determine
the correct value of x.

3.3

INDUCTIVE REACTANCE MODEL IN PARTIAL CORE
TRANSFORMERS

For a standard full-core transformer, the flux path is constrained within the steel of
the transformer core. Due to the air return path in the magnetic circuit of partial core
transformers, the path which flux follows around the core is no longer constrained, and
an amount passes through the transformer windings. Due to this wayward flux, coil
coupling decreases and leakage values increase.
Full core transformer models do not usually analyse in terms of self and mutual
inductance. This is because this type of analysis calculates leakage inductance by
investigating the magnetizing inductance, which will generally be orders of magnitude
higher than leakage. As such, small errors calculating magnetizing inductance can result
in large errors in the calculation of leakage [Edwards 2007]. For partial core designs, the
leakage is much higher, so these errors have much less of an effect on final calculations.
Bell theorises that an inductive reactance component design model should be
developed for partial core resonant transformers, which uses a self and mutual inductance
model [Ludwig and El-Hamamsy 1991]. His model will determine the secondary selfinductance required to resonate with the load capacitance, and then specify the primary
winding to provide the voltage ratio as required.

3.3.1

Finite Element Analysis

In order to practically implement the self and mutual inductance model, Bell utilized a
magneto-static finite element analysis (FEA) model. This type of modelling was deemed
more appropriate than previous methods which incorrectly assumed uniform flux density,
or included the use of various empirical factors without quantifiable supporting theory.
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Finite element analysis is a method of numerical integration, which considers a large
system as a network of smaller problems. A larger geometry is split into a series of nodes
and a connecting network is superimposed onto these nodes, equations are determined
for these smaller networks and are evaluated with an approach that approximates the
larger system [Hughes 1987].

Figure 3.5

FEA Example [Sadiku 1989] ©[1989] IEEE

Dividing a larger problem into many smaller problems can result in thousands of
equations for large or complex geometries, however these equations are often solved by
linear interpolation techniques within the mesh of nodes, so can be completed quickly
and efficiently.
With FEA there is a compromise regarding the resolution of the nodal system used
to approximate the larger system. Adding additional nodes will act to both increase
the resolution and accuracy of the model, but also increases the number of equations
required, and subsequently computation time. As such, resolution of the model is an
important concern and should be considered depending on the requirements of the
situation in which it is being employed.
Aside from the removal of assumptions and empirical factors, FEA modelling has
the additional benefit of granting a program able to interface with higher level design
programs. This allows the development of optimization routines which simulate differing
design options and repeatedly inspect the FEA until a best case solution is obtained.
A potential risk when using FEA techniques is the opportunity for a model to
produce invalid results. If modelling is flawed outputs from the FEA program will be
inaccurate, likely unbeknownst to the user. Where no real-world measurements are
available for comparison it can be hard to trust any produced results. This becomes
especially problematic where operators are inexperienced with either FEA methods or
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with the type of system being modelled [Bodger 2012].

3.3.2

Model Geometry

Bell first describes the geometry of his model detailing how the windings, core, and
surrounding area are represented. For reference Figure 3.6 shows a cross sectional
diagram of the partial core transformer geometry. This view only shows one quarter of
the machine, halved along both the z and r axes.

Figure 3.6

3.3.3

Partial Core Model Geometry [Bell 2008]

Windings

Each of the windings were modelled as uniform blocks of non-magnetic material which
contained all turns for all layers of that winding. This approach neglects the insulation
required in both separating each turn and each layer, in order for this assumption to
hold, physical insulation used in transformer construction must remain small. The
model then assumes an excitation of uniform current density throughout any winding,
this ignores any eddy currents, which Simon assumed were negligible to the global field
distribution.

3.3.4

Core

Physically a core constructed from grain oriented steel will have non-linear and
anisotropic magnetic properties. Bell quotes a relative permeability in the grain rolling
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direction of around 28,000 [Holland and Haydock 1992], however deviating by 55° from
the grain direction yields a much lower relative permeability [Shirkoohi and Arikat
1994] [Lapthorn and Keenan 2015]. Flux passing through laminations perpendicularly
incurs a further reduced relative permeability which can be as low as 100 [Pfutzner
et al. 1994].
At the boundary between steel core and air return path for the partial core transformer, the flux is no longer constrained, and so tends to spread radially through both
the core and air. Although this effect is partially discouraged by the lower relative
permeabilities described above, flux will penetrate the steel laminations both with
and against grain orientation as well as in inter-laminar directions. These differing
penetration orientations will result in the formations of eddy currents depending on the
geometry of the steel laminations. Bell notes that this effect has been observed notably
in parallel stacked cores, siting a study which found temperature differences of 30°C
around the edge of cores used in a partial core transformer [Bodger and Enright 2004].
The study found that after 3 minutes of use the temperature near the outside
edge of cores had risen from ambient temperatures of 20°C. For the areas where the
laminations were oriented perpindicular to the perimeter of the core temperatures had
only risen to 30°C, however where the orientations were tangential to the perimeter
of the core temperatures of 60°C to 70°C were observed. For clarification Figure 3.7
illustrates these positions on the core. This would appear to indicate that losses, and
therefore currents are more prevalent in these locations of the core.

Figure 3.7

Core Perimeter Heat Difference

Although acknowledging the existence of these losses Bell assumed the induced
currents will not affect the global field distribution, and decided to use an isotropic and
linear core model. This decision reduces the complexity of both the implementation
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and analysis of the FEA model.

3.3.5

Air Boundaries

When modelling full core transformers using FEA software, physical model boundary
locations do not require much attention. This is due to the return flux being heavily
constrained within the outer limbs of the transformer. For partial core transformers this is
not the case and returning flux spreads to a wide radius around the transformer. Because
of this large region containing the return flux, FEA models for partial core designs
require wide boundaries in order to properly consider and calculate flux distribution
within the air return path.
The model boundary was set at five times the radius of the transformer, and
would be iteratively increased while observing the magnetic field to determine at which
iteration the boundary was sufficiently large to not affect calculations.

3.3.6

Reactance Calculations

Winding Inductances can be defined according to Equation (3.16) [Ong 1997].
Lij = Ni Nj Pij

(3.16)

In Equation (3.16), Lij refers to the inductance shared between windings i and j.
If i and j are equal, this represents the self-inductance of winding i. If i and j are not
equal, this represents the mutual inductance shared between windings i and j. Ni and
Nj are the turns on windings i and j respectively, Pij is the magnetic permeance and is
defined through Equation (3.17).
Pij =

λ i0
ij 0

(3.17)

0

λi0 is the flux linkage of winding i due to the excitation current ij 0 in winding
0

0

0

j . Windings i and j are geometric representations of the actual windings i and j,
occupying the same space, but consisting of a single turn each.
A permeance matrix is constructed of the form shown in Equation (3.18).
"

P =

P11 P12

#

P21 P22

(3.18)

It is worth noting that in the permeance matrix Pij = Pji , as the mutual permeability
and therefore inductance is a shared property of the two windings.
FEA is used to conduct two simulations where either winding is excited by one
amp, the flux linkage of either winding is observed and used to form the permeance
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matrix of Equation (3.18). Equation (3.16) is used, together with the known turns of
each winding to determine the self and mutual inductances of the windings.
The calculated values for primary and secondary self and mutual inductance are then
converted to primary and secondary leakage reactances and a magnetizing reactance
through use of Equation (3.19), Equation (3.20), and Equation (3.21) [Ong 1997]
[Ludwig and El-Hamamsy 1991].
Xm = jω(aMps )

(3.19)

Xlp = jω(Lp − aMps )

(3.20)

a Xls = jωa
2

2



1
Ls − Mps
a



(3.21)

This set of equations illustrates the previously made statement, of not using this
technique for full core models due to the amplification of errors. If the calculated self or
mutual inductances are not correctly determined, these equations will give high error
relative to the small leakage values. However, for the partial core case the leakage will
increase due to a drop in mutual inductance, this results in errors having a lesser impact
on the comparably higher values.

3.3.7

Calculating Core Saturation

The magnetic field within a transformer is largely dependant on both the primary and
secondary ampere-turns. However, for a well-tuned partial core resonant transformer,
the ampere turns in the secondary winding will be much higher than the ampere turns
in the primary winding. Because the secondary amp-turns are dominant, core saturation
is largely determined by the secondary voltage. As such, Equation (3.22) can be used to
estimate the voltage at which core saturation will occur, depending on the performance
of an FEA model.
Bsat
model
Vssat
=√
Vs
2αu

(3.22)

model describes an estimate for the RMS secondary voltage
In Equation (3.22), Vssat

which will result in saturation. The αu term is the calculated core flux density determined
by the FEA model for a secondary voltage of Vs . Vs is usually set to 1 volt, and is done
so by using Equation (3.23) to set the excitation of the secondary winding.
I2 =

Vsu N2
2πf Ls

(3.23)
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It is worth noting that Equation (3.23) is essentially setting current equal to voltage
divided by reactance, but with the secondary turns multiplied to either side of the
equation.
Equation (3.22) is simply an extrapolation of the FEA results, assuming that the
√
B/H curve for the transformer steel is linear until the region of saturation. The 2 term
adjusts the voltage used in the model, which is essentially instantaneous peak voltage,
to an RMS value which can be used for specification of the transformers secondary
voltage.

3.4

DISCUSSION OF BELL’S WORK

In Section 3.2 Bell uses a coupling factor denoted x, his use of x appears to be rather
arbitrary never really describing his decision of what value to use for x. This appears
to be a method he has not used in his final work so it is recommended that this section
be disregarded for the design of partial core transformers.
When Bell introduces the effects of the core to his model in Section 3.3, he decides
to use an isotropic and linear model. This seems inappropriate considering the previous
section had outlined the different permeabilities of the core according to flux orientations.
He also assumes the induced eddy currents of the core will not have a significant effect on
the overall field distribution, however from the work of Bodger and Enright [Bodger and
Enright 2004], there are obviously significant losses occurring in the laminations near
the edge of the core. These losses will have an associated eddy current, which should
be properly investigated to determine their potential effects on the field distributions.
Bell mentions the methods of energy techniques for resolving the primary and
secondary leakage reactances as being inappropriate due to the partial core transformer
having non-equal primary and secondary leakage. This results in the need to use FEA
modelling to determine the inductances rather than these inappropriate techniques.
Bell uses these same energy techniques to verify the results of his FEA model, but
this verification seems inappropriate considering he has just contested the use of these
techniques. This brings to question either his results or the assumption that energy
techniques are invalid, and should be further investigated. Anecdotally Bell’s model
has been used in the development of several transformers and successfully predicts the
reactive components, so it is likely that the assumption that energy techniques are
invalid is incorrect.
When Bell decides which value to use for the relative permeability of his isotropic
core he decides on a value of 3000. He uses this value siting it as a compromise between
the possibilities of 28000 relative permeability with the grain of the steel and the
100 relative permeability for flux passing perpendicularly through steel laminations.
This choice seems arbitrary and would likely lead to an inaccurate calculation of field
distribution within the core. Areas in the model where the flux orientation is with
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the grain of the steel will have lowered permeability, offering more reluctance than
they should. Conversely areas near the end of the core where flux penetrates the steel
laminations with a perpendicular orientation will have a far greater permeability than
appropriate, and will offer far less reluctance than would be expected in reality.
The assumptions Bell makes relating to the use of a linear and isotropic core
with relative permeability 3000, can likely be explained by considering the purpose
of his study. Bell was primarily interested in modelling the inductance of partial
core transformers, this inductance can be found from the permeance of the windings
and relates to the overall magnitude of flux sustained throughout the windings of the
partial core transformer. Because the air return path contributes a large portion of
the reluctance within the magnetic circuit, the specific local effects of non-linearity
and anisotropy have little effect on the overall inductance of the unit and so could be
ignored by Bell. For a study relating to core losses these localised effects will likely
become much more significant so the assumptions Bell uses, and their effects on the
modelling of flux distributions and core loss will need to be reviewed.

3.5

CONCLUSION

This chapter has reviewed the work completed by Simon Bell. Bell took the empirical
works of Liew and attempted to improve the accuracy of the model by incorporating
FEA modelling.
The manner in which Bell includes components with respect to the equivalent circuit
of a partial core transformer is discussed, and the derivation of inductances and core loss
within this representation is noted. The FEA model employed by Bell is described and
assumptions and modelling decisions are also noted. Finally a discussion and criticism
of the work completed by Bell is listed. These criticisms are mainly focussed on the
linear and isotropic core model that Bell employs in his FEA modelling .

Chapter 4
EFFECTS OF FLUX DISTRIBUTION WITHIN
PARTIAL CORE TRANSFORMERS

The present models for partial core transformers are known to use inaccurate core loss
models. A large factor in core losses is the effects of induced eddy currents. Research
conducted by Huo Xi Ting attempted to quantise the effects of eddy current losses by
studying the interactions between the steel laminations of the core with the orientation
of the flux within the core, he did so using a geometric approach [Ting 2009].
Eddy currents are induced inside materials experiencing varying magnetic fields.
Any established eddy currents will flow in a path which lies on the plane normal to the
direction of the establishing flux. These eddy currents are flowing through a material
of finite resistance, so have an associated power loss, reducing the performance of the
machine to which they belong [Wang and Zhang 2017].
Eddy currents are generated by induced emf on the laminations of the steel core,
this emf exists due to the flux inside the core. Because the flux through the core of a
partial core transformer is complicated in nature and orientation, eddy currents cannot
be estimated using conventional techniques, which assume uniform flux distribution.

4.1

FLUX DIRECTION PERSPECTIVE

Previous models have assumed a uniform flow of flux through the core, both in terms of
flux density and orientation. Ting abandons this assumption, recognising the spreading
nature of flux near the ends of cores, he states that the calculation of eddy current
losses is much more complicated than previous models acknowledge.
To allow for the quantitative expression of eddy current losses Ting considers each
lamination of the steel core as a geometric entity acted on by flux in three orthogonal
directions. Figure 4.1 illustrates an example of this.
Ting then goes on to analyse the eddy currents contributed by each directional
component of flux. Before discussing these three directions, the concept of skin depth
must first be understood.
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Figure 4.1

4.1.1

Lamination in Isometric View [Ting 2009]

Skin Depth

Wherever alternating current excites a conductor, the phenomena of skin effect occurs.
The alternating current establishes a magnetic field which in turn creates an emf
opposing the initial current. The result of this opposing emf is a non-uniform current
density with more current concentrated near the surface of the conductor, and less near
the centre. The effective depth of the conductor allowing current flow is called the skin
depth, and can be quantified through Equation (4.1) [Bodger 2012, chap. 6].
s

δ=

2ρ
=
µω

r

ρ
µ0 µr πf

(4.1)

For any circular conductor with a radius greater than the skin depth, or rectangular
conductor with a cross section which has length and width both larger than twice the
skin depth, the effective area of conduction will decrease.
This will become apparent in the discussion of interaction with flux direction 0 b0
from Figure 4.1.
Because the core steel lamination thickness is usually smaller than twice the skin
depth it can be assumed that directions 0 a0 and 0 c0 are not affected by the skin effect. If
this assumption is later found to be incorrect the formulae can be adapted to include
the reduction.
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4.1.2

Eddy Current Resistance

To determine the current expected in an eddy current pathway, the conventional
definition of current through a conductor should be considered. For a standard conductor
with an applied voltage, current will flow with magnitude equal to the voltage divided
by the resistance of the conductor. Similarly, the voltage produced from changing flux
in a transformer core establishes eddy currents, this voltage is applied to the core steel
laminations which will have a resistance determined by the resistivity of the steel and
the effective geometry of the eddy current pathway. The resistance can be determined
by Equation (4.2) [Laurie 2007].
R=ρ

l
A

(4.2)

Here, l is the eddy current path length, and A is the path cross sectional area. By
geometrically determining the length and area of effective eddy current pathways in core
steel, the resistance can be determined. Flux behaviour, found using FEA modelling
can then be investigated to obtain the effective voltage acting on any given eddy current
pathway, and then estimates can be made for eddy current behaviour.

4.1.3

Flux Direction ‘a’

Figure 4.2 illustrates the geometry of a core lamination for the 0 a0 direction.

Figure 4.2

’a’ Directional Flux Effects [Ting 2009]
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From Figure 4.2b, the average current path for an eddy current related to the 0 a0
component of flux has a length specified by Equation (4.3).
Tcore
la = 2 Wcore − 2
4




Tcore
+ 2 Tcore − 2
4




(4.3)

This can be simplified to Equation (4.4).
la = 2Wcore

(4.4)

The cross sectional area for this eddy current is determined by Equation (4.5).
Aa = Lcore

Tcore
2

(4.5)

From Equation (4.6) the resistance can be determined using Equation (4.4) and
Equation (4.5).
Ra = ρcore

4.1.4

4Wcore
Lcore Tcore

(4.6)

Flux Direction ‘b’

Figure 4.3 illustrates the geometry of a core lamination for the 0 b0 direction.

Figure 4.3

’b’ Directional Flux Effects [Ting 2009]

For the 0 b0 component of flux, the effects of skin depth can be observed in Figure 4.3b.
The skin depth for the core laminations can be found using Equation (4.1). Due to the
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skin effect the effective average length of the path for the eddy current has increased
and the effective cross sectional area has decreased. Equation (4.7) can be used to
determine the effective average length for the eddy current path.


lb = 2 Wcore − 2

δ
2





+ 2 Lcore − 2

δ
2



(4.7)

This can be simplified to Equation (4.8).
lb = 2Wcore + 2Lcore − 2δ

(4.8)

The cross sectional area for this eddy current is determined by Equation (4.9).
Ab = Tcore δ

(4.9)

From Equation (4.10) the resistance can be determined using Equation (4.8) and
Equation (4.9).
Rb = ρcore

4.1.5

2Wcore + 2Lcore − 2δ
Tcore δ

Flux Direction ‘c’

Figure 4.4 illustrates the geometry of a core lamination for the 0 c0 direction.

Figure 4.4

’c’ Directional Flux Effects [Ting 2009]

(4.10)
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Because of the geometric similarities between the 0 a0 and 0 c0 orientations of the
core laminations, the eddy current path analysis is also similar. From Figure 4.4b, the
average current path for an eddy current related to the 0 a0 component of flux has a
length specified by Equation (4.11).


lc = 2 Lcore − 2

Tcore
4





+ 2 Tcore − 2

Tcore
4



(4.11)

This can be simplified to Equation (4.12).
lc = 2Lcore

(4.12)

The cross sectional area for this eddy current is determined by Equation (4.13).
Ac = Wcore

Tcore
2

(4.13)

From Equation (4.14) the resistance can be determined using Equation (4.12) and
Equation (4.13).
Rc = ρcore

4.2

4Lcore
Wcore Tcore

(4.14)

APPLYING FLUX DIRECTION TECHNIQUES TO PARTIAL
CORE TRANSFORMERS

Ting describes three key factors in applying his flux directional techniques. The first
he denoted L0 which was used to describe the portion of the core lengthwise, which
is effected by spreading flux. Figure 4.5 illustrates these regions for a square core
transformer, the yellow section are the areas containing spreading flux at the ends of
the core.
Next Ting describes a factor denoted Kec , this factor was used to specify the amount
of spreading flux expected in the core. Ting surmised that eKec could be imagined as
the spreading flux in both directions 0 b0 and 0 c0 , while e(1 − kec ) would be the remaining
emf passing directly through the core. Figure 4.6 attempts to clarify this reasoning.
The numerical value of Kec can be between 0 and 1, 0 representing the situation
where no spreading flux is observed, 1 representing the situation where all flux is
spreading radially, with no component in the 0 a0 direction. Ting states the assumption
that spreading flux is even in the 0 b0 and 0 c0 directions. The third aspect Ting identifies
is the aspect ratio βa , the aspect ratio is defined as previously by Equation (4.15).
βa =

l1 + l2
2τ12

(4.15)
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Figure 4.5

Figure 4.6

Areas of Spreading Flux [Ting 2009]

Severity of Spreading Flux [Ting 2009]

Ting states that smaller aspect ratios which represent short-wide transformers are
more prone to spreading flux.
Ting initially investigates the losses in square core transformers before adapting his
model to cylindrical models. He describes a means of calculating the losses for a square
core, and then envisions stacked cores as an assortment of square cores of varied widths.
By applying his square model to each of the different widths used in the cylindrical core
he is able to give an estimate of eddy current losses.
The approach Ting uses is believed to include errors, but is currently the best
approximation available. It does not accurately describe a method for determining
losses in radially stacked transformer cores.
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4.2.1

Radially Stacked Core Model

To perform analysis on radially stacked cores, Ting modifies his approach. Rather than
the 0 a0 , 0 b0 , and 0 c0 directions, flux will only be considered in the direct 0 a0 direction, and
an orthogonal direction 0 r0 symbolising radial flux. This effectively changes the model
to an axis-symmetric concept. The concepts of L0 , Kec , and βa can still be considered
in this situation. Figure 4.7 illustrates the flux directions on a typical radially stacked
core.

Figure 4.7

4.3

’r’ directional flux [Ting 2009]

DISCUSSION OF TING’S WORK

Ting makes several assumptions in his analysis of the flux with respect to his three
orientations; 0 a0 , 0 b0 , and 0 c0 . First Ting assumes that flux spreads equally in the 0 b0 and
0 c0

directions. This is unlikely as the relative permeability for the core will likely be

much lower in the inter-laminar 0 b0 direction, compared to the 0 c0 direction.
Another assumption made here is that for any point on the 0 a0 dimension, the
spreading flux of the 0 b0 and 0 c0 orientations is equal across every value of 0 b0 and 0 c0 .
This is also likely a false assumption as the flux will be more complicated than this,
spreading differently at different radiuses from the centre of the core.
Where Ting describes his Kec factor he states that e(1 − kec ) will be the direct flux
in the 0 a0 direction, with eKec in both the 0 b0 and 0 c0 directions, however the summation
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of these fluxes results in e(1 + kec ) total flux. The model used by Ting would need to
be adjusted to either contain e(1 − 2kec ) in the 0 a0 direction or eKec /2 in each of the 0 b0
and 0 c0 directions.
Because any developed models will likely be used for both radially stacked and
parallel stacked cores, these models will need to be able to simulate both types of
core. Using the method Ting describes for modelling a radially stacked core as two
orientations of flux, 0 a0 and 0 r0 will limit the model to only radial cores. Instead the
work of Ting should be used as a basis for a model which relies more heavily on FEA
modelling. An FEA model could be used to determine the flux density and orientation
within the core. The geometric analysis described by Ting could then be overlaid on
this model to determine the eddy currents within the core.
By using an FEA model rather than a model requiring L0 , Kec and βa , the assumptions described above are mitigated and a better estimate of flux within the core can be
determined.
In the use of an FEA model the geometric analysis will become more complicated,
due to the simplistic nature of flux Ting’s assumptions grant. Using these assumptions,
flux is more homogenous within the core, and the flux entering and exiting each
lamination will be equal with respect to his three components. For an FEA model, the
amount of flux entering and exiting a lamination for any orientation may be different.
This will have to be accounted for somehow, perhaps by averaging the amount in/out
of the lamination, or some form of integration over the volume of the lamination.
A further note on the use of the 0 a0 and 0 r0 components Ting describes is that this
model would best suit an axis-symmetric FEA model, however this model would need
to account for the different lamination widths used in radially stacked cores. Rather it
may be of greater benefit to implement a 3D model which can handle both radial and
parallel stacked cores.
Implementing a 3D model will greatly increase the time required for the FEA
simulation to calculate model performance. If this increase in solving time is significant,
the model may have to be simplified or used to create some form of lookup table. This
would be necessary for the practical use of the model, as users may not be able to wait
for a full 3D solution for each iteration in the design process.

4.4

CONCLUSION

This chapter has reviewed the work completed by Huo Xi Ting, Ting investigated the
losses relating to eddy currents within partial core transformers.
Ting describes a model which considers the flux within the core in 3 orthogonal
orientations. By examining the flux expected in any of the directions, and the geometry
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of core laminations relative to this orientation, Ting offers a means of determining the
eddy losses which should exist.
A discussion of the work completed by Ting is offered, and criticisms relating to
the way in which Ting accounts for spreading flux are noted. These criticisms can likely
be addressed by implementation of an FEA model which calculates the flux within the
core, rather than using the assumptions stated by Ting.

Chapter 5
TRADITIONAL CORE LOSSES

5.1

INTRODUCTION

Within transformers and electrical machines in general, it is well established that there
are two main types of losses present within the central magnetic core. These two types
of losses are commonly referred to as eddy current losses and hysteresis losses.
Eddy current losses are attributed to the voltage and current induced within the
steel core due to time varying magnetic fields. The same way that a varying magnetic
field will induce a voltage in a stationary loop of conductive wire, the AC magnetic field
of a transformer will produce eddy currents inside any conductive components within
the flux path of the transformer. Because the core is the main component of the flux
path, and this core is made of steel, a fairly conductive material, eddy currents are
particularly prevalent in this area.
The hysteresis losses are more complicated in terms of their description. Rather
than an interplay of enclosed flux caught by conductive materials, they instead relate
to the relationship between an externally applied magnetic field, and the flux density
developed within a material as a result of this field. As this magnetic field and flux
density alternate back and forth, energy is lost within the magnetic domains of the
steel.
This chapter will set out the underlying elcectromagnetic theory common to both
eddy currents and hysteresis, before looking into the phenomena responsible for either
type of loss and the methods used for their calculation. An alternative application
of Maxwell’s equations will be described. Lastly, the inclusion of losses within the
equivalent circuit of a transformer will be noted.

5.2

ELECTROMAGNETISM WITHIN THE CORE

Before discussing the phenomenon which give rise to both eddy currents and hysteresis
losses, it is important to understand the interplays of the electromagnetic elements
within a transformer.
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In the most basic operation of a transformer, a voltage is applied to the primary
terminals causing a primary current to flow. This primary current and voltage can be
observed inducing a current and voltage in the secondary winding of the transformer.
The primary and secondary voltages and currents are scaled up or down by a ratio of
the primary to secondary turns.
Within the core of any transformer, the fundamental process allowing the transformer to function is described by Faraday’s law of induction. This law relates the
induced voltage across any coil to the rate of change of the magnetic flux which that
coil encloses. In the case of a transformer, this flux is provided by the primary winding
voltage and exists within the core of the transformer.
The induced voltage and current in the secondary winding are provided by this
magnetisation of the central steel core by the primary winding. The steel core connects
the windings and allows magnetic flux to flow in a constrained path linking the two
windings and allowing a means of power transfer between them [Bean et al. 1959].
The amount of flux flowing through the core depends on the applied primary voltage
and is related by Equation (5.1) [Faraday 1832].
e=N

dφ
dt

(5.1)

The same relationship exists between the secondary voltage and the same flux, so
if all flux which flows through the primary current also flows through the secondary
winding then Equation (5.2) relates the two voltages.
e1
dφ
e2
=
=
N1
dt
N2

(5.2)

e2
N2
=
e1
N1

(5.3)

Or more simply:

It is worthwhile to keep these relationships in mind while considering the core losses
of transformers.

5.3

EDDY CURRENT LOSSES

In much the same way that Faraday’s law of induction describes the primary winding
voltage establishing flux within the core, and subsequently this flux inducing a voltage
in the secondary winding, it will also describe the voltage induced in any conductor
which encloses this shared flux.
The core of the transformer is the medium through which flux permeates as it links
the primary and secondary windings. As such, the core tends to enclose the entirety of
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the flux within the transformer, and can be considered as a winding with a single turn
affected by Equation (5.1) and Equation (5.2).
This implies that the core will have some voltage induced within it depending on
the winding ratio between the turns of the energising primary winding and the effective
single turn of the core. Because the core is typically made from some form of conductive
steel, it will have a finite value of resistance, and current will flow according to the
induced voltage. Accordingly, I 2 R conductive losses will occur within the core and these
losses are known as eddy current losses. Figure 5.1 demonstrates this arrangement.

Figure 5.1

Eddy Currents Induced in a Core

These losses are largely effected by the geometry of the core, as the resistance of a
conductor relates to its physical dimensions. As such, one of the main ways to discourage
eddy current losses is to divide the core of a transformer into many laminations of
steel. This process increases the effective resistance of the core by dividing the single
low resistance path of the core into many constrained paths within each lamination,
each of these laminations will experience a portion of the induced voltage of the core at
a higher resistance, so will experience significantly less losses. Another method is to
include silicon imperfections into the core to increase the resistivity of the core material,
decreasing the current that causes losses.

5.3.1

Eddy Currents Within the Geometry of the Core

Because the technique of laminating the core of a transformer to reduce its eddy
current losses is so popular, the calculation of eddy currents is based on this geometry.
Considering the cross section of core as shown in Figure 5.2 we can look into how eddy
currents will devlop within this lamination.
The laminations of the core are insulated from each other by an insulating medium,
this prevents eddy currents from circulating amongst neighbouring laminations. This
allows us to look into the eddy current power losses within a single lamination, and
provided the core is uniform in core material and flux density, extrapolate these losses
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An Example of a Simple Laminated Core

to the whole core. In order to undertake this analysis Figure 5.3 represents a single
lamination of a core.

Figure 5.3

A Single Lamination Showing the Geometry for Analysis

It is worth noting that in practise the thickness, labelled d in Figure 5.3 will be
much thinner than shown. In transformers a common thickness of lamination is 0.18
to 0.27mm [Hernandez-Robles et al. 2016], while the height h could be in the tens of
centimeters.
In order to calculate the eddy current losses, the thickness of the lamination is
considered as an integral of varying width defined by x. By looking at the voltage
and resistance of this integral, and subsequently the power, the total power consumed
by eddy currents throughout the lamination can be determined [Parthasaradhy and
Ranganayakulu 2014].
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The first step is to define the flux through the core as a sinusoidal waveform.
B = Bmax sin(2πf t)

(5.4)

Next an assumption is made that the flux is uniform throughout the core, this
allows the flux enclosed by each lamination to be defined as the flux density B multiplied
by the d and h dimensions of the lamination. Alternatively, because we are considering
the thickness of the lamination from an integral perspective, we consider the flux as
being enclosed by h and the varying x dimension.
φx = 2xhBmax sin(2πf t)

(5.5)

The voltage induced within the lamination can be related to the changing flux
enclosed, according to Equation (5.1), and considering the core as a winding of a single
turn.
Ex = 4πf xhBmax cos(2πf t)

(5.6)

For a purely sinusoidal induced voltage, an rms value can be determined by dividing
√
the peak value by 2, reducing the waveform to a scalar value.
√
Exrms = 2 2πf xhBmax

(5.7)

In order to calculate the losses within the core steel, we need to know both the
induced voltage and the effective resistance which this voltage is being applied to.
Considering Figure 5.3, the length of the resistive path will be twice the height in
addition to four times the x dimension. Because the height of the lamination is
magnitudes larger than the thickness, this path length can be simplified to just twice
the height. The cross sectional area of this resistive path will be the length of the
lamination multiplied by the infinitesimal change in the x dimension.
R=ρ

l
2h
=ρ
A
ldx

(5.8)

With equations for the induced voltage and resistance in the integrating x dimension,
the power can be found according to Equation (5.9).
Ex2
R
 √
2 ldx
= 2 2πf xhBmax
2ρw

Px =

=

2
4π 2 f 2 Bmax
hlx2
ρ

!

dx

(5.9)
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Equation (5.9) gives the power lost within any component of the integral, so in
order to find the losses of the entire lamination, this value must be integrated over the
entire cross section of the x dimension.
Peddy =
=
=

Z x=d/2

Px
x=0
Z x=d/2
x=0

2
4π 2 f 2 Bmax
hlx2
ρ

!

dx

(5.10)

2
π 2 f 2 d2 Bmax
hld
6ρ

Equation (5.10) gives the eddy current losses of a lamination. In order to extrapolate
this for the entire core, the volume of the lamination hld can be separated and a losses
per volume equation can be defined.
Peddy /V =

2
π 2 f 2 d2 Bmax
6ρ

(5.11)

By using the volume of the core in Equation (5.11), the eddy current losses within
the entire core can be calculated.

5.4

HYSTERESIS LOSSES

Hysteresis losses occur due to the alternating nature of the magnetic fields within the
core of the transformer. From a microscopic and scientific perspective, hysteresis losses
have a complicated and difficult to quantify nature. However research has redefined
the governing interactions in terms of electrical engineering concepts to reduce the
complexity and allow the straightforward quantisation of hysteresis for engineering
design.

5.4.1

Microscopic Perspective of Hysteresis Losses

If considered as a ferromagnetic phenomenon hysteresis losses are caused by the microscopic magnetic domains within the steel, which are continuously rotated from one
magnetic state to another. This is caused by an alternating external magnetic field
redistributing the magnetic poles of the core by varying the magnetic moments of these
domains [Saslow 2002]. As the domains are rotated, interactions between the domains
and the walls which bound them store and release energy.
If an ideal and ferromagnetically continuous material were used to construct the
core, energy would be transferred with no loss. However in practise the material will
not be ideal, rather, it will include small inclusions of foreign matter. Similarly the
continuousness of the material will be compromised by dislocated domains which exist
at other than simple geometries [Della Torre 1999]. The result of these imperfections
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means that it requires more energy to magnetise some domains towards one alignment
than to another, resulting in a non-conservative transfer of energy between different
states. This difference in energy must be supplied from some external force, and results
in heat [Chikazumi and Graham 1997].
The heat energy increases the temperature of the core, and represents a loss for the
transformer. This hysteresis loss must to be supplied via the primary of the transformer,
so contributes to the inefficiency of the unit.

5.4.2

Electrical Engineering Perspective of Hysteresis Losses

If considered from an electrical engineering perspective, the hysteresis losses can instead
be considered in terms of voltage and current. Before approaching this method it is
worth noting the fundamental electromagnetic relationships within the core as described
in Section 5.2.
Equation (5.3) describes the fundamental operation of transformers. However if
we instead look more specifically into the consequences of Equation (5.1), we can gain
more insight into hysteresis losses.
For a sinusoidal wave of frequency f and magnitude E, the primary voltage of the
transformer can be described by Equation (5.12)
e = E sin (2πf t)

(5.12)

By substitution of Equation (5.1) into Equation (5.12) and subsequent integration
and rearranging, Equation (5.13) can be formed.
φ = −E

1
cos (2πf t)
N 2πf

(5.13)

This shows that flux exists in the core as a sinusoidal function with similar frequency,
but a 90 degree lagging phase to that of the voltage. This situation is illustrated in
Figure 5.4 for two cycles of the power frequency.
To translate this sinusoidal magnetic flux into a current function which we can
use to investigate losses, a hysteresis loop can be used [Kulkarni and Khaparde 2012].
Hysteresis loops are commonly seen in the form of B, H plots, but we can also view
them in terms of a φ, i plot if we consider Equation (5.14) and Equation (5.15).
φ=B×A

(5.14)

This relates the flux φ, to the flux density B, by the area of the core A.
i=H×

l
N

(5.15)
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Example of Voltage and Flux Waveforms

This relates the current i responsible for establishing the magnetic field, to the
magnetic field strength H, by the length of the core l and number of turns N .
Because A, l, and N are physical design parameters for the transformer, they won’t
change during operation, so for any given machine the relationships relating B to φ
and H to i are scalar and fixed. As such the B, H loop can be considered as a scaled
version of a φ, i loop. This loop typically has a shape similar to Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5

Illustrated Example of a Hysteresis Loop

Over time the hysteresis loop moves from point A to B to C and so on, until
returning from point F to A to complete one cycle. It completes this loop at the same
frequency as the applied voltage.
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Being a hysteretic function, the hysteresis loop is a function of B and H which
takes into account the past and present state of the loop when moving towards future
states. This is why for any given value of B, two values of H are possible and vice versa.
To find the hysteresis losses, we can use the integral of current and voltage to find
the energy lost.
Ehysteresis =

Z

eidt

(5.16)

Substituting Equation (5.1), and integrating over a single period of the waveform
we can form Equation (5.17).
Ehysteresis =

Z T

iN
0

dφ
dt
dt

(5.17)

And finally relating this to the hysteresis loop we form Equation (5.18)
Ehysteresis = N

Z A

idφ
A

(5.18)

Integrating i with respect to φ gives the energy lost to hysteresis. In terms of the
hysteresis loop, this corresponds to the area enclosed by the loop beginning and ending
at any given point (here with point A chosen) and multiplied by N . This will be the
energy lost to hysteresis over one cycle, so the power loss will be this amount multiplied
by the frequency.
This can be examined more directly if we use the relationship between φ and i
described by the hysteresis graph. With this we can plot the current we would expect
given the flux waveform of Figure 5.4. Doing so will produce a plot similar to Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6

Example of Voltage and Flux Waveforms with Current and Power

In this plot we can see the direct translation of φ into i. We can also see the result
of the multiplication of i by e resulting in the energy stored and released each cycle
relating to hysteresis Ph .
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Notably the majority of this energy is positive, this represents energy transferred
into the core from the primary of the transformer. However some of the energy is
negative, meaning that some energy is returned from the core to the winding [Bean
et al. 1959]. Because the area under the graph is much smaller than the area above the
graph, the net energy into the core is lost as heat in hysteresis losses.
With relation to the hysteresis curve of Figure 5.5, these negative energy areas
under the curve relate to the area enclosed by points B, C, and the point on the B, φ
axis at the same height as point B. In this region of the hysteresis curve,

dφ
dt

is negative

while i is positive, so the energy into the core is negative.
In this sense, the initial area under the graph of Figure 5.6 represents the energy
returned from the core between points E and F of Figure 5.5, while the much larger area
above the graph translates to points F through B. Following this, the voltage becomes
negative and the next area of losses relate to points B through E which are symmetrical
to E through B.
With this calculation of hysteresis losses in mind it is important to understand
where the shape of the hysteresis curve comes from. The two quantities of the curve, B
and H, can be related by Equation (5.19) [Bozorth 1978].
B = µH = µ0 µr H

(5.19)

This relationship indicates that µ represents the gradient of the B/H hysteresis
curve. µ is neither fixed nor linear, changing as the hysteresis curve moves through its
cycle. It can be observed at a maximum at point A of Figure 5.5 while flux density is
low, and a minimum at point B where flux density is at a maximum and the core is
saturating. Because µ determines the relationship of the hysteresis loop, and therefore
the shape of the loop, it has a large effect on the hysteresis losses of the core.
Another useful consideration is the components of the current i responsible for
the induced voltage of the core. This current will need to supply both the real power
lost through hysteresis and the lossless magnetising reactance of the energy stored and
released within the magnetic field each cycle. By decomposing the waveform of i into a
real component ih which is in phase with e, and a reactive component im which is in
phase with φ, we can consider the complex nature of this current. Figure 5.7 illustrates
this decomposition.

5.5

LOSSES IN TERMS OF MAXWELL’S EQUATION’S AND
THE POYNTING THEOREM

At a more fundamental and general level Maxwell’s equations can be used to describe the
electromagnetic behaviour of a material. This style of description is a set of differential
equations relating to curl and divergence of fields and how these qualities effect the
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Figure 5.7

Decomposition of i into ih and im

electromagnetic interactions within any medium. Comparatively to the electromagnetic
theory set out in Section 5.2, these equations are more general and more implementable
in a fully realised three dimensional model, but are much more difficult to explain in an
intuitive manner.
Two of Maxwell’s equations set out that;
~ =−
∇×E

~
dB
dt

(5.20)

And,
~ = J~
∇×H

(5.21)

~ ×H
~ [Bararanger
From here the Poynting theorem considers the divergence of E
1965].
h
i
h
i
h
i
~
~ ×H
~ =H
~ · ∇×E
~ −E
~ · ∇×H
~ = −H
~ · dB − E
~ · J~
∇· E
dt

(5.22)

This divergence can then be integrated over a volume.
Z
V

h

i

~ ×H
~ dV = −
∇· E

Z "
V

~
~ · J~ dV
~ · dB + E
H
dt
#

(5.23)

~ ×H
~ represents energy flow, so the right side of Equation (5.23)
The divergence of E
represents the energy flow into the integrated volume. This is the instantaneous energy
stored or dissipated within the volume, so another integration over time leads to
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Equation (5.24)

W =

Z t2 Z "
t1

V

~
~ · dB + E
~ · J~ dV dt
H
dt
#

(5.24)

Equation (5.24) gives the energy lost into the volume over a time period. This
energy can be separated into eddy and hysteresis losses according to Equation (5.25)

W = Whysteresis + Weddy =

~
~ · dB dV dt +
H
dt

Z t2 Z "
t1

V

#

Z t2 Z h

i

~ · J~ dV dt
E

t1

V

(5.25)

~ and
From here eddy losses can be simplified by the simple relationship between E
~
J.

Weddy =

Z t2 Z " ~2 #
J
t1

σ

V

dV dt

(5.26)

And hysteresis can be considered instead of being integrated over time, as integrated
around the hysteresis loop.
Whysteresis =

Z B2 Z
B1

~ dV dB
H

V

(5.27)

This form of loss description is harder to grasp from an intuitive point of view,
and also requires an understanding of the current density and flux throughout the
core. These limitations mean that the direct application of Maxwell’s equations in this
manner is often only used within finite element models where an intuitive understanding
is not required and a full three dimensional model is available. In the situation where
a full three dimensional finite element model is available, this form of loss modelling
can be very accurate as it applies electromagnetic laws at a fairly fundamental level,
avoiding alot of the assumptions required by more easily applied models.

5.6

SIMPLE ESTIMATION OF CORE LOSSES

In the day to day design of transformers and electrical machines, not every designer
has the time or information to fully account for the different components of the models
described for eddy current and hysteresis losses. Accordingly, simpler more general
models can be implemented. These models are often utilised where a high accuracy
isn’t required, or less information is available.
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5.6.1

Practical Estimation of Eddy Current Losses

The generally accepted and used equation for eddy current losses is similar to Equation (5.11), but simplified slightly to the form of Equation (5.28) [Kulkarni and Khaparde
2012].
2
Pec = kec f 2 d2 Bmax
× volume

(5.28)

Here kec is a constant which depends on the material used to construct the core.
kec effectively collects the resistivity ρ of the material and the other constant values
within Equation (5.11) to simplify the equation.
Because Equation (5.28) uses the same values across the entire volume of the core,
it obviously comes with some assumptions; the laminations of the core must be of
identical thickness, the flux density throughout the core must be uniformly distributed,
and the resistivity of the core steel must be uniform throughout. Any deviation from
these assumptions will decrease the accuracy of the calculation, potentially justifying
multiple separate calculations where any of the factors are significantly different.

5.6.2

Practical Estimation of Hysteresis Losses

In practice gathering the data to produce a hysteresis curve in the design of every
transformer, and further analysing this curve to determine the effects of hysteresis,
would be a very work intensive process.
Instead designers use a standardised equation based upon laboratory investigations
into core steel losses. These investigations looked into the hysteresis curves and core
losses of various ferromagnetic materials, and considered these findings in forming an
approximation which could be used to estimate core losses for a transformer of a certain
design [Steinmetz 1892].
The approximation frequently used to estimate hysteresis losses can be stated as
Equation (5.29).
ζ
Ph = kh f Bmax
× volume

(5.29)

In Equation (5.29), kh and ζ are empirically derived material constants.
This model was first put forward with a fixed value for ζ of 1.6, but as material
processes improved and higher operating flux densities became possible this variable
was introduced to improve the accuracy of the approximation [Kulkarni and Khaparde
2012].
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Manufacturer Specified Losses

Although eddy current and hysteresis losses can be determined specifically from the
methods described in this chapter, at a more basic level manufacturers will often directly
describe a lump sum of losses. These losses are defined at a certain frequency and flux
density and specified as a loss in terms of Watts per kilogram of core material involved
[JFE Steel Corporation 2003] [AK Steel 2007].

5.7

CONSIDERATION OF LOSSES WITHIN THE
TRANSFORMER MODEL

In order to make use of the losses in the circuit analysis of a transformer, they must be
included in an equivalent circuit. In the ’exact’ equivalent circuit shown in Figure 5.8,
the eddy current losses are modelled as Re , while Rh and jXm represent the hysteresis
losses and magnetising reactance respectively.

Figure 5.8

An ’Exact’ Equivlent Circuit for a Transformer

There is an issue with this representation in that the current through jXm will
not be purely sinusoidal due to the non-linearity of the hysteresis curve. In a standard
transformer this is generally acknowledged and disregarded, as this current is usually
only a small part of the rated current [Say 1978]. In a partial core transformer, this
current may become much more significant so consideration will need to be made for
this non sinusoidal current.
Another point worth noting, is that due to the increased reluctance within the
magnetic circuit of partial core transformers compared to full core transformers, the
flux density in the core will generally be lower. This low flux density will lead to lower
values of loss within the core. The non-uniformity of flux within the cores of partial
core transformers will also need to be accounted for.

5.8
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This chapter has set out the established theory for traditional core losses.
Eddy current and hysteresis losses have been explained from electrical engineering
viewpoints, and methods for their calculation have been set out.
A more fundamental application of Maxwell’s equations using the Poynting theorem
has also been described for use within finite element models.
Finally the inclusion of these core losses within the equivalent circuit of a transformer
has been discussed.

Chapter 6
EXCESS LOSSES

6.1

INTRODUCTION

Excess loss is a term used to denote any loss not explained by the traditional models
of eddy current and hysteresis losses as described in the previous chapter. The theory
related to excess loss has been developed over time, and is not always coherent within
itself, that is to say that there are competing theories, and disagreements between what
actually constitutes excess loss.
This chapter will offer up two main theories which are often cited within discussions
of excess loss.
First an early theory put forth will be reviewed which suggests that excess losses
are caused by microscopic eddy currents. Following this a competing theory which
instead considers excess loss as a component of the effects of hysteresis within electrical
machine steel will be outlined. After these theories have been described, a discussion of
the limitations of these models will be presented.
Finally, two alternative theories which attribute excess losses more closely to the
traditional models are examined.

6.2

INITIAL THEORY OF EXCESS LOSS

Some of the initial works into describing a so called "excess loss" were undertaken by
Bertotti [Bertotti 1985a] [Bertotti 1985b] [Bertotti 1986]. Bertotti noticed inaccuracy in
the estimates of losses found through the traditional method of summing the hysteresis
losses and eddy current losses. When these estimates were compared to the total
measured losses of a machine a discrepancy was found.
Ptotal 6= Ph + Pec

(6.1)

In order to account for these extra losses Bertotti added another loss term to the
estimation in the form of what he called excess losses, these losses have also been termed
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anomalous losses, and the phrases tend to be used interchangeably. Excess loss was
simply defined as the difference between estimated and measured losses.
Pexc = Ptotal − (Physteresis + Peddycurrent )

(6.2)

In this revised definition of machine losses, a distinction can be made between the
hysteresis losses and the other two forms. This distinction classifies hysteresis losses as
static, while eddy current and excess losses are considered dynamic.
In discussion of these losses a short form of; tot, stat, dyn, hyst, class, and exc
is often used to denote reference to; total, static, dynamic, hysteresis, classical eddy
currents, and excess.
Ptot = Pstat + Pdyn

(6.3)

Pstat = Physt

(6.4)

Pdyn = Pclass + Pexc

(6.5)

This concept of static and dynamic losses is derived from the relationships between
losses and frequency of magnetisation. Traditionally, hysteresis losses are proportional
to the frequency of the magnetic field while classical eddy currents are proportional
to this frequency squared. In this manner the energy lost per magnetisation cycle for
hysteresis will be independent of frequency, but for eddy current losses a frequency
dependence will still be observable. In these initial works by Bertotti, Figure 6.1 shows
his analysis into this loss per cycle relationship.
In this form of analysis the hysteresis losses should be independent of frequency,
remaining constant across the frequency axis and therefore representing the intercept at
fm = 0. Because the eddy current losses per cycle are proportional to the frequency,
These will represent a linear increase across the graph. If only the basic hysteresis and
eddy current losses as calculated by traditional methods were present, then the graph
of losses per cycle would take on a straightforward y = mx + c formation with a linear
gradient and vertical offset.
Because the graph shown in Figure 6.1 does not conform to this logic, Bertotti’s
work theorised that the concept of excess losses was responsible for this discrepancy.
This difference between expectations and measurements according to Equation (6.2)
applied across the frequency range of Figure 6.1 was not constant across frequencies, so
the losses were classified as dynamic losses, as described in Equation (6.3).
Bertotti theorised that this excess loss was associated with the magnetic domains
within ferromagnetic material which he called Magnetic Objects (MOs). The theory
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Figure 6.1

Bertotti Loss Discrimination Investigation [Bertotti 1986]

Bertotti put forward was that the traditional method regarding eddy current and
hysteresis losses didn’t account for the irregularity within the ferromagnetic material.
It was suggested that inhomogeneity amongst the material lead to different MOs being
subject to; differing levels of magnetisation, different microscopic eddy currents flowing
internally, different coercive fields, and different correlation with neighbouring MOs.
These differences meant that at different levels of field strength a different number of
MOs would be active and the number of these active MOs directly contributed to excess
losses.
In keeping with this theory, Bertotti uses the Pry and Bean model [Pry and Bean
1958] to justify Equation (6.6).
Ptot = Physt + Pclass +


Bfm p
1 + 2Afm − 1
2

(6.6)

Where A and B are parameters related to the domain structure of the material.
Bertotti looked more in depth at these parameters to attempt to construct a more
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general law for these excess losses. Bertotti believed that the parameters A and B
related to the structural and dynamic features of the MOs, so this is where his theories
are based.
His theory suggests that at high frequencies, a large number of MOs will be alligned
with the magnetic field (active), at lower frequencies, less active MOs will be present,
and at sufficiently low frequencies the number of active MOs will approach a lower limit.
A direct relationship is assumed between the excess losses a material will experience
and the number of active MOs. So to determine excess losses an understanding of the
expected number of active MOs is required.
This relationship was governed by the macroscopic coercive field of the domains,
and the amount of the field present which was related to excess loss effects.
ñ = n˜0 +

Hexc
V0

(6.7)

Here ñ is the number of active MOs, n˜0 is the lower limit of active MOs, Hexc is
the magnetic field related to excess loss effects, and V0 is the coercive field of any MO.
Equation (6.7) describes the situation where increasing levels of magnetic field
overcome the coercive fields of different MOs, causing more of them to become active.
To quantify the parameters of Equation (6.7), Bertotti uses a series of equations;
ñ =

H (W )
Hexc

(6.8)

Here H (W ) is a theoretical construct relating to excess loss within MOs, and defined
by Equation (6.9).
H (W ) = σG(W ) SI 0

(6.9)

Here S is the cross sectional area of the material, and G(W ) and I 0 are governed by
Equation (6.10) and Equation (6.11) respectively.


G(W ) = 4 Σk

1
(2k + 1)3



π 3 = 0.1356

(6.10)

The formation of G(W ) is based on Maxwell’s equations, and Bertotti states that it
relies on some assumptions regarding wall shape and geometry, but neglects to describe
what these assumptions are.
I 0 = 4Imax fm

(6.11)

I 0 is described as the magnetisation rate, and Imax is named as the peak magnetisation. However it seems these quantities could rather be labelled B 0 and Bmax more
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fittingly.
s

Hexc = n˜0 V0 



1 + 4H (W )
− 1 /2 ≈
ñ20 V0

q

H (W ) V0

(6.12)

Finally Bertotti gives Equation (6.13) to relate the magnetic field back to a loss.
pexc = I 0 Hexc

(6.13)

Through these relationships, Bertotti surmised that for any ferromagnetic material
the excess losses could be determined by knowing the number of active domains at low
frequency n˜0 , and the coercivity of the domains within the material V0 .

6.3

CONTEMPORARY THEORY OF EXCESS LOSS

Since the works of Bertotti, excess losses have been modelled in numerous manners.
More recently works by Zirka et al [Zirka et al. 2008b], have looked into the theory
and internal components of excess loss. Particularly, Zirka similarly to Bertotti looked
into the work of Pry and Bean [Pry and Bean 1958] to relate excess losses to the domain
wall model. By studying the interactions between different magnetic domains through
their domain walls and also through their relationship with the external surface of any
lamination.
Unlike Bertotti, Zirka believed that the excess loss should not be considered in
relation to eddy current losses, but rather as a component of the hysteresis loop.
Zirka identified that the static hysteresis loop being used in previous studies couldn’t
accurately reflect the dynamic behaviour in response to changes in frequency or flux
density.
Zirka implemented a Dynamic Preisach Method to separate a portion of the magnetic
field believed to be responsible for the excess losses according to Equation (6.14).
Hexc (t) = δ g(B)

dB(t)
dt

1/α

(6.14)

Here δ is either +1 or -1 dependant on if the magnetic field is positive or negative,
a technique borrowed from Preisach methods. g(B) is a function relating to the shape
of the hysteresis loop. α is a variable to adjust the rate of increase of the excess field.
Equation (6.14) was incorporated into a finite difference solver to provide an
analytical solution to the excess loss phenomenon, and was deemed a magneto-dynamic
model.
This built on previous work where Zirka had created magnetodynamic models to
construct dynamic hysteresis loops [Zirka et al. 2006a] [Zirka et al. 2006b], which were
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better able to account for the dynamic nature of hysteresis.
Figure 6.2 shows an example of one of the dynamic hysteresis models constructed
by Zirka. The series of bounded curves in the lower half of Figure 6.2 represent the
static hysteresis loop of the material, whereas the curves in the upper half of Figure 6.2
represent the magnetodynamic model as a whole. Zirka considered this larger loop as
the summation of static hysteresis and dynamic hysteresis, and that these dynamic
hysteresis losses were the actual excess losses Bertotti had expected.

Figure 6.2

Magnetodynamic Model of a Hystresis Loop [Zirka et al. 2008a]

These models were intended to improve the static hysteresis curves of statistical
approaches, and the methods Bertotti had employed which lost accuracy at higher
frequencies. The models were able to fit curves to match hysteresis loops, but appear to
be constructed with a posteriori knowledge of the materials magnetic profile, rather than
as a predictive method. As such they could be used to simulate known materials under
a range of operating conditions, for use in finite element models or other analytical
software.
In this more recent work, Zirka focussed on using finite difference solvers to solve
Equation (6.14) to more directly study the excess losses.
Zirka built upon a generalised formula for excess losses seen in Equation (6.15).
1.5
Wexc = CBmax
fS

(6.15)

Where S had previously been a constant generally set at 0.5, Zirka found that this
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constant should rather be considered a variable dependant on Bmax , similarly it was
surmised that the fitting parameter C should also be adjusted for differing values of
Bmax . This was fundamentally different from the models Bertotti had suggested which
considered the excess loss per cycle as being related to the square root of frequency.
Zirka again produced curve fitting algorithms to reproduce the losses of materials
with a posteriori knowledge. A useful feature for known materials in a reproducible
circumstance, but difficult to use in estimating how a new material or new design will
respond.
Within this research Zirka compared their magnetodynamic model with the loss
separation methods of Bertotti [Zirka et al. 2008a], Zirka did this in two ways.
First Zirka showed that under certain conditions the loss separation method can
result in negative excess losses, an impossible situation where the total losses measured
are less than the sum of hysteresis and eddy current losses. In these situations the
models produced by Zirka still resulted in more physically plausible positive values of
excess loss.
Next Zirka compared the relative difference between the magnetodynamic excess
losses and the separation model values. Figure 6.3 shows the relative difference between
n represents the magnetodynmic
the models presented by Zirka and Bertotti, in this Wexc

model of Zirka, while Wexc is the separation method of Bertotti. This graph shows
that at lower flux densities the magnetodynamic model estimates more losses than the
separation method, while at higher flux densities the separation method predicts higher
losses. Figure 6.3 also shows that higher frequencies exaggerate this difference more.

Figure 6.3

Relative Difference Between the Models of Bertotti and Zirka [Zirka et al. 2008a]

Other theories of excess loss exist, but tend to build on some form of the work
presented by either Bertotti or Zirka.
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PRACTICAL ESTIMATION OF EXCESS LOSSES

In order to simplify the calculation of excess losses from a complicated physics based
method to a more practical style, a model has been developed utilising a reduced and
empirically derived formula. This formula relates the excess losses proportionally to
frequency not linearly or by a squared relationship, but by the power of 1.5 [Zhang et al.
2012] [Zirka et al. 2008a], this relationship with frequency is derived from the shape of
the loss vs frequency graph. Following this relationship leads to a practical estimate of
excess losses in the from of Equation (6.16).
1.5
Pexc = kexc Bmax
f 1.5

(6.16)

This equation is very similar to Equation (5.28) and Equation (5.29) which are used
to estimate eddy current and hysteresis losses respectively. Similar to these equations, it
relates the losses to some empirical factor kexc as well as the frequency and flux density.
Equation (6.16) identifies more closely with the work of Bertotti rather than
that of Zirka. This can be seen immediately in the f 1.5 term, which correlates with
Equation (6.6), however the B 1.5 term is closer to the relationship seen in Equation (6.15).
This compromise likely came from obtaining an accurate but more importantly simple
to implement solution to the excess loss problem.

6.5

CRITICISMS OF EXCESS LOSS THEORY

6.5.1

Bertotti’s Loss Separation Approach

The initial work set forth by Bertotti was attempting to define a new concept within
the physics of electrical engineering. As such, the concepts and definitions Bertotti
established were obviously not heavily supported within literature at the time, and so
understandably the work contains various assumptions or conjectures. In attempting
to apply or utilise components of Bertotti’s theory it is important to understand the
reasoning behind and limitations of some of these assumptions.
While Bertotti’s loss separation and decomposition models looked into the expected
losses of hysteresis and eddy currents, they make no note of the skin effect on these
measurements. Instead Bertotti attributes the unexplained losses to an excess category.
Zirka mentions this omission in his consideration of how flux and frequency can effect
excess losses Zirka et al. [2008a], also outlining that this effect may decay at high flux
densities due to core steel saturating and penetrating through the skin depth.
The next limitation with the initial theory set out by Bertotti is that there doesn’t
appear to be a strong connection between the theory and the mathematics set out to
model it. The theory set out by Bertotti details microscopic domain wall interactions
causing eddy currents which contribute to excess losses. But the mathematics used to
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model this relationship comes across as being fairly self referential and circular rather
than being able to truly relate the two quantities. This mathematics is extrapolated
through several steps and eventually used to fit data which supports the theory, but
this link is hard to follow. Several times Bertotti admits to being unsure of which
mechanisms are responsible for observations, or concedes that some sections of theory
are only trying to give a concrete feeling to the approach, eventually just stating an
assumption that increasing ñ is responsible for the entirety of excess losses.
When Bertotti attempts to define the value of V0 he offers several different explanations, first through Equation (6.17).
V0 = Hhyst

n˜0
Ñ0

(6.17)

Here Ñ0 represents the total number of magnetic objects within a sample where n˜0
is only the active ones.
Bertotti decides that Ñ0 and n˜0 are too difficult to predict so moves on to Equation (6.18).
V0 = 2Hhyst

s2
S

(6.18)

Here, s is the average grain size while S is the cross sectional area of the sample.
The factor of 2 is included with no explanation other than that experimental results
indicated it would make the model fit better.
In equating these two equations, Bertotti declares a correlation between the ratio
of active to total magnetic domains and the size of a single grain compared to the
whole sample. The fact that an empirical factor is added in without any significant
explanation indicates that equating these two equations is not based on the physical
principles Bertotti’s work surmises, but rather is an understandable assumption trying
to relate new theories with measured data.
Another point worthy of note when discussing the theory Bertotti puts forward,
is that no strong case is made for the relationship between excess losses being proportional to frequency by the power of 1.5. In the cases of hysteresis losses being directly
proportional to frequency, and classical eddy losses being proportional to frequency
squared, the theory can describe this relationship in a straightforward manner. However with excess losses, this final proportionality appears to be the result of several
assumptions and applications of new electromagnetic theories which eventually lead to
an approximation which appears to fit.
In Bertotti’s work there are several allusions to a link between his governing factors
of V0 and n˜0 with the concept of hysteresis. Both Equation (6.17) and Equation (6.18)
relate Bertotti’s coercive field to hysteresis. He also mentions that the coercive field
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can be increased by applying tensile stress to the sample, a condition also true for the
hysteresis losses of materials, observed during cutting and pressing processes [Krings
and Soulard 2010]. Bertotti even goes so far as to claim there is probably some
underlying physical principle which governs the two phenomenon. It would seem
that this relationship could possibly describe Bertotti’s excess losses as some internal
component of hysteresis.

6.5.2

Zirka’s Dynamic Modelling Approach

The work of Zirka reconsiders excess losses instead of being a consequence of microscopic
eddy currents, rather as a consequence of the static modelling of dynamic hysteresis
loops.
His work shows a much more believable connection between the theory and results,
however it is still limited by some factors.
The dynamic hysteresis model Zirka produces is difficult to replicate or utilise, in
the sense that each new steel sample is modelled by a significantly different sequence of
parameter calculations.
For example Equation (6.19) and Equation (6.20) below are the sequences to
determine a parameter of either of two steel samples.

g=




g1 = Gm /[1 − (B/1.9)2 ]







g2 = g1 + 0.2Gm B






g3 = g1 − 0.1Gm B




g = g + 0.8G (−1 − B)

4
3
m





g5 = g4 + 2Gm (−1.2 − B)







g6 = g5 + 8Gm (−1.4 − B)







g7 = g6 + 320Gm (−1.5 − B)2

g=



2

g1 = Gm /[1 − (B/2) ]






g2 = g1 + 5Gm (B − 1)2






g3 = g1 − 0.3Gm B




g = g + G (−1 − B)

4
3
m





g5 = g4 + 6Gm (−1.3 − B)







g6 = g5 + 8Gm (−1.4 − B)







if B > 0,
if B < 0,
if B < −1,

(6.19)

if B < −1.2,
if B < −1.4,
if B < −1.5

if B > 1,
if B < 0,
if B < −1,

(6.20)

if B < −1.3,
if B < −1.4,

g7 = g6 + 26Gm (−1.5 − B) if B < −1.5

The differences between these two equations vary not just in coefficients, but also
exponentials and conditions. There is no inherent way to understand what components
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of the material selection would effect the system used to describe this parameter, so
it is difficult to extend this model to new material selections. Rather it is an effective
curve fitting procedure, useful for simulating materials of known magnetic response.

6.6

ALTERNATIVE THEORIES TO EXCESS LOSS

Other models have been developed in competition with excess loss theories. These
models tend to doubt the theoretical basis of the concept of excess losses or find their
application in real world engineering to be too inaccurate or impractical due to the
amount of information required. These models instead attribute the inaccuracy of
traditional loss models to the consequences of the skin effect, or more directly from
assumptions related to the non-uniform nature of flux density within the material
[Zhang et al. 2009a][Zhang et al. 2009b] [Boglietti et al. 2003].

6.6.1

Zhang’s Theory of Non-Uniform Flux Density

The model presented by Zhang relies on finite element modelling to determine the true
nature of flux density within the core of an electrical machine. Initial work [Zhang
et al. 2009b] focussed on determining an analytical description of the consequences of
the skin effect within laminations. From this deeper understanding of skin effect, eddy
currents could be examined at a scale local to each lamination rather than as a uniform
magnitude throughout a core. Following this, hysteresis losses are determined using
a numerical method applied to a finite element model. Zhang states that this model
appears accurate across varied flux densities and frequencies, requiring only one low
frequency measurement of the magnetic material.
Zhang points out that excess losses are generally theorised to occupy a larger
proportion of total losses at higher frequencies, and that this supports the theory that
excess losses are actually due to the skin effect which is much more pronounced at
higher frequencies.
This could also give some explanation to the relationship often used to map excess
losses to frequency by a power of 1.5. The skin depth of a material is inversely
proportional to the square root of the frequency of excitation that the material is
experiencing, while hysteresis losses are directly proportional to this frequency and
classical eddy losses are proportional to the frequency squared. Some multiplication
or division of either the hysteresis or eddy current losses by the skin depth could
therefore result in the power of 1.5 often linked to excess losses. This would give a
much more obvious link than the theory suggested by Bertotti which seemingly relies
on approximation and assumptions to achieve a relationship proportional to the power
of 1.5.
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In following work [Zhang et al. 2009a] Zhang expands the theory that the skin
effect is causing inaccuracies in traditional models, to include considerations for nonlinear diffusion of flux. This increases the complexity of the flux distribution because
rather than having to only consider the skin effect local to any lamination, the global
distribution of flux throughout the entire core is now also considered.
With this more detailed examination of flux Zhang uses Equation (6.21) to determine
the losses due to eddy currents and Equation (6.22) to determine those of hysteresis.
1
Pe = RR
ρ dt dv
Ph =

ρ

RR

1
dt dv

ZZ

ZZ

−
→
J2
dv dt
σ

(6.21)

→
− →
−
dv B · d H

(6.22)

In these equations the losses calculated are for unit mass and unit time, and ρ
represents the density of the magnetic material rather than its resistivity.
This method of calculating eddy current and hysteresis losses is taken directly from
Maxwell’s equations and the Poynting theorem, as discussed in Section 5.5, with an
adjustment to match the equations to the finite element model used by Zhang.
Zhang presents the results of this modelling in Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4 Comparison of a Non-Uniform Flux Model to Traditional Core Losses [Zhang et al. 2012]
©[2012] IEEE

In Figure 6.4, we can see that the simulated results compare well to the experimental
results. The variation between the model used by Zhang and traditional models is seen
in the difference between simulated and classical eddy current losses, this shows that
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the model put forth by Zhang accounts for excess losses as a component of eddy current
losses, and further that it appears to do so accurately and appropriately.

6.6.2

Boglietti’s Theory of Adjusting Traditional Losses

In the work of Boglietti [Boglietti et al. 2003], the pre-required information required
to utilise excess loss models is seen as too big of a hindrance and instead a model
relating losses to only eddy currents and hysteresis is implemented. Boglietti cites that
while constructing models of various materials according to excess loss theories, they
consistently found that the parameter controlling how much of the total losses were
attributed to excess losses was either so small it could be considered effectively zero or
in some cases even negative. This is taken as evidence by Boglietti that the excess loss
can be considered as a part of classical eddy current losses.
Boglietti goes on to use the following set of equations to calculate losses.
Ph = af Bpx
√

Pec = bf

1.5

√
− sin(d f )
√
cosh(d f ) − cos(d f )

(6.23)

sinh(d f )
√
Bp2

Pir = η x Ph + χ2 Pec

(6.24)

(6.25)

These equations are very similar to the traditional methods, however Boglietti
makes the differentiation in Equation (6.24) of including the consequences of the skin
effect, and in Equation (6.25) the terms η x and χ2 are included to allow for the effects
of non-sinusoidal excitation.
This shows that Boglietti attributed the additional losses observed by Bertotti and
Zirka as consequences of the skin effect and non-sinusoidal excitation, rather than as
some form of separate excess loss.
These alternative models don’t necessarily invalidate the theory put forth by Bertotti
and Zirka, but instead incorporate any additional losses into the traditional model of
hysteresis and eddy currents. The microscopic eddy currents desccribed by Bertotti may
still exist, just encoded into the implied BH loop used within these models. Similarly,
the dynamic hysteresis loop described by Zirka could likely be more fundamentally
applied within the direct application of Maxwell’s Laws used in the approach taken by
Zhang, or by the η x term used by Boglietti.

6.7

CONCLUSION

This chapter has outlined some of the theory and models used to describe excess losses.
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Initial theory offered by Bertotti suggested that the inequality between measured
and estimated classical losses was attributable to microscopic eddy currents, and further
suggested that these losses were relative to the number of active magnetic domains.
A competing theory from Zirka believed that the noted excess losses were instead
due to the dynamic nature of hysteresis curves which were being inappropriately
implemented using static models.
Criticisms of either model were levelled, mainly highlighting the loose connection
between the theory and mathematics of Bertotti, and the high level of prior information
required to utilise the methods of Zirka.
Finally models by Zhang and Boglietti were described. These models attributed
the excess loss seen by the likes of Bertotti and Zirka, to the traditional eddy current
and hysteresis losses, but adjusted their quantities to account for non-uniform flux, skin
effect, and non-sinusoidal excitation.

Chapter 7
CORE CONSTRUCTION

7.1

INTRODUCTION

Although the design of cores within partial core transformers has been touched on
briefly in past studies, there appears to be no clear replicable instructions on the specific
construction of cores. This chapter aims to provide clear instructions to allow the design
and construction of cores, as described within this thesis.
Parallel and radial design of cores are outlined and explained. The materials used
to construct partial cores are described and some key characteristics of electrical steel
are discussed. Design methods used to specify the steel required for either parallel or
radial cores are set out and explained. Finally the assembly of the transformer cores
used within this thesis is described and a summary of available cores is presented.

7.2

PARALLEL AND RADIAL CORES

There are two main types of cores described, each with their own strengths and
weaknesses. The first being the parallel, and second the radial. Figure 7.1 shows the
layouts of laminations within these two designs.
The parallel core is much simpler in design and construction. It is made by placing
laminations of a similar width but varying lengths within the boundaries of a circular
core mould, and all in the same parallel alignment. Because this process is fairly
straightforward both to visualise and physically assemble, the design of parallel cores is
simple and fast. Figure 7.2 shows a fully assembled parallel core section.
Conversely, the radial core is more complicated in its arrangement of laminations.
In this type of core, because all laminations are aligned in a radial direction, numerous
different lengths of steel are required in a repeating pattern around the circumference of
the core. One repetition of this pattern can be imagined as a wedge, and by placing many
of these wedges within a mould a cylindrical core section can be achieved. Figure 7.3
shows a single wedge of a radial core, while Figure 7.4 shows the fully assembled core.
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(a) Parallel Layout

Figure 7.1
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(b) Radial Layout

Layout of Laminations Within Parallel and Radial Cores

While the parallel core is far easier to construct and result in a significantly higher
stacking factor, there is a significant magnetic advantage to the use of radial type cores.
Because of the orientation of laminations within the radial core compared to that
of the parallel core, flux which naturally spreads radially near the end of partial cores
will be aligned with the laminations of a radial core whereas with parallel cores this
spreading flux will be spread between aligned and perpendicular to the laminations
[Lapthorn and Keenan 2015] .
Where flux is aligned with laminations, low eddy losses will be present due to the
geometry of the resistive eddy paths, alternatively where flux spreads perpendicular to
laminations, eddy losses will be high.
In this sense radial cores can be expected to produce less eddy losses near the end
of the overall core of the partial core transformer when compared to parallel cores.
The downside to this effect is the effects that lamination orientation has on reluctance
and therefore flux distribution. Although having alignment between flux and laminations
discourages eddy losses, it encourages flux flow by lowering reluctance. This means that
the radially aligned laminations of a radial core actually act to encourage flux to spread
radially, where with parallel cores the perpendicular interactions between flux and some
laminations acts to restrain the flux from spreading in these directions. For radial cores
this results in more flux near the edge fo the core and higher fringing flux and leakage,
as well as a higher overall inductance in general. These characteristics aren’t necessarily
negative within the design and use of partial core transformers, but should be kept in
mind while designing or utilizing partial core transformers and their cores.

7.2

PARALLEL AND RADIAL CORES

Figure 7.2

A Fully Assembled Parallel Orientation Core

Figure 7.3

A Single Wedge of a Radial Orientation Core

Figure 7.4

A Fully Assembled Radial Orientation Core
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MATERIALS USED

The steel used to create the cores was sourced from a local supplier specialising particularly in transformer core steel. Cold rolled silicone electrical steel was used, manufactured
with a thickness of 0.23mm.
The steel supplied was specifically 23JGH090 steel manufactured by JFE Steel [JFE
Steel Corporation 2003]. This steel has a resistivity of 49µΩcm, and has an expected
loss per kilogram of 0.63W/kg at 50Hz, 1.5T increasing to 1.15W/kg for 60Hz, 1.7T .
When ordering steel from a manufacturer, it can be common to specify the lamination thickness, the slitting width of any laminations and the length of these laminations.
In the designs of cores within this thesis 0.23mm lamination thickness is commonly
used, as this is the steel most readily available from local suppliers, and is appropriate
for 50Hz electrical machines.
Next the lamination slitting width is specified, this width will be slit from the entire
roll of steel used to create laminations and cannot be adjusted readily. Because of
this, the slitting width will need to be a dimension of any designed core which remains
constant throughout the manufacturing process. The local supplier who provided the
steel for the designs in this thesis also had a restriction of only being able to supply
slitting widths at 5mm intervals.
The length of laminations provided is the most adjustable dimension. This length
is generally achieved by an automated cutting machine which will take in the steel
which has already been slit in the above process, and cut it to desired lengths. The
local supplier was able to provide lengths specified to 0.1mm with a minimum length of
30mm.
Practically, the process of extruding steel into the rolled sheet of steel which can
be supplied to customers leads to engineering constraints. The extrusion process leads
to a grain orientation which aligns with the rolling direction of the roll. In secondary
processing, the way that the steel is reduced from sheet metal to laminations requires it
be slit consistently along the rolling direction, after this slitting process the lamination
lengths are taken from these slits.
Practically, this leads to the situation where grain orientation is aligned with the
lamination length and normal to the slitting width. This is important because the
grain orientation has several effects on the electromagnetic characteristics of the core
produced.
First, the permeability of the steel is strongly effected by the grain orientation.
Permeability measured along the grain rolling direction compared to across it can differ
from 38000 to 3500, with permeabilities normal to this grain closer to 30 [Freitag 2017].
Secondly, the losses experienced within core steel differ depending on grain orientation. Loss profiles offered by one supplier are shown in Figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.5

Illustration of the Slitting Width and Lamination Length

Figure 7.6

Illustration of a single lamination

In Figure 7.7 the losses measured where flux is aligned with the grain orientation
are less than one unit, but nearer to 90◦ where the flux would be aligned across the
grain orientation the losses will be around four times higher.
In a situation where the flux of the core is not entirely aligned with the grain
orientation of the steel, the permeability and losses will be effected. Because the cores
of partial core transformers are built using different techniques to those of full core
transformers, and especially because partial core transformers have an open core with
non-constrained flux, these factors become important to the overall design of these
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Comparison of Grain Orientations to Losses[NLMK Novolipetsk Steel 2008]

partial core transformers.
After fully assembling each core, they are to be cast in resin to maintain the
structure of the core.
The resin used to constrict the laminations in place after assembly was a two part
epoxy and hardener system. The West System [Epoxy Works 2016] 105 epoxy resin, and
205 hardener products were selected, as readily available and easily worked products.

7.4

STEEL LAMINATION DIMENSION SPECIFICATION

The main component of any core is the electrical steel. This section will describe the
process of specifying the number and lengths of steel laminations required to produce a
core for a partial core transformer.
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Core Dimensions

Before specifying the steel required, the dimensions of the core or cores must be
determined. Both the diameter of the core and the depth of the core will be required at
this stage.
The diameter of a partial core transformer’s core can be specified in two ways.
Either a design program can specify a cross sectional area of core required to maintain
flux levels within a transformer, or if a core is being constructed retroactively for
a transformer the outer diameter can be specified as slightly smaller than the inner
diameter of the transformer’s former.
In either case, it is important that the core not be significantly narrower than the
former for two reasons. The first reason being that any design where the core is much
smaller than the former and therefore smaller than the inner secondary winding, will
either operate at a higher flux density than intended, or if the smaller core is appropriate
for the levels of flux present, this indicates that the transformer windings could have
been wound much closer around a smaller core, resulting in a smaller, lighter, and
cheaper transformer.
The second reason is that the geometry of partial core transformers closely resembles
that of a wound solenoid with a central steel core. Under high load or high voltage
operating conditions, when large amounts of flux pass through the windings of the
transformer, there will be a strong centering force active on the core in both radial and
axial directions. If the core is already centered in the former radially, then no force will
act in this direction, however if the core is smaller than the former, it will sit lower
than center, and this force will be exerted upward on the core. If there is a significant
difference in widths, a larger force will be exerted, and the centering force will lift the
core towards the center of the former. Because partial core transfomers operate at AC
frequencies, this force will be exerted on each half cycle of the power frequency resulting
in vibration.
Under lab conditions at the University of Canterbury, this vibration has been
recorded as an audible disruption at lower flux operating points, as a physical movement
of the transformer at higher flux, and at even higher fluxes, violent movement of
the transformer resulted in damage to the transformer and cores, which required
experimentation to be stopped.
In order to avoid these situations, the diameter of the core should be around 2.5mm
smaller than the inner diameter of the former.
After the outer diameter of the core is known, the dimensions of any centre hole
should be specified as the inner diameter of the core. The centre hole allows a fibreglass
rod to pass through the centre of the core, and is useful for any core which is designed
with multiple core sections and is expected to use an axial tuning method. If this is
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not required the centre hole can be left out of designs, and laminations can occupy this
space.
The depth of the core can similarly be specified within a design program or
retrospectively decided for a pre-existing transformer. If a sectionalised core design is
required, then each core section should be designed and then constructed individually,
rather than as a whole.
In any case, this core depth will be the slitting width specified with the manufacturer
supplying the steel, while the varying lamination lengths are the cutting lengths required.
In this situation if the core sections are considered as cylinders, the slitting width will
be the height of the cylinder, and the lamination lengths will be arranged across the
circular faces of the cylinder.
One issue with this is that the grain orientation within the steel is aligned in the
direction of the lamination lengths, which are across the face of the core. This means
that the steel provides ideal permeability and loss across the face of the core. With the
placement of the cores within a transformer, flux will primarily be passing through the
faces of the cores. This leads to a situation where cores would provide better results
if the grain orientation was aligned through the faces of the cores, rather than across
them, and therefore matching the primary orientation of flux. But due to processing
constraints this is practically unfeasible.
With both the inner and outer diameters and the depth of the core known, the
design process for specifying the laminations of either core type diverge significantly.

7.4.2

Parallel Cores

Parallel cores are fairly straightforward to design and construct. Knowing the inner and
outer diameters of the core allows a design program to divide the circular face of the
core into a number of blocks of similar length laminations. Figure 7.8 shows examples
of cores divided into 5, 10, and 20 block sizes.

Figure 7.8

Comparison of Designs Using Different Numbers of Blocks

The number of these blocks can be specified within the design program with the
knowledge that a trade-off exists. With less blocks, there is greater ease of construction,
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both in the collection of materials and assembly. But with more blocks, the blocks will
better approximate the circular shape of the core face, and therefore allow a higher
stacking factor of steel within the core. This stacking factor is the metric which relates
the volume of steel within the core to the total volume of the core, a higher stacking
factor results in more steel within the design and therefore a higher permeability core
which results in a more effective transformer.
By iterating through differing numbers of blocks for a potential design, the relationship between the number of blocks, and stacking factor of the core can be observed
and used to select an appropriate number of blocks. Figure 7.9 shows this relationship
for one of the cores constructed.

Figure 7.9

Parallel Core Approximation Comparison

In this case a design of 20 blocks was selected so the program attempts to resolve
the core into 20 segments, each with a relatively similar number of laminations. In
order to do this the program determines how many laminations to fit into each block,
then calculates the length of the laminations within this block that will allow the block
to fit within the circular face of the core.
To clarify the language used in this section, the width of a block relates to its
dimension in the x-axis of Figure 7.10 with the length of laminations within the block
represented by the y-axis. In this sense, the width of each block will be the number of
laminations within this block multiplied by the thickness of each of these laminations.
This can be related to the geometry of each lamination as labelled in Figure 7.6, if
each lamination is inserting into each block of the core as shown in Figure 7.11.
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Figure 7.10

Figure 7.11
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Illustration of Width and Length of Block Dimensions

Illustration of the Laminations Within Any Block
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If each block is shown as a representation of these laminations, the whole core takes
the form of Figure 7.12.

Figure 7.12

Illustration of the Laminations Within the Entire Core

It is also worth noting that the geometry of the core and of the laminations within,
is symmetric about the y-axis of Figure 7.10. So to simplify the description of the
process and the specifying process itself, the laminations and blocks are described for
one half of the core, then the numbers of laminations required are doubled for the final
design.
A central hole through the centre of the core will complicate this process slightly.
Any parallel blocks which pass through this inner diameter will be split into top and
bottom sections, and must be specified in a way which results in a good stacking factor
of this region. If too few laminations fill this space, laminations will be loosely fitting
and allow distortion from the pressure of outer laminations. However if too many
laminations are included in these blocks, then in the construction of the core, these
excess laminations will not fit well within the mould used to cast the core.
To deal with this issue the design program specifies the laminations of these inner
radius blocks before moving on to the outer blocks.
It does so by estimating the average width of each block in the entire core and then
rounding to the nearest integer the number of these blocks required to fill the inner
radius area. It then calculates how many laminations would be required to fill the inner
radius and divides these laminations amongst the inner blocks.
With the width of each of these blocks known, the maximum length of laminations
within these blocks which will fit within the outer radius can be found. This can be
done by iteratively stepping through each block and finding the lowest point of the outer
radius and subtracting the highest point of the inner radius for the range of x-values
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within the width of the block.
Equations (7.1) to (7.4), describe the process of determining the length of a block
mathematically for the example inner block shown in Figure 7.13.
x2 + y 2 = r 2

y1max =

q

y1min =

q

2
− x1max
router

(7.2)

2
rinner
− x1min

(7.3)

l1 = y1max − y1min

Figure 7.13

(7.1)

(7.4)

Points of Interest for Specifying an Inner and Outer Block

After the inner blocks have been specified, the outer blocks are prescribed using
a similar method. The number of laminations required to fill the remainder of the
width to the edge of the core is calculated, and then these laminations are divided
evenly amongst the remaining number of blocks. Additional laminations as required,
are attributed to the larger blocks closer to the centre of the core. Again, the width
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of these blocks is used to determine the length of laminations by finding the lowest
point of the outer radius within each block width, however now this length is doubled
to reflect the block spanning from the positive y-axis to the negative.
Relating to the example outer block in Figure 7.13, this process can be expressed
through Equation (7.5) and Equation (7.6).
y2max =

q

2
− x2max
router

(7.5)

Because of the vertical symmetry in Figure 7.13, y2min will be equal to −y2max
and therefore.
l2 = 2 × y2max

(7.6)

This process results in a list of the number of laminations required to make each
block, and the length of laminations within any of these blocks. The entire core will
be built from four of each of the inner blocks, representing symetry above and below
the inner radius, and left and right of the y-axis. And two of each of the outer blocks,
again representing the symmetry reflected about the y-axis.

7.4.3

Radial Cores

Radial cores have a geometry which is conceptually more complicated than that of the
parallel core, and take significantly longer to make. They are built from repeating wedges
of laminations aligned radially towards the centre of the core. The laminations within
this wedge are arranged with the longest lamination in the middle and subsequently
smaller laminations placed on alternating sides. Understanding this geometry helps in
conceptualising their design process. Figure 7.14 illustrates an exaggerated version of a
single wedge to aid with this conceptualisation.

Figure 7.14

Illustration of a Single Exaggerated Lamination Wedge
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In this specific case, there are eight laminations in the radial wedge, so they have
been labelled A through H to aid in the description of the process.
If the wedges are ideally placed to allow for the highest stacking factor of steel,
then each lamination within any wedge will meet the laminations of the next wedge
tightly allowing little space for voids. The tightest that these laminations can exist is
where the longest lamination (E) of each wedge touches the longest laminations (E L )
and (E R ) of the wedges either side of itself. The second longest lamination (D) in ea
ch wedge will sit parallel to the longest lamination (E) of its own wedge, and meet the
longest lamination (E L ) of the previous wedge at an angle. The third longest lamination
(F ) will sit on the other side of the longest lamination (E) of its own wedge and meet
with the second longest lamination (DR ) of the next wedge at an angle. This sequence
will repeat until the shortest lamination (A) of each wedge has been set. Figure 7.15
shows the same exaggerated wedge of Figure 7.14, aligned with two other wedges in this
repeating pattern. Subsequent wedges will be stacked within the core until the entire
radius is filled as seen in Figure 7.16.

Figure 7.15

Illustration of the Repeating Pattern of Wedges Within a Radial Core

Figure 7.16

Illustration of a Fully Stacked Radial Core
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In terms of physical dimensions, the process of specifying the laminations required
to build the core begins at the centre hole of the core. The program will calculate the
circumference of this inner diameter, and divide this by the lamination thickness of
the steel to determine how many of the longest laminations, and therefore how many
wedges can fit into the core. This lamination will have a length equal to the outer radius
minus the inner radius.
The second longest lamination in each wedge will need to span the length between
the outer radius and the radius which will accommodate two laminations from every
wedge. So the radius which gives a circumference equal to the number of wedges
multiplied by two laminations per wedge, multiplied by the lamination thickness.
To specify the length of the third longest lamination within each wedge, we will
need to find the circumference allowing three laminations from each wedge and subtract
the associated radius from the outer radius. This process repeats until every lamination
has been specified.
This process can be expressed numerically by the following set of equations. For
the cores designed in this project all distances were in mm, however the equations hold
for larger dimensions if designs require them.
The number of wedges present in a core design can be specified through Equation (7.7).
N=

2πrinner
t

(7.7)

Where N is the number of wedges which will fit within the design, rinner is the
radius of the central hole, and t is the thickness of each lamination.
Following this the length of the laminations within the wedges can be specified by
Equation (7.10), which is formed through Equation (7.8), and Equation (7.9).
li = router − ri

(7.8)

Here li denotes the length of the ith lamination of each wedge, and ri is the inner
radius of the ith lamination, as specified by Equation (7.9).
ri =

itN
2π

(7.9)

The combination of these two equations leads to Equation (7.10) which can be used
to specify the lengths of the laminations required for a design.
li = router −

itN
2π

(7.10)

The use of Equation (7.10) and Equation (7.7) allow the specification of the lengths
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of laminations required to construct a core, and how many of each of these lengths will
be needed.
If no central hole exists, then an appropriate inner diameter must be decided before
the radial core can be specified. This is because the design process requires an inner
circumference in order to specify how many wedges can be placed within the core.
Without the central hole, this circumference will need to exist around a central area
with no laminations. Specifying a large inner diameter for this empty area will give a
larger circumference, so more wedges and more laminations can be included, however
each lamination will be smaller, and each wedge may have less laminations than if a
smaller inner diameter had been specified. As such, it is best to iteratively specify
differing inner diameters, and select the value which gives the highest stacking factor
for the core.
This type of iterative specification of the inner diameter was conducted for a specific
core which has an outer radius of 116.5mm, and the result of this analysis is shown in
Figure 7.17

Figure 7.17

Radial Core Approximation Comparison

The stacking factor in this analysis has been considered as the volume of steel
within the core design divided by the total volume of the cylinder represented by a core.
In this case, the inner radius of the core is not subtracted, as this would make core
designs with larger inner radii appear to have high stacking factors, when realistically
the intention is to maximise the amount of steel within the core.
In Figure 7.17 a maximum stacking factor of 93.7% is achieved with an inner
diameter of 7.30mm. In practise the inner diameter required to maximise the amount
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of steel within a design will be constrained by real world effects. In the case of the
specific core relating to Figure 7.17, a minimum inner radius of 18.75mm was required
to allow a supporting fibre glass rod to pass through the centre of core sections. In this
case, the highest stacking factor and therefore maximum amount of steel within the
core is achieved by setting the inner radius to the minimum value of 18.75mm required
by practical constraints.

This will likely be a typical situation, in that the inner radius should be set at the
smallest value practically possible to achieve maximum stacking factor. This is because
practical considerations will likely often require inner radii larger than the maximum
theoretical radius found through analysis similar to that of Figure 7.17. In such a case
the maximum practical stacking factor is achieved by using the smallest practical inner
radius.

This assumption relies on an implicit understanding of the relationship between
lamination thickness, the outer diameter of the core, the minimum acceptable length of
a lamination, and the resulting inner diameter which will give a maximum utilisation of
core steel.

The 116.5mm outer radius core described above is a relatively large core, for smaller
cores the inner diameter required to maximise core steel will likely be smaller than that
of the 116.5mm core. This will be a prohibitively small inner diameter, so practically
the smallest inner diameter possible will often lead to the maximum steel practically
viable to include within the core.

7.4.4

Design Summaries

The processes for the design and steel cutting specifications used to construct cores in
either parallel or radial cores are summarised in Figure 7.18 and Figure 7.19 respectively.
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Flow Chart Describing the Process Used to Specify a Parallel Core
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Figure 7.19

Flow Chart Describing the Process Used to Specify a Radial Core
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ASSEMBLY

With the steps laid out to specify the lengths and numbers of laminations required, the
next step is to gather this steel and then assemble it into the cores.
This section describes this process for radial cores rather than parallel cores. This
is done because the only part of the process which differs between parallel and radial
cores is the stacking of laminations within the core mould, and with parallel cores this
step is fairly trivial. As such other than this stacking factor the steps listed below will
also be used to create a parallel core.
The first issue encountered was that the minimum lamination length available from
local suppliers was 30mm. To create these cores, we need lengths cut down to 10mm,
so any lengths between 10mm and 30mm were ordered as either twice or triple the
lengths required and then divided down to the correct size with the manual operation
of a guillotine.
With all steel collected and ready for assembly, the process of placing the laminations
can begin. Figure 7.20 lays out the plan for one of the cores to be constructed, showing
how the laminations will fit within the core.

Figure 7.20

Plan for the Construction of a Radial Core Section

The core is constructed by placing laminations into a mould in sequential wedges.
The mould must be held at an angle to keep each lamination pressed outward to the
edge of the mould as it is placed. Figure 7.21 shows a core partially assembled alongside
the laminations used to create the core. Throughout this process, it is important to
keep the laminations of steel straight within the mould being careful not to allow any
twisting along the length of the core. To hold laminations in place, superglue was used
regularly.
Once every lamination has been assembled within the mould the core is cast in
resin. Figure 7.22 shows this stage of the process.
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Figure 7.21

Figure 7.22

Partially Assembled Radial Core Alongside Laminations

Fully Assembled Radial Core Which Has Been Cast in Resin

Initial core moulds fully enclosed the core, but removing the core from these moulds
required large amounts of force, so alternative moulds were used. Figure 7.23 shows such
a mould while Figure 7.24 shows a similar mould partially filled and from a different
angle.
These alternate moulds consisted of a frame of wood held together by threaded rods.
After the core was fully assembled within this frame, the frame was slowly removed
while fibreglass bonding tape was used to constrict the laminations together. After the
frame was removed the taped laminations are cast in resin to grant more permanent
rigidity.
After the resin has set, cores are finished with sandpaper and paint as required.
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Figure 7.23

Laminations Ready to be Assembled Within an Alternative Mould

Figure 7.24
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A Partially Filled Alternative Mould

CORE INVENTORY

Cores were constructed to match each partial core transformer available within the
inventory of the University of Canterbury. Both parallel and radial cores were constructed
for each transformer. Table 8.1 lists an inventory of each core available, and Figure 7.25
shows some of the different sizes and aspect ratios of cores constructed.

7.7

Table 7.1

Name

Label Layout

Kelsey

PCK1 Parallel
Radial
Yanni
PCY1 Parallel
Radial
Simon
PC1 Parallel
Radial
Matahina PCM1 Parallel
Radial
Radial
Lynch
PCL1 Parallel
Radial

Figure 7.25
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Partial Core Transformers Available For Testing

Diameter Length Steel Weight Total Weight Stacking Number
(mm)
(mm)
(kg)
(kg)
Factor Available
79.6
475
*
12.30
0.89
1
79.6
475
*
9.95
0.72
1
232
77.5
*
23.15
0.96
4
232
77.5
*
20.50
0.85
4
240
75
24.05
24.15
0.96
4
240
75
21.65
22.40
0.91
4
125
715
*
66.25
*
1
125
300
23.25
23.75
0.82
2
125
100
9.25
9.45
0.82
1
72
300
8.50
8.60
0.97
2
72
300
6.25
6.75
0.72
2

A Selection of Different Cores Constructed For Testing

CONCLUSION

This chapter has set out the methods which can be used to design and construct both
parallel and radial partial core transformer cores.
A brief description of parallel and radial cores was given followed by an explanation
as to the strengths and weaknesses of either design.
A description of the materials used to construct partial cores was offered, and
particular attention was given to the electrical steel used and how the magnetic properties
of this steel can effect core performance.
The steps were laid out to set the dimensions of a core or core section and furthermore
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the laminations of core steel that would be required to produce this core.
A process was described which allows for the assembly of cores from a collection of
laminations through to a fully constructed partial core.
Finally an inventory was listed of cores available within the lab, both pre-existing
and created by the processes set out within this chapter.

Chapter 8
TESTING PLAN

8.1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter sets out the intentions of the testing to be described over the following
chapters, and some theory relating to this testing.
The purpose of the testing as an observation into frequency response is outlined, and
some considerations relating to isolating frequency as the single independent variable of
testing are given.
The partial core transformers available within the University of Canterbury to
conduct this testing are listed, and details for these units are provided.
A framework for the analysis of results is offered. This analysis should be able
to give some insight linking the theories of loss described in previous chapters, to the
results which will be measured.

8.2

OBJECTIVES

The first thing to be determined in the testing of partial core transformer core loss was
the frequency response of those losses. As discussed in Chapter 6 the most obvious
indicator of some form of excess loss is a non-linear frequency response observed in the
per-cycle losses as a function of frequency. To determine whether losses unexplained by
the simpler methods set out in Section 5.6 exist in partial core transformers, testing was
required. To achieve this, partial core transformers would be energised from a variable
frequency source under varying conditions.

8.3

TESTING METHODOLOGY

The intention of this testing is to gain insight into the frequency response of losses
within the cores of partial core transformers, so it is important to conduct testing in a
way which isolates this variable, maintaining other factors at constant values.
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In the discussion of theory relating to core losses, the losses are generally determined
by material characteristics, core geometry, flux density within the core, and the frequency
of excitation. Because core material and geometry are set in the design process and
won’t change within the testing of any single transformer, the only changing variables
throughout testing will be the flux density and frequency.
Because the variable of interest is the frequency response of losses, a constant flux
density throughout testing is required. So during testing techniques will be considered
to manage this flux density. This is complicated by the fact that flux density is directly
associated with frequency, so considerations will need to be made regarding this.
Testing will be conducted across a wide range of frequencies, providing enough data
to gain an understanding of the shapes of the frequency response of core losses.
The process will be repeated across several partial core transformers using both
parallel and radial cores. This will provide insight into the effects of the geometries of
both the transformers which establish flux and of the cores which contain this flux.

8.4

PARTIAL CORE TRANSFORMERS AVAILABLE FOR
TESTING

The University of Canterbury has an inventory of partial core transformers designed for
several purposes. Some are designed specifically for research purposes, these tend to be
fairly small and generally have no practical use. Other partial core transformers have
been designed with practical industry uses in mind, these transformers are generally
used for high voltage energisation of industrial equipment and as such are made to
deliver significantly higher power and at high voltages as required within testing.
Table 8.1 lists an inventory of partial core transformers available and some key
characteristics of these units.
Table 8.1

Partial Core Transformers Available For Testing

Name

Label

Kelsey
Yanni
Simon
Matahina
Lynch
EEA

PCK1
PCY1
PC1
PCM1
PCL1
PCE1

Voltage Ratio Output Power
(V:V)
(kVA)
400:400
15.26
400:30000
311.05
400:35000
181.26
230:30000
83.03
230:80000
22.74
230:50
0.080

Weight
(kg)
39.39
176.65
180.53
105.66
58.30
6.62

PCK1 is a small partial core transformer with unity turns ratio designed for research
purposes.
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PCY1 is a partial core transformer designed for use in industry testing, and can be
included in a cascade arrangement.
PC1 is a partial core transformer designed for use in industry testing, and can be
manipulated for use with a variety of loads.
PCM1 Is a partial core transformer designed for testing and matched specifically to
the generation units of the Matahina power station.
PCL1 is a partial core transformer designed to energise high voltage neon arcing signs.
PCE1 is a very small partial core transformer designed only for demonstration purposes.
The power output of the transformers describes the kV A output of these transformers if they are used to energise a resonant capacitive load to the full voltage which
they are designed to produce.
The weight of the transformers describes the weight of fundamental components
only, not listing any supporting frame or body used to mechanically hold the transformer
in place or allow transport and shipping of the unit. This weight does include the weight
of a set of standard parallel geometry cores, as required by each transformer.
The specific design and construction of the cores used within partial core transformers is detailed in Chapter 7, and an inventory of these is provided.

8.5

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

The aim of this testing is to gather data related to core losses. This data will be useful
in the quantifiable modelling of losses within the transformer, but also in qualitatively
looking into the relevance of excess loss theories relating to partial core transformers.
In this sense, there are two possible situations. One situation is that excess losses do
not provide any significant contribution to the total core loss of partial core transformers.
The second situation is that excess losses contribute in some sense to the core losses.
This second situation doesn’t mean that any specific theory of excess loss is correct or
incorrect, rather that some interplay between loss phenomenon is contributing a loss
which has a frequency response similar to what would be expected from some form of
excess loss.

8.5.1

Example Losses

Because the different components of core loss are related to frequency by varying
exponents, looking into the frequency response of the total losses is the best way to
attempt to separate these components.
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Hysteresis losses are proportional to frequency, excess losses are proportional to
frequency to the power of 1.5, and eddy current losses are proportional to frequency
squared. If we divide the losses by frequency over the range of data to view the losses
per cycle, we can gain some understanding of the components of the losses.
The following set of equations represent two distinct and exclusive cases. Equation (8.1) and Equation (8.2) represent the situation where excess losses do not contribute
to the total losses, in this situation there is no f 1.5 term. Equation (8.3) and Equation (8.4) represent the situation where excess losses do contribute to the total losses,
introducing a f 1.5 term.
Ptotal = Ph + Pec ∝ Ch f + Cec f 2

(8.1)

Ptotal
∝ Ch + Cec f
f

(8.2)

Ptotal = Ph + Pexc + Pec ∝ Ch f + Cexc f 1.5 + Cec f 2

(8.3)

Ptotal
∝ Ch + Cexc f 0.5 + Cec f
f

(8.4)

In these equations Ch , Cexc , and Cec collect multiple terms, and should remain
constant over the frequency range as long as the flux density and other factors that
influence losses remain constant throughout testing.
To illustrate this theory Figure 8.1 shows simulated results we could expect to see
both in terms of losses and losses per cycle. In Figure 8.1 the first column demonstrates
the relative values of hysteresis, excess, and eddy current losses. The second column
demonstrates the losses and per cycle losses which would be expected if only hysteresis
and eddy losses were present. The third column shows the expected results if hysteresis,
excess, and eddy losses are present. It is worth noting that to simply represent the
three loss types, coefficients have been set which result in similar magnitudes of losses
at a frequency of 100Hz. Realistically, these loss magnitudes will be some other share
of the total losses and the general shape of the loss curve will be affected as such.
When comparing columns two and three of Figure 8.1, it should be understood
that the scale of the graphs are different, but it is the shape of the graph rather than
the magnitude which is important. This is because the frequency response of losses will
be used to quantise the different loss contributions, and so more attention should be
given to the differing shapes due to frequency response, than to the overall magnitude
of loss. These different shapes of frequency response are more easily visually compared
when the graphs are presented with unmatched axes, and rather occupy similar visual
areas within each graph.
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Comparing columns two and three of Figure 8.1, we can see that visually there is
not much difference between the shape of the curves when comparing the core losses
in terms of Watts (8.1b compared to 8.1c). If instead we compare the losses per cylce
measured in Joules (8.1e compared to 8.1f), there is a distinct difference in that if only
hysteresis and eddy losses are present (8.1e), then the curve is linear with a y-intercept,
however if excess losses are also present (8.1f), the curve takes on a non-linear shape
with a decreasing gradient as frequency increases. This provides an intuitive way to
easily determine whether excess losses have a significant effect on the loss curve.

8.5.2

Per Cycle Loss Analysis

To gain further information on the breakdown of loss components, more than a vague
intuition is required. In terms of qualitative analysis, if excess losses are assumed to not
contribute any significant component to the overall losses, then it is simple to separate
the loss components.
In this case, a simple linear trend-line can be fitted to the per cycle losses, the
constant component of the trend-line represents the hysteresis losses, while the gradient
represents the linearly increasing eddy current losses. This is effectively reorganising
Equation (8.2) into a y = mx + c format to determine Chyst and Ceddy .
Figure 8.2 shows this analysis done under two circumstances. The first row of
graphs represents this modelling correctly applied to a situation where only hysteresis
and eddy losses exist. The second row of graphs represents the situation where this
type of analysis has been incorrectly applied to a situation where hysteresis, excess, and
eddy losses all exist. For reference, these situations use the same simulated example
data from columns two and three of Figure 8.1.
As could be expected, in the top row, where no excess losses are present, the linear
analysis is able to accurately separate the total losses into the initial hysteresis and
eddy components. In the second row, where excess losses have been included in the
simulation but not in the analysis, the linear analysis over-estimates the magnitude of
eddy current losses, using this to explain the component contributed by excess losses.
This inaccuracy is most noticeable in the loss per cycle shown in Figure 8.2e.
Looking more specifically at the incorrectly analysed losses per cycle of Figure 8.2e
as shown more clearly in Figure 8.3, shows the results of incorrectly applying the per
loss decomposition to a situation where excess losses are present. Here, at low and high
frequencies the analysis over-estimates the losses which will be present, under-estimating
them in medium frequencies.
This is the direct result of trying to apply a linear function to non-linear data. In
the context of these experiments, this would indicate that an analysis excluding excess
losses has been applied to data which does include excess losses.
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8.5.3

Incorrectly Determined Cumulative Hysteresis and Eddy Losses per Cycle

Direct Analysis of Power Loss

Although fitting a simple trend-line to a linear graph is an easy way to estimate hysteresis
and eddy losses, the consideration of excess losses makes the situation more complicated.
Instead of looking at the more intuitive losses per cycle, eddy currents must instead be
determined more directly from the losses. In this case similarly to how a linear trendline
was fitted to the losses per cycle data, a polynomial equation is required.
Using this analysis, Equation (8.1) can be used to attempt to decompose the total
losses into hysteresis, and eddy losses. While Equation (8.3) can be used to decompose
into hysteresis, excess, and eddy losses.
Fitting a least-mean-squares approximation according to these functions will provide
Chyst , Cexc , and Ceddy for the different situations. This analysis is shown in Figure 8.4
and Figure 8.5.
Figure 8.4 shows two sets of simulated data broken down under the assumption that
excess losses do not contribute to overall losses. The top plots show the situation where
this analysis is appropriately applied to data only containing hysteresis and eddy losses,
while the bottom row represents the situation where this analysis has been incorrectly
applied to simulated data containing hysteresis, excess, and eddy losses.
Similarly Figure 8.5 shows this breakdown under the assumption that hysteresis,
excess and eddy losses are all present. In this figure, the top row shows the situation
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where this analysis has been appropriately applied, while the bottom graphs show the
situation where only hysteresis and eddy losses are simulated, so the analysis has been
incorrectly applied.
As could be expected, the correctly applied analysis shown in the top row of either
figure are able to correctly decompose the simulated losses. In the case of Figure 8.5, the
inappropriate three part decomposition of the hysteresis and eddy loss simulation (8.5c)
still provides the correct components by setting excess losses to zero. But in Figure 8.4,
the incorrect use of hysteresis and eddy analysis on a simulation which contains all
three loss components (8.4c) results in a breakdown which although inappropriate, is
still able to fit a curve very accurately to the data (8.4d). Statistical analysis of this
incorrect fitting shows that an R squared value of 0.999 can be achieved.
This ability to strongly fit an incorrect analysis to loss data shows the importance
of investigating the losses per cycle. Where this technique was able to ignore the f 1.5
relationship of any potential excess losses, these excess losses become much more obvious
in the shapes of the loss per cycle graphs being either linear or non-linear.
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While undertaking this type of analysis, there are several points to keep in mind.
• As mentioned previously, the different components of loss likely won’t be evenly
represented in the total core losses.
• There will be errors and inaccuracies in the actual measurement of loss data.
These inaccuracies will result in a decreased goodness of fit, and may alter the
way this analysis allocates losses.
• The relationship and allocation of hysteresis and eddy losses will be slightly
different between the two methods of per loss and direct decomposition. This is
due to the fitting algorithm of the trend-lines, this algorithm attempts to reduce
the least mean squares error to a minimum, because one set of data is the losses in
W and the other is the per cycle losses in J, the per cycle trend-line will be fitted
to reduce the error relative to P/f rather than P . This will result in less emphasis
being put on the data at higher frequencies, as they are reduced by a factor of f ,
and as such a different optimum trend to reduce the least mean squares error. For
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the purposes of loss modelling the losses in W are more important than the losses
in J, so the direct analysis trend is likely more useful for the overall analysis of
core losses.
• Using the three part polynomial fit will always result in a higher correlation
compared to the two part fit. This is because the excess loss factor introduces
another degree of freedom to the analysis. In the clean simulated data, this excess
term became zero, but this is only because the simulated data contains data which
perfectly fits the hysteresis and eddy analysis. Realistically errors will be present
and the least mean squares analysis will try to reduce this error by introducing
some amount of excess loss into the analysis. For this reason, statistical measures
like the R squared correlation cannot be trusted outright and a more informed
observation with some understanding of the theory of core loss will be required.
• Lastly, this analysis shouldn’t really be used to definitively determine whether
excess losses do or do not exist. Rather it should be used to attempt to quantify
core losses into f , f 1.5 , and f 2 components. Whether this breakdown represents
hysteresis, excess, and eddy losses in a traditional or more contemporary sense
will require further examination after the data has been reviewed.

8.6

CONCLUSION

This chapter has established the purpose of the testing which will be described over the
following chapters.
The frequency response of core losses is identified as the major target of investigation,
and some thoughts on how to extract measurements with an emphasis on the frequency
as the independent variable are offered.
The different partial core transformers available for testing were listed, with critical
features specifically described.
An analytical framework was established which can be used to analyse the results
of testing. This framework uses either the per cycle loss measured in joules or the losses
measured in watts to provide insight into the nature of losses present in transformer
cores. Practical limitations and constraints of this framework were also discussed.

Chapter 9
OPEN CIRCUIT TESTING

9.1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter discusses the results of initial testing completed, with the objective of
gaining insight into the components of loss present within partial core transformers.
It sets out some relevant theory before describing initial tests conducted on a
small partial core transformer. Some basic analysis is provided into the results of this
data. This analysis covers attempts to classify the losses into components with varying
proportions of frequency dependence.
Following discussion of the smaller transformer, a larger unit is tested and attempts
are made to analyse this data similarly.
Issues relating to flux density are encountered and explained, leading to the conclusion that open circuit testing is inappropriate going forward and a revised testing
procedure will be required.

9.2
9.2.1

INITIAL TESTS
Theory Regarding Initial Testing

The motivation of the testing was to determine whether per cycle losses contained a
non-linear relationship with frequency, so a varied frequency regime was implemented.
Because the core losses will be heavily linked to flux it was important to keep the flux
of the core constant. Core flux can generally be described either through Equation (9.1)
[Bean et al. 1959] which can be extrapolated to Equation (9.2) [Vecchio et al. 2010], or
through Equation (9.3) [Purcell and Morin 2013].
e=N

B=

dφ
dt

Vrms
4.44 f N Acore

(9.1)

(9.2)
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(9.3)

By looking into Equation (9.2) or Equation (9.3), there are two ways to maintain a
constant flux.
The first, relevant to Equation (9.2) requires that a constant V /f factor be maintined,
this is due to the constant nature of the N and A terms. Keeping V /f consatant
simply requires that the voltage applied to the primary of the transformer be increased
proportionally to the frequency.
The second method, relating to Equation (9.3), requires that current be kept
constant. If it is assumed that the inductance of the transformer will be constant over
the range of tests, then maintaining a constant current will result in constant flux
density and by extension a constant flux.
After the results of the losses are measured over a range of frequencies, these losses
need to be separated into the core loss and primary winding loss components. Primary
losses are related to the real power converted to heat according to the I 2 R conductive
losses of the primary winding, which are distinct from the real losses of the core. In
order to do this the core of the partial core transformer is removed and the transformer
is energised to the same currents and frequencies of previous testing but in an air core
configuration. Because air core transformers are free from core losses [Hashimoto et al.
2020], any losses measured in this configuration belong to the primary windings. These
air core results can then be subtracted from the partial core results to separate the core
losses from the total transformer losses.
There are several ways that these losses could be removed from the partial core
results. If the measurements are equivalent, then the losses recorded in the air core
configuration can be directly subtracted from the partial core losses. Otherwise, if the
measurements are not quite equivalent in any sense, or if more accuracy is required,
they can be normalised by changing the losses from a real power loss to an equivalent
resistance. This can be done simply by using P = I 2 R. This method will allow the
resistance of the air core configuration, which is also the resistance of the primary
windings under either configuration, to be determined across the frequency range. With
a known resistance across the frequencies measured P = I 2 R can be used again, this time
within the partial core results to determine how much of the losses initially measured
are contributing to primary winding losses, the remainder of the losses are the core
losses this investigation is designed to measure.
There is one caveat with this analysis of winding losses. Even if the current travelling
through the primary windings in both the partial core or air core configuration is
kept similar, the distribution and magnitude of flux within either configuration will be
significantly different due to the difference in the reluctance paths of the two. Maintaining
the same current will mean all direct I 2 R heating losses will be the same, but any eddy
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current losses which occur due to flux within the windings will be different under the
differing flux conditions. Fortunately, these eddy losses are largely dependant on the
frequency of excitation, and are generally accepted as negligible in power frequency
applications, usually only warranting consideration at excitation frequencies above
1kHz [Hiwatashi et al. 2017].

9.2.2

Test Specifications

To simplify testing and allow for easier collection of results open circuit testing was
implemented.
This testing involved the connection of an Ametek MX45 variable frequency power
supply to the primary of the partial core transformer under test, and leaving the
secondary connections of the transformer open circuit. An isolator was included for
safety purposes. Figure 9.1 shows the circuit diagram for the experimental test setup.

Isolator

WM54
Power
Meter

Partial
Core
Transformer

A

Variable
Frequency
Supply
Figure 9.1

V

Circuit Diagram for the Initial Low Flux Tests

The first set of tests was completed twice, once attempting to maintain a constant
voltage over frequency ratio and again maintaining a constant current. These tests
would span between 25Hz and 70Hz, enough range to give an indication of the response
of losses proportional to frequency.
For the first measurement of the V /f tests, 100V and 50Hz was used, with subsequent tests maintaining this ratio.
For the second set of testing, current was kept constant at 10A.
Tests were conducted on a partial core transformer labelled PCK1, which is shown
in Figure 9.2. This partial core transformer was used for initial tests as it is a small
lightweight unit, and is much more easily handled than the larger partial cores available
in the lab.
Measurement consisted of the frequency, primary voltage, primary current, and
primary real power as measured by a Yokogawa WM54 model 2503 precise power meter.
Although the exact specifications for this meter could not be found, similar meters in
the Yokogawa product range are valid for measurements in frequency ranges of 0.1Hz
to 1kHz [Yokogawa].
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PCK1 With an Open Circuit Secondary

Following this, the core was removed and the partial core transformer was tested
in an air core configuration. In this testing a 10A primary current was maintained for
reasons described in the following subsection.

9.2.3

Results and Analysis

The results of the initial constant V /f tests are shown in Table 9.1. Similarly the results
of the constant current testing are shown in Table 9.2. From these results several initial
observations can be made.
Table 9.1

Frequency
(Hz)
25
40
50
60
70

Primary
Voltage
(V)
49.97
79.96
99.97
119.98
139.99

Constant V /f Testing Results

Primary
Current
(A)
8.973
8.983
9.989
8.993
8.997

Primary
Power
(W)
21.7
23.3
24.5
25.7
27.2

Voltage Over
Frequency
(V/Hz)
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

First, comparing the two methods. It can be noted that in the constant V /f test
results of Table 9.1, a constant V /f restriction results in a constant current of around
9A. Similarly, in the constant current tests of Table 9.2, the constant current results
in a constant V /f ratio of 2.2. This observation supports the assertion that either of
these methods can be used to maintain a constant flux throughout testing. With this
in mind the remaining testing was conducted using the constant current method.
Next, by a couple steps of abstraction we can look into the equivalent circuit of
the open circuit transformer. Knowing the voltage, current, and real power, into the
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Table 9.2

Frequency
(Hz)
25
40
50
60
70

Constant I Testing Results

Primary
Voltage
(V)
55.68
89.05
111.22
133.41
155.6

Primary
Current
(A)
9.997
10.004
10.001
10.000
10.001

Primary
Power
(W)
27.1
29.0
30.4
31.9
33.7

Voltage Over
Frequency
(V/Hz)
2.23
2.23
2.22
2.22
2.22

primary of the transformer, we can determine the following qualities;
pf =

Z=

P
IV

(9.4)

V
I

(9.5)

R = Z pf

X=

p

L=

Z 2 − R2

X
2πf

(9.6)

(9.7)

(9.8)

Table 9.2 can be expanded using these equations to form Table 9.3.
Table 9.3

Constant I Testing Expanded Results

Frequency Primary Primary Primary Primary Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Voltage Current Power
Power Impedance Resistance Reactance Inductance
(Hz)
(V)
(A)
Factor
(Ω)
(W)
(Ω)
(Ω)
(H)
25
55.68
9.997
27.1
0.0487
5.570
0.2712
5.5631
0.0354
40
89.05
10.004
29.0
0.0326
8.901
0.2898
8.8967
0.0354
50
111.22 10.001
30.4
0.0273
11.121
0.3039
11.1167
0.0354
60
133.41 10.000
31.9
0.0239
13.341
0.3190
13.3372
0.0354
70
155.6
10.001
33.7
0.0217
15.558
0.3369
15.5548
0.0354

Here we can see that the inductance of the transformer has remained constant
throughout the constant current tests. This constant inductance paired with the constant
current specified in the test again ensure that a constant flux has been maintained
according to Equation (9.3).
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Next the air core configuration of PCK1 was tested with a constant current of 10A.
The results from this test expanded in a similar manner to Table 9.3 are presented
below as Table 9.4.
Table 9.4

Constant I Air Core Testing Results

Frequency Primary Primary Primary Primary Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Voltage Current Power
Power Impedance Resistance Reactance Inductance
(Hz)
(V)
Factor
(A)
(Ω)
(W)
(Ω)
(Ω)
(H)
25
7.004
9.957
25.24
0.3619
0.7034
0.2546
0.6557
0.0042
40
10.819 10.021
25.83
0.2382
1.0796
0.2572
1.0485
0.0042
50
13.388 10.023
26.06
0.1942
1.3357
0.2594
1.3103
0.0042
60
15.995 10.036
26.41
0.1645
1.5938
0.2622
1.5720
0.0042
70
18.544 10.007
26.59
0.1433
1.8531
0.2655
1.8340
0.0042

In these results the inductance is much lower than compared to the partial core
configuration as would be expected in an air core transformer. As a result the reactance,
impedance, and the voltage required to drive 10A are also much lower.
The most important measurement in these results is the real power, and the
equivalent resistance of the primary windings. Here we can see that the real power,
and primary resistance increase slightly over the frequency range. These values of
resistance can now be used to determine the primary winding losses of the partial core
configuration, allowing the separation of the partial core loss measurements into primary
winding and core loss components.
There is a slight increase in resistance over the range of frequencies, this highlights
the importance of measuring the air core results over the frequency rather than using
a DC measurement of resistance to find the winding losses. Using this resistance
measurement rather than the power lost in the air core configuration is more accurate
because it accounts for the slight difference between current in the air core tests compared
to the constant current results we are interested in.
After determining which losses belong to the primary winding resistance and
attributing the remaining losses to the core, we can divide the total core losses by
the frequency at which these were measured to find the losses per cycle of the core at
different frequencies.
This analysis is shown in Table 9.5.
Figure 9.3 shows these initial measurements with the winding losses removed. In
this plot, a slight exponential relationship can be observed.
Figure 9.4 shows the result of dividing the core losses by the frequency at which
they are measured, this effectively shows the energy lost per power frequency cycle.
Because the hysteresis losses per cycle should be constant across all frequencies, and the
eddy current loss should be linearly proportional to the frequency, a simple y = mx + c
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Table 9.5

Analysis of Losses

Frequency Total Primary Winding Winding Remaining Per Cycle
Losses Current Resistance Losses
Losses
Losses
(Hz)
(W)
(J)
(A)
(Ω)
(W)
(W)
25
27.1
9.997
0.2546
25.4
1.7
0.0663
40
29.0
10.004
0.2572
25.7
3.3
0.0814
50
30.4
10.001
0.2594
25.9
4.5
0.0891
60
31.9
10.000
0.2622
26.2
5.7
0.0947
70
33.7
10.001
0.2655
26.6
7.1
0.1020

Figure 9.3

Initial Measurements After Removal of Winding Losses

linear trendline can be used to separate these losses.
Figure 9.4 shows such a trendline fitted to the measured data, the y-intercept signifying the constant hysteresis loss per cycle was found to be 0.04857J, and the gradient
relating the eddy losses as a function of frequency was found to be 0.0007782J/Hz.
These values values fit the measured data fairly well with a statistical R2 value of
0.987. As mentioned in a previous chapter, this high R squared value doesn’t necessarily
mean that this analysis is appropriate, and viewing the measurements in Figure 9.4 the
function does appear to have a slightly non-linear form which could support an excess
loss component, however with so few data points and the potential for error within this
data, this non-linearaity could also be noise within the measurements.
To aid in visualisation of these losses Figure 9.5 shows the losses as shaded regions
of the plot. In this plot the measured data is overlaid to show how well the model fits
the measured data.
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Losses per Cycle Showing the Separation of Hysteresis and Eddy Current Losses

Finally, Figure 9.6 shows the modelled losses per cycle multiplied by frequency to
give a loss value which can be measured in Watts. Here the nature of hysteresis losses
being related linearly to frequency while eddy losses are related to frequency squared
is represented fairly straightforwardly. Again the initial measurements are overlaid to
show the fit of the model to the data.
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Core Losses Showing the Separation of Hysteresis and Eddy Current Losses

Following this loss per cycle analysis, a direct analysis was applied to the loss
measurements. The results of this loss decomposition are presented in Figure 9.7.
The direct decomposition into hysteresis and eddy components is shown in the top
row of Figure 9.7, while the bottom row shows the results of analysis including excess
loss components.
Noteworthy observations within this analysis can be made as follows;
First, comparing the direct hysteresis and eddy analysis to the relationship obtained
from the losses per cycle, slightly different coefficients of 0.05153J of hysteresis loss and
0.0007249J/Hz of eddy losses are found. This is due to the least mean squares fit of
the polynomial as discussed in a previous chapter.
Comparing the statistical analysis of the two direct decompositions shows an R2
value of 0.992 for the two part decomposition and 0.998 for the three part. This may
seem to indicate that the inclusion of excess loss improves the accuracy of the model,
however, this is actually just due to the inclusion of a degree of freedom into the
modelling which will always increase the correlation of data.
Realistically, looking at the plots with knowledge of the theory they represent is
more useful. The two part decomposition results in relatively similar magnitudes of
hysteresis and eddy losses, while the three part decomposition results in a dominant
excess loss component with small contributions from hysteresis and eddy losses. Excess
loss as a theory was introduced to handle the discrepancies between traditional theories
and measured results, but the magnitude of this discrepancy was never supposed to
contribute an overwhelming majority of the losses as the three part decomposition
estimates here.
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Direct Loss Decomposition of PCK1 Results

Further to this, closer inspection of the three part decomposition shows that the
estimate of the eddy loss component is actually negative in this decomposition. This is a
physically impossible situation, so the correctness of this model is definitely questionable.
One issue with the data is that there is a fairly limited range of measurements
included. As a first attempt this data is promising, but more information is required to
better determine the nature of the losses involved.

9.3

REPEATED TESTING

After initial tests were completed on PCK1, a larger partial core transformer was used,
and tests were repeated. The partial core used in these trials was PCY1, PCY1 is
a partial core transformer designed for use in high voltage testing. It is designed to
energise and compensate a capacitive load around 500nF , and is able to do so to voltages
of 30, 000V . In being a larger transformer designed for more demanding testing, PCY1
is able to maintain a much larger primary current than PCK1.

9.3
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9.3.1

Test Specifications

Similarly to the first set of tests conducted on PCK1, an Ametek variable frequency
supply was used to supply the frequencies and currents required for testing. Likewise,
open circuit testing was again used. The main difference between tests was due to the
increased current carrying capacity of the primary winding of PCY1, this allowed higher
currents to be tested.

Figure 9.8

PCY1 With an Open Circuit Secondary

In order to gain more useful and varied information than the initial tests of PCK1,
PCY1 was tested at both a larger and more granular range of frequencies. Frequencies
measured ranged between 16Hz to 100Hz and measurements were taken at every 1Hz
for the lower range, every 2Hz for the middling range, and every 5Hz for the higher
range.
Similarly, to give more insight into the effects of different relative magnitudes of
flux, tests were conducted for 10A, 20A, and 30A of primary current.

9.3.2

Results and Analysis

Measurements were recorded for both partial core and air core configurations of PCY1,
these results are presented in Figure 9.9.
Following this, the procedure used to analyse PCK1 was repeated resulting in
Figure 9.10.
There is an obvious issue with these results in that the core losses calculated at
lower frequencies, at every current level appear to be negative in nature. Physically this
implies that the core of the transformer is generating real power, which is nonsensical.
Experimentally this implies that there is an issue with the measurement of either the
core losses or winding losses.
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Figure 9.9
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PCY1 Results for Both Partial Core and Air Core Configuration

Referring back to Figure 9.9, we can see that the measurements taken across the
three data-series have very little differentiation between the air core and total loss
measurements. This means that nearly the entirety of the losses measured in these
transformers under these conditions belong to the primary windings, with very little
contribution from the core losses.
Comparatively Figure 9.11 shows the air core and total losses recorded in the initial
testing of PCK1.
In these results there is a clear differentiation between the losses measured in the
partial core configuration and those of the air core tests. Because this difference is
effectively the core loss component, there is obviously an issue with the PCY1 experiment
not producing a high enough core loss for valid interpretation as was possible with the
PCK1 tests.
Because core losses are strongly linked with flux density, this parameter was
investigated to better understand the losses observed. Simulated flux densities (discussed
in the following chapter) showed that for the 50Hz, 30A measurement of PCY1 a flux
density of 0.038T was present, comparatively the 50Hz, 10A measurement of PCK1
produces 0.318T . This difference in flux densities would explain the different results
betwen the two experiments. For the experiments of PCY1, although large currents are
passing through the primary winding, a low amount of flux is present within the cores,
so resistive primary winding losses dominate over the magnetic core losses.
In order to overcome this situation, open circuit testing will need to be abandoned
and some form of secondary resonant load will be required.
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Figure 9.10

9.4

PCY1 Core Losses

CONCLUSION

This chapter discussed some initial tests relating to the classification of losses within
partial core transformers.
Initial theory was set out and applied to the testing of a small partial core transformer. Analysis was performed on the measurements of this testing to attempt to
determine where the total losses observed originated.
Straightforward methods were used to remove winding losses to allow for an
investigation into only the core loss of the transformer.
These core losses were than broken down using different techniques to give some
possible insights into the relative proportions of hysteresis, excess, and eddy current
losses which may be present within the cores.
After observations relating to the smaller transformer were noted, a larger transformer was tested with intentions of similar analysis. Measured results within this
testing provided unsatisfactory data, and this was likely caused by low flux density
within the core, so it was decided that a revised test procedure addressing this issue
would be required.
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Figure 9.11

OPEN CIRCUIT TESTING

PCK1 Results for Both Partial Core and Air Core Configuration

Chapter 10
LOADED TESTING

This chapter discusses the theory, practical undertaking, and analysis of loaded testing
on a partial core resonant transformer (PCRTX). Theory relating to loaded resonant
testing is set out, and reasoning offered for how this represents an improvement from
the open circuit testing of the previous chapter.
An initial testing procedure is offered, including initial measurements taken under
this procedure. Shortcomings of this initial testing are identified and addressed through
a revised testing procedure which is subsequently implemented. Measurements are
undertaken to determine the losses associated with the PCRTX as a whole, and then
separately for each of its primary and secondary windings. Losses are then separated to
determine the core losses of the transformer.
Finally, analysis is undertaken on the measurements to provide an insight into the
nature of losses within the core. From here comparisons are made between methods
which either include an estimate of excess losses or do not. These analysis methods are
then used to provide a judgement that excess losses do not contribute a meaningful f 1.5
contribution to the losses of PCRTX.

10.1

INTRODUCTION

10.2

ADVANTAGES OF LOADED TESTING

The most obvious advantage of using loaded testing over open circuit is that this loaded
testing is a much better representation of how the transformer will behave when it is
being used. The standard use for the partial core transformers owned by The University
of Canterbury, is as a high voltage source for electrical insulation testing for industry.
In this testing, electrical machines are energised to high voltages for partial discharge,
tan delta, and dielectric withstand testing. In these cases the electrical machines under
test are generally types of assets which present as a capacitive load, electrical stators
are a good example of such a situation, where the different windings of the stator are in
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close proximity but separated by a dielectric medium, creating an effectively capacitive
test object.
In this scenario of a partial core transformer energising a capacitive test object, two
advantageous factors of partial core transformers become apparent.

10.2.1

Resonant Current Flow

Because partial core transformers have large reluctances requiring large amounts of magnetising and leakage current, their topologies represent a largely inductive component.
In standard full core transformers, this would be an unwanted feature as the reactive
power required by these inductive components would need to be supplied through the
source, increasing the current required for operation leading to higher losses and current
carrying requirements.
In the practical applications of partial core transformers, this inductance is manipulated to achieve resonance with a capacitive object under test. In this situation the
capacitive test object will experience the partial core transformer as both a transformer
of the power source to high voltages, and also as a sink for reactive power. From the
perspective of the partial core transformer the load will be both an impedance drawing
a current dependant on the secondary voltage, and also as a capacitive reactive power
source.
Because the transformer provides inductive reactance while the capacitor provides
capacitive reactance, the summation of the reactive powers cancel, leading to a lower
net reactive power required from the source supplying the primary of the transformer.
With proper manipulation of the transformer inductance, the reactive power of the
inductive and capacitive components will be equal and opposite, resulting in no net
reactive power flow. This is an ideal situation as it represents the situation where
reactive power is generated and consumed in equal amounts and no reactive power is
required through the primary of the transformer or the supply. In this circumstance
resonance has been achieved, and for this reason, partial core transformers designed to
operate in this manner are labelled partial core resonant transformers (PCRTX).
Figure 10.1a shows the equivalent circuit of an open circuit partial core transformer
as was used in the initial open circuit tests. Figure 10.1b shows the equivalent circuit of
a PCRTX under resonant operation.
Because partial core transformers are mainly inductive and test objects are mainly
capacitive, each having relatively minor resistive components, the reactive component
represents a large portion of the current within a transformer. By removing this reactive
component from the primary of the transformer the primary current can be dramatically
reduced, for the purposes of practical testing this allows a lower current supply to be
used to achieve specified test voltages. For the purpose of this experiment the primary
current is a limiting factor due to the current limits of the supply, and also because

10.2
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Figure 10.1

Comparison of Current Flows Through Open and Loaded PCRTXs

the primary current is measured by a Yokogawa power meter with a 30A limit. So by
removing the reactive component from the primary winding more real power can be
supplied through the source within this 30A limit, meaning a higher overall current
will be present within the transformer leading to higher ampere-turns and a higher flux
within the core.

10.2.2

Non-Conservative Apparent Power

A more specific advantage of PCRTX operation with a resonant load, can be seen in
the effects of the turn ratio. With a standard transformer, the voltage and current
ratios between the primary and secondary windings are determined mainly by the turns
ratio of these respective windings. In this relationship, voltage increases and current
decreases according to the turns ratio, and apparent power is conserved across the
windings.
V1 I1 = V2 I2

(10.1)
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V1
V2
=
N1
N2

(10.2)

I1 N1 = I2 N2

(10.3)

However in partial core transformers, there is a large reluctance contribution within
the magnetic circuit due to the air return path, this large reluctance in addition to
the increased leakage flux means the electromotive forces of the two windings are no
longer required to balance. Resonance occurring between the inductance of the PCRTX
and capacitive test object will then create a situation where the apparent power is not
conserved. In this situation the increase in voltage will not be met by an equivalent
decrease in current, rather a smaller relative decrease will be seen and the apparent
power will increase across the windings of the PCRTX.
V1 I1 < V2 I2

(10.4)

It follows that either the volts per turn, ampere-turns, or both of these ratios have
increased across the windings of the PCRTX, and because these factors are directly
related to the flux of the transformer the flux related to this resonating secondary emf
will be larger than the what the primary could originally contribute.
V1
V2
<
N1
N2

OR

B∝

I1 N1 < I2 N2

V
∝ NI
N

(10.5)

(10.6)

There is a caveat to Equation (10.6), in that the current of both the primary and
secondary do not flow entirely through the magnetising reactance of the PCRTX, so
do not contribute entirely to the generation of flux. The primary current should be
almost entirely real, circulating through the core losses and also supplying real power to
the secondary, rather than flowing through the magnetising reactance. The secondary
current is composed of both real and reactive components and so will not travel entirely
through the magnetising reactance either. This means that the current measured
through either the primary or secondary coil cannot strictly be used to determine flux.
Instead the voltage across the core should be used, this voltage will be present
equally across all of the parallel paths of the core impedance. This voltage can be
measured across the primary or secondary windings, and will be more accurate if the
voltage drop across the winding resistance and leakage are accounted for.
Evidence of this non-conservation in the apparent power of PCRTXs can be found
in [Berry and Lapthorn 2019] where measurements taken during the on-site high voltage
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testing of a large stator winding using a PCRTX gave the results shown in Table 10.1.
This PCRTX has been labelled PC1 within the lab.
Table 10.1

High Voltage Testing Results Showing VA Gain [Berry and Lapthorn 2019]

Primary
Voltage
(V)
30.6

Primary
Current
(A)
1.63

Primary
Power
(VA)
50

Secondary
Voltage
(V)
4059

Secondary
Current
(A)
0.27

Secondary
Power
(VA)
1096

60.2

3.50

212

8044

0.56

90.5

5.56

510

12020

106.4

6.94

740

121.9

8.48

Power
Factor

VA
Gain

0.98

22.05

4505

0.96

21.25

0.86

10337

0.99

20.27

14070

1.01

14211

0.98

19.20

1030

16090

1.17

18825

0.97

18.28

153

12.02

1830

20100

1.47

29547

0.94

16.15

176.3

14.96

2620

23070

1.70

39219

0.94

14.97

With the secondary experiencing between 22 and 15 times as much V A as the
primary, it stands to reason that the flux contribution from the secondary current
should outweigh the non-resonant contribution of the primary current. In this way
the resonantly loaded circuit is able to produce far more flux than the open circuit
configuration.

10.2.3

Quantifying Flux Under Resonant Conditions

It is fairly straightforward to qualitatively reason that achieving resonance will increase
the flux within a PCRTX, but the best quantifiable way to determine the effects of
resonance is to look into the voltages across the windings of the transformer.
PCY1 was simulated using the models discussed by Bell in Chapter 3. This model
produces a simulated transformer which has inputs of a primary voltage of varying
amplitude and frequency, and a load consisting of real and imaginary components.
The model outputs the primary and secondary voltages and currents expected of the
transformer, and also an expected flux density within the core. This flux is determined
by the Bell model using the primary voltage and frequency according to Equation (10.7),
in this case the N term refers to the number of primary turns.
Bmax = √

V
2πf N Acore

(10.7)

The flux can also be calculated using the secondary values of voltage and turns
within Equation (10.7).
The results of simulating PCY1 under both open circuit and resonantly loaded
conditions are shown in Table 10.2. These simulations have been modelled at 50Hz
and use a primary voltage appropriate to generate 0.6T of flux density within the core.
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PCY1 has been simulated with 53 primary turns, 4416 secondary turns, and a core area
of 0.0399m2 . For the resonant results a capacitance of 1.05µF provided the required
reactive compensation.
Table 10.2

Simulated Operation of PCY1 in Both Resonant and Open Circuit Configurations

Open Circuit

Resonant

Primary

Secondary

Primary

Secondary

Voltage (V)

281.7

19386

281.7

23468

Current (A)

474.35

0

7.15

6.86

Apparent Power (VA)

133624

0

2014

161095

N × I (Ampere-Turns)

25141

0

379

30314

V / N (Volts/Turn)

5.315

4.390

5.315

5.314

Flux Density (T)

0.6000

0.496

0.600

0.600

The most important feature of Table 10.2 relevant to the proposed testing of PCY1 is
the primary current required to achieve the set flux of 0.6T . For open circuit conditions,
473A will be required, this current far exceeds the capabilities of the primary windings
of PCY1, and would also make measurement difficult. Further to this the large current
would create a large I 2 R primary winding loss, increasing the inaccuracy introduced to
the experiment when the winding losses are removed from the total losses to find the
core losses. Comparatively, the resonant configuration only requires 7.14A of current to
provide the 0.6T needed for testing.
Interestingly the simulated results show no increase in volts per turn across the two
windings, and it follows that there is no increase in flux according to Equation (10.7).
This implies that the voltage per turns ratio has held and there is no stray flux, this is
an unexpected result in a PCRTX perhaps indicating an error in the modelling methods
employed by Bell.
Comparing these simulated results of PCY1 to the previously noted results of PC1
represented in Table 10.1, we can form Table 10.3. Within this analysis, it should
be noted that PC1 has 66 primary turns, 6710 secondary turns, and a core of area
0.0430m2 .
In these real measurements, the volts per turn and flux can both be seen increasing
across the windings. This is more in line with what theory suggests should be happening
as the resonant secondary winding contributes more flux to the transformer core. This
would support a deficiency in the modelling of Bell, so the accuracy of his models should
be verified under resonant operation to check that the correct voltages and currents are
present to allow for satisfactory levels of flux density within the core.
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Table 10.3 Simulated Resonant Operation of PCY1 Compared to Measured Results of a Different
PCRTX Used for High Voltage Testing

PCY1 Simulation
Voltage (V)

10.3
10.3.1

PC1 Test Results

Primary

Secondary

Primary

Secondary

281.7

23468

176.3

23070

Current (A)

7.15

6.86

14.96

1.70

Apparent Power (VA)

2014

161095

2637

39219

N × I (Ampere-Turns)

379

30314

987

11407

V / N (Volts/Turn)

5.315

5.314

2.671

3.438

Flux Density (T)

0.600

0.600

0.280

0.361

TEST SPECIFICATION
Test Setup

In order to achieve resonantly loaded testing, PCY1 was connected as a PCRTX to
a bank of capacitors. In these tests it was important to vary the frequency of the
test while altering as little else relating to the transformer as possible, so rather than
manipulating the inductance of PCY1, different configurations of capacitors were used
to achieve resonance with the measured 9.66H of inductance of PCY1. This required
the capacitors to be specified according to Equation (10.8).
C=

1
(2πf )2 L

(10.8)

Because the testing would involve a frequency sweep from 16Hz to 100Hz, different
configurations of capacitors would be required to achieve the resonant circuit. Capacitors available within the laboratory were able to be connected to create an effective
capacitance ranging between 10.2µF and 262.2nF , which are the resonant capacitances
matching 9.66H when operating between 16Hz and 100Hz respectively. The capacitors
used to achieve these capacitances were a mixture of 73nF , 290nF , 1µF , and 1.85µF
capacitors, and the different capacitive networks created were expected to be able to
match the resonant capacitances to within 30nF at lower frequencies, and within around
10nF at the higher frequencies where resonant capacitance reduces.
These capacitors were not all rated to the full 30, 000V that PCY1 is capable
of supplying, so care was taken not to exceed the individual voltage ratings of the
capacitors when higher voltages were present. Figure 10.2 shows the capacitors alongside
PCY1.
After the capacitances required for testing were determined and achieved, the
measurement equipment was put in place. The Yokogawa WM54 precise power meter
was again used to measure the primary current, voltage, and power. Similarly, a
Yokogawa WT230 power meter [Yokogawa Meters & Instrumentation Corporation 2013]
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PCY1 Alongside the Capacitors Which Will Establish Resonance

was used to measure the secondary circuit. The WT230 meter has a lower maximum
current limit of 20A so was used to measure the secondary which will have a lower
current.
Because the WT230 meter is connected to the high voltage secondary it needed
to be isolated from the earth to prevent a large potential being applied across the low
voltage meter. A high voltage probe was connected across the secondary connection
with the blocking impedance separating the earthed connection from the floating meter.
This meter was then powered by a battery and inverter to maintain electrical isolation
from earth. Figure 10.3 shows a circuit diagram for the setup while Figure 10.4 shows
the implementation of this setup.

Isolator

WT230
Partial
Power
Core
Meter
WM54 Transformer
A
Power
V
Meter
A

Variable
Frequency
Supply
Figure 10.3

V

Capacitive
Network

Circuit Diagram for the Resonantly Loaded Test Setup

The tests were intended to maintain flux density within the core throughout the
swept frequency, and these set flux densities were specified as 0.3T , 0.6T , and 0.9T .
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Figure 10.4

Actual Implementation of the Resonantly Loaded Test Setup

Three different values of flux were chosen to give a larger data set and to help analyse
the effects differing flux densities have on the profiles of core losses. By having three
sets of constant flux, and varying frequency data it should be possible or at least more
easy to isolate the effects of either of these factors.
The primary voltages expected to produce the flux densities required were found
for different frequencies ranging between 16Hz and 100Hz, and these were used in the
models of Bell to predict the performance of PCY1. Table 10.4 shows the expected
operation for a sample of frequencies within the sweep.
Table 10.4

Simulated Resonant Operation of PCY1 Across a Range of Frequencies

Frequency (Hz)

16

50

100

Resonant Capacitance (nF)

9093

931

233

Primary Voltage (V)

45.1

90.1

135.2

140.8

281.7

422.5

281.7

563.3

845.3

Primary Current (A)

10.79 21.55 32.34

3.57

7.15

10.72

1.79

3.58

5.38

Secondary Voltage (V)

3627

7246 10874 11730 23468 35197 23540 47071 70636

Secondary Current (A)

3.32

6.62

Flux Density (T)

9.94

3.43

6.86

10.30

3.44

6.88

10.33

0.300 0.600 0.900

0.300

0.600

0.900

0.300

0.600

0.900

In these results it is clear to see that at higher frequencies more voltage will be
required to establish the flux within the core, and at lower frequencies more primary
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current will be required. The constraints of the 30A maximum measurement of the
WM54 meter would likely be exceeded at lower frequencies, and the maximum primary
voltage of 400V available from the Ametek source would likely be exceeded at higher
frequencies. These tests where maximum current or voltage were exceeded would not be
completed and the frequency sweep for those particular flux densities would not contain
these data points.

10.3.2

Initial Tests

Initial tests were conducted using simulated results as a guide. Initially 50Hz measurements were simulated, operating PCY1 at this frequency required a resonant capacitance
of 931nF . When this capacitance was physically connected and measured it was found
to be 933nF , this slight change in capacitance in conjunction with any errors or inaccuracies in the model lead to an actual measured resonant frequency of 51.3Hz so
the tests were conducted at this frequency. Initial simulations, actual results, and the
adjusted simulation using the actual values of capacitance and frequency, are shown in
Table 10.5. The lower section of Table 10.5 shows the flux expected within the core,
found using the process described in Section 10.2.3.
Table 10.5

Simulated Resonant Operation of PCY1 at 50Hz Compared to Measured Performance

Simulated

Measured

Simulated

Frequency (Hz)

50

51.3

51.3

Capacitance (nF)

931

933

933

Primary Voltage (V)

140.8

281.7

422.5

141.5

281.0

141.5

281

Primary Current (A)

3.57

7.15

10.72

6.61

12.90

15.97

31.72

Secondary Voltage (V)

11730

23468

35197

12030

24080

11895

23622

Secondary Current (A)

3.43

6.86

10.30

3.64

7.24

3.58

7.10

Primary Apparent Power (VA)

503

2014

4530

935

3625

2260

8913

Secondary Apparent Power (VA)

40245 161095 362379 43825 174243

42550 167802

N1 × I1 (Ampere-Turns)

189

379

568

350

684

847

1681

N2 × I2 (Ampere-Turns)

15152

30314

45465

16087

31954

15797

31370

V1 / N1 (Volts per Turn)

2.657

5.315

7.972

2.670

5.302

2.670

5.302

V2 / N2 (Volts per Turn)

2.656

5.314

7.970

2.724

5.453

2.693

5.349

Primary Voltage Flux Density (T)

0.300

0.600

0.900

0.294

0.584

0.294

0.584

Secondary Voltage Flux Density (T) 0.300

0.600

0.900

0.300

0.600

0.297

0.589

These results show the inaccuracy of using the models set out by Bell, particularly
in the estimation of the primary current supplying the transformer.
In the initial simulation, the model underestimates the amount of current which
will flow. In this case the secondary current has been predicted reasonably well, so the
discrepancy in primary current is likely due to the underestimation of core losses. The
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aims of this study are to improve the accuracy of core loss modelling, so this will be
addressed within this thesis.
In the simulation using updated values for frequency and capacitance, the model
overestimates the primary current of the transformer. This is likely due to the model
incorrectly accounting for the actual capacitive and inductive components and their
contributions to resonance, this leads the model to expect a different resonant frequency
to the actual measured value. Because the model does not expect the transformer to
be under resonant operation in these conditions, it overestimates the primary current
required to transfer reactive power through the transformer. Simulating 51.3Hz operation of PCY1 within the models shows an expectation of 885nF required for resonance,
so this section of the model is lacking.
Practically this overestimation can be overcome within the actual use cases of
PCRTX. The inductance of PCRTX can be manipulated through alterations to the
positioning of the core sections within the windings, this allows a user to fine tune the
power factor and achieve resonance, even when modelling suggests that the inductance
of the transformer may not perfectly achieve resonance. As such the realistic operation
of PCRTX involves modelling the transformer as if it were at resonance, whether by
adjusting the inductance within the model or by setting the capacitive load to a value
which will create a resonant condition. Expected measurements can be taken under
these hypothetical resonant conditions, and then in reality the PCRTX will be tuned to
achieve resonance, somewhere near these operating conditions.
The variable frequency supply available was not able to supply the 420V required to
achieve 0.9T of flux density within the core, so this measurement could not be captured.
Importantly for recording measurements at constant values of flux, the measured
results do show an increase in flux from primary to secondary as predicted in Section 10.2.3, although not of the magnitude seen in the results of PC1. This is important
as it highlights the secondary flux and therefore the secondary voltage as being the best
predictor of core flux.

10.3.3

Revised Testing Procedure

After the initial test at 50Hz was completed, the testing procedure was revised. Rather
than modelling situations which would give constant flux according to the Bell models,
the secondary voltage was chosen as the main predictor of flux for any PCRTX, and
this voltage was used to maintain the constant flux.
Equation (10.7) was used to relate the secondary flux expected for any secondary
voltage given the constant values of Ns of 4416 turns, and Acore of 0.0399mm2 . This
would be repeated across the frequency sweep to produce a range of voltages that would
produce the constant flux values required at the respective frequencies.
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Simulations using the Bell model were used to determine estimates of resonant
capacitances for the frequencies within the sweep range, these capacitances would then
be implemented as close as possible using the range of capacitors available within the
high voltage lab in various connection configurations.
PCY1 would be energised with the capacitors connected across the secondary
winding to act as a resonant load. From here the frequency would be adjusted until the
resonant frequency was found, marked by both a minimum in current drawn through
the primary and a unity power factor.
The resulting resonant frequency would be used in Equation (10.7) to determine an
appropriate secondary voltage to achieve the constant value of flux desired. Initially
0.3T tests would be completed, followed by 0.6T and 0.9T . This essentially enforces
the constant V /f stipulation of constant flux.
Primary voltage would be increased until the secondary voltage was achieved, at
this point measurements would be taken.

10.4
10.4.1

TESTING RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Results

The procedure detailed above was carried out and results were gathered. Unfortunately
the Ametek variable frequency supply was damaged due to a high voltage event, so a
replacement Chroma 61505 Programmable AC Source was used instead. This Chroma
source was able to provide the frequency range required by testing, but was limited
to 300V , 32A peak, and 4000V A which severely restricted the ability of the testing to
produce results for the 0.6T and 0.9T ranges.
Table 10.6 shows a sample of results for some of the frequencies tested.
Table 10.6

Measured Resonant Results of PCY1 Across a Range of Frequencies

Frequency (Hz)

16.45

30.84

51.3

76.77

102.21

Capacitance (nF)

9070

2590

933

414

231

Primary Voltage (V)

49.25

85.46

141.5

209.7

276.1

Primary Current (A)

14.30

9.33

6.61

6.04

6.66

Primary Real Power (W)

703

787

910

1255

1769

Power Factor

1.00

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.97

Secondary Voltage (V)

3893

7272

12030

18030

24090

Secondary Current (A)

3.777

3.634

3.643

3.628

3.62

After these measurements were recorded, the primary air core losses were measured
similarly to the method described in Section 9.2 to be removed from the power losses
described in Table 10.6. A sample of these primary air core results are shown in
Table 10.7.
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Table 10.7

Measured Air Core Results of PCY1 Primary Winding Across a Range of Frequencies

Frequency (Hz)

16.45

30.84

51.3

76.77

102.21

Primary Voltage (V)

2.57

2.16

2.14

2.76

4.01

Primary Current (A)

14.32

9.27

6.54

6.03

6.71

Primary Real Power (W)

31.06

12.98

6.45

5.50

6.85

Following the primary winding, the secondary winding is similarly investigated to
find the losses belonging to the secondary winding. This is achieved by energising the
secondary winding of the transformer with the primary winding open circuit. These
measurements are shown in Table 10.8.
Table 10.8

Measured Air Core Results of PCY1 Secondary Winding Across a Range of Frequencies

Frequency (Hz)

16.45

30.84

51.3

76.77

102.21

Secondary Voltage (V)

300.3

300.3

300.3

300.4

300.3

Secondary Current (A)

0.8157

0.4376

0.2638

0.1766

0.1327

Secondary Real Power (W)

25.83

7.71

2.95

1.42

0.88

Notably, these secondary winding air core results have currents much lower than the
secondary current in the resonant tests. To account for the low current the resistance
can be derived from I = P 2 /R, but it should be kept in mind that these resistance values
for secondary winding loss will not be as accurate as the primary winding measurements
which were able to be measured at currents similar to the resonant values.
Figure 10.5 shows the primary winding resistance while Figure 10.6 shows that of
the secondary.

Figure 10.5

Primary Resistance of PCY1 Measured Under Air Core Configuration

The primary resistance can be seen to be fairly constant over the frequency range at
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Secondary Resistance of PCY1 Measured Under Air Core Configuration

around 151mΩ throughout. The secondary resistance appears to increase with frequency
from 38.8Ω to 50.0Ω. Directly measuring the DC resistance values of the primary and
secondary windings gave 147mΩ, and 36.8Ω respectively. The increase seen in the
secondary resistance shows the importance or determining the resistance over a range
of frequencies rather than using a DC resistance measurement.
This increase is likely caused by a combination of the skin effect and proximity
effect [Ayachit and Kazimierczuk 2013]. The skin effect will act to reduce the effective
cross sectional area of the conductor at higher frequencies, while the proximity effect
will cause the charge of neighbouring turns within the secondary winding to alter the
current density within the winding, further increasing resistance [Dixon 2011]. The
proximity effect is the most likely cause of the increased resistance seen in the secondary
winding at higher frequencies, as the secondary winding is composed of 4416 turns
arranged in 26 layers of windings. This would also explain the fairly constant resistance
of the primary windings, as the much lower 53 turns of the primary winding should
experience a much lesser proximity effect. Past studies into the proximity effect have
recorded a notable increase over frequency ranges [Klontz 1995], and also support that
the proximity effect is far more pronounced on multilayer windings [Dowell 1966].

10.4.2

Flux Density Throughout Testing

Understanding the resistance of the primary and secondary windings and using simulated
results for leakage reactances found through use of the Bell model, the flux within the
core can be more accurately determined.
Using the power factor of the primary winding the primary voltage can be de-
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composed into real and imaginary components. From here the primary resistance and
primary leakage reactance can be multiplied by the primary current and their respective
voltage components removed from the primary voltage to find the primary electromotive
force. Similar analysis of secondary measurements can be undertaken and the emf of
the secondary winding can also be found.
Within this analysis of the parasitic components of the primary and secondary
windings, power factor becomes important.
Because the testing specified a resonant operation of the transformer, the power
factor on the primary was maintained as close to unity as possible, this means the
primary voltage is almost entirely real. As such a real voltage drop across the series
resistance of the primary winding is more noticeable then the reactive voltage drop of
the primary leakage reactance which will be largely in quadrature with the primary
voltage.
Conversely the secondary winding is supplying power to a load which is almost
entirely reactive so the power factor of the secondary can be assumed to be close to 0,
investigating a few data points showed estimated power factors of 0.017, 0.011, 0.005.
This leads to a secondary voltage with a dominant reactive component, so the reactive
secondary leakage voltage drop will have more effect then the winding resistance voltage
drop which is real.
After finding estimates of the magnitude of the electromotive force on either the
primary or secondary windings, the transformer equation Equation (10.7) can be used
to calculate the flux present due to either the primary or secondary winding. Figure 10.7
shows the results of this analysis.
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Figure 10.7

Calculated Primary and Secondary Flux Density

In the physical construction of PCY1 the secondary winding is wound closer to
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the core of the transformer than the primary winding. So in the context of core losses,
this secondary flux contribution is more significant to the calculation of losses than the
primary contribution. In this case Figure 10.7 suggests that a constant flux has been
achieved throughout testing.

10.4.3

Core Losses

Using the resistance measurements described in Figure 10.5 and Figure 10.6 the losses
associated with the series primary and secondary resistances can be calculated and
removed from the power loss results of resonant testing. Figure 10.8 shows these winding
losses alongside the total losses measured.

Figure 10.8
Tests

Calculated Primary and Secondary Winding Losses and Measured Losses of Resonant

Because of the resonant operation of PCY1 the secondary current is much higher
than what might be expected in a standard full core transformer, as such the I 2 R losses
seen on the secondary are more significant and dominate over the primary winding
losses.
If these winding losses are removed from the total loss measurements of testing, the
core losses can be separated. Figure 10.9 shows these separated core losses.

10.4.4

Analysis Through Per Cycle Losses

After determining which of the losses measured within experimentation belong to the
core, the frequency analysis described in Chapter 8 can be undertaken. Figure 10.10
shows the core losses per cycle measured throughout the tests, including a linear
trendline.
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Figure 10.9

Figure 10.10

Core Losses After Removal of Series Winding Losses

Core Losses Analysed Under Loss per Cycle Trend Fitting
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The linear trendline fitted to the per cycle data of Figure 10.10 has a y-intercept
of 7.24J, and gradient of 0.0146J/Hz. These parameters can be used to separate the
core losses into hysteresis and eddy current losses, and this separation is shown in
Figure 10.11.
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Figure 10.11

Core Losses Separated Into Hysteresis and Eddy Current Losses

By this separation of losses specifically at 0.300T , the losses can be described by
Equation (10.9).
Pcore(0.300T ) = 7.24f + 0.0146f 2

(10.9)

Comparing the hysteresis and eddy current components at 50Hz, shows that
hysteresis will contribute 362W of losses, while eddy currents only contribute 36.5W .
Anecdotally, having an eddy current loss estimate of around 10% of hysteresis loss is
not unheard of for a modern transformer with a laminated core, and it is accepted that
the hysteresis losses should generally be larger than eddy losses [Kennedy 1998].

10.4.5

Analysis Through Direct Decomposition

If instead, a direct decomposition of losses is employed with curves fitted directly from
loss results rather than losses per cycle, Figure 10.12 can be obtained.
In this decomposition if only hysteresis and eddy losses are expected Figure 10.12b
shows results similar to Figure 10.11, however slightly different due to the effect of
the per cycle loss analysis reducing the significance of higher frequency measurements.
Using these direct decomposition coefficients results in Equation (10.10).
Pcore(0.300T ) = 7.10f + 0.0165f 2

(10.10)
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Direct Loss Decomposition of PCY1 Results

Under this breakdown of losses, at 50Hz there will be 355W of hysteresis losses
and 41.25W of eddy losses. Not too dissimilar to the results found through per cycle
loss analysis, but different enough to be noteworthy.
If instead a direct decomposition is undertaken which expects hysteresis, excess, and
eddy current losses to all be present, then the results are shown in Figure 10.12d. For this
breakdown the equation describing the loss components will be that of Equation (10.11).
Pcore(0.300T ) = 11.87f − 1.31f 1.5 + 0.102f 2

(10.11)

Instantly, the negative coefficient of the f 1.5 term raises concern. This negative
coefficient implies that the excess loss term consumes negative power within the core, a
nonsensical situation where the excess losses of the core are generating real power in
opposition to the hysteresis and eddy current losses.
This also explains the irregular shape of Figure 10.12d, where the hysteresis and
eddy components are positive and the negative excess components are superimposed
over these two in a manner which makes the graph inherently difficult to understand.
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Figure 10.13 presents these same losses, illustrated as separate components rather than
as summing shaded areas to more clearly demonstrate the decomposition.
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Figure 10.13

Core Losses Directly Decomposed Into Hysteresis Excess and Eddy Current Losses

This shows more clearly the magnitude of excess losses estimated under this
decomposition. At higher frequencies excess losses become both negative and a large
proportion of losses overall. At all frequencies hysteresis losses are estimated higher
than total losses, and at frequencies above 83Hz both hysteresis and eddy current
losses are estimated as being larger than total losses, with the large negative excess loss
component making up the difference.
This situation where excess losses are both negative and large in magnitude demonstrates a serious flaw in the direct decomposition of losses into three parts.
Attempting to mitigate this flaw in the analysis by forcing the coefficients to all
have non-negative values during curve fitting, results in a zero coefficient for the f 1.5
term and therefore identical coefficients to the two part decomposition of Figure 10.12b.
Accepting the negative coefficient and calculating the 50Hz losses leads to 593.5W
of hysteresis losses, −463.2W of excess losses, and 255.0W of eddy current losses.

10.4.6

Understandings Drawn from Analysis

The purpose of swept frequency testing was to attempt to quantify the proportions of
different contributors to core loss. In this sense the frequency response of the total core
loss was investigated and hysteresis, excess, and eddy current losses were estimated in
an attempt to explain the shape of the frequency response measured.
From this perspective hysteresis losses were related to frequency linearly, excess
losses were related to frequency raised to the power 1.5 and eddy current losses were
related to frequency squared.
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If excess losses were not considered the losses measured during testing were able to
be divided into hysteresis and eddy components either through a losses per cycle analysis
or a direct decomposition into f and f 2 components. These two analysis methods are
fairly similar with the only difference being that the direct decomposition fits a curve
minimising error evenly across the frequency range while the per cycle analysis fits the
curve to data which has been normalized to frequency, so will undervalue error at higher
frequencies. By this reasoning, the direct decomposition is likely a more appropriate
analysis method.
Comparing the direct decomposition of losses where excess losses either have or
have not been considered can be used to assess whether the f 1.5 relationship associated
with excess losses is appropriate in the understanding of core losses within PCRTX.
Looking into this comparison between Figure 10.12b, and Figure 10.12d, the direct
decomposition which includes an excess loss component leads to coefficients which
imply a negative excess loss. This is a situation which holds no real basis is electrical
engineering as there should not be any real power generated within the core, and
especially not within the present theories of excess loss as discussed in Chapter 6.
From this analysis it should be concluded that excess losses do not seem to be
present within PCRTX, or if they are present, they do not contribute a meaningful
amount to an f 1.5 relationship as would be expected. This is not to say that the theories
of excess loss are necessarily incorrect, but rather that the contributions of traditional
losses seem to be much larger within partial core transformers, making the effects of
excess loss negligible in these circumstances.
The results of this analysis point toward the direct decomposition into hysteresis
and eddy current components, as suggested by Figure 10.12b, being the correct form of
loss association within PCRTX.
Specifically for PCY1, the expected losses within the core can be described by
Equation (10.10), reiterated here as Equation (10.12).
Pcore(0.300T ) = 7.10f + 0.0165f 2

10.5

(10.12)

CONCLUSION

This chapter covered the resonant loaded testing of a PCRTX, initial theory was set out
which demonstrated the benefits of resonant testing compared to open circuit testing,
both in terms of the practical use of PCRTX and in terms of achieving the constant
flux density required to investigate core loss components.
In terms of the practical use of PCRTX for industry testing, resonant testing was
shown to allow a PCRTX to produce 15 to 22 times as much V A on the secondary as
was supplied to the primary. And in terms of core loss investigation, simulation showed
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that the same flux produced by 7.14A under resonant operation would require 473A
using an open secondary.
Initial and revised testing plans were devised and implemented in order to collect
measurements to allow core loss analysis. These measurements were compared to
simulated expectations and a noticeable difference in primary current was observed.
These differences were explained as shortcomings of the model of simulation used and
guidance was offered on how to overcome these shortcomings.
Measurements were analysed in order to provide insight on the nature of core losses
within PCRTX. This analysis suggests that the most reasonable breakdown of core
losses from a frequency dependence point of view includes losses proportional to only f
and f 2 .
The inclusion of a f 1.5 term in this analysis of frequency dependence causes the
model to estimate negative coefficients for this f 1.5 term, implying a large negative loss
associated with excess losses. Because there is no physical basis for a negative excess
loss, this model was rejected as inappropriate.
Instead a two part breakdown including only hysteresis proportional to f , and
eddy current loss proportional to f 2 is suggested as the correct separation of losses
within the core of PCRTX. The specific coefficients of this proportionality for PCY1
was determined to be 7.10f + 0.0165f 2 .

Chapter 11

FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING

11.1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter discusses the development and application of a Finite Element Method
(FEM) model and the associated Finite Element Analysis (FEA) which will be used to
determine useful data from the model. This model will be used to estimate the core
losses within PCRTX by investigating the flux profile within the core, and applying
electromagnetic theory to this profile to determine losses.
First, existing methods of FEM modelling for PCRTX are discussed, before several
modifications to these methods are proposed. Following this, a description of the process
which will extract useful data from the FEM model is offered, this description includes
how the data within the FEM model can be attributed to the physical core of a PCRTX
design and offers some thoughts on how this data will apply in terms of electromagnetic
considerations.
The calculation of eddy losses is next described, in which three orthogonal orientations of flux are investigated, and electrical engineering concepts are applied to these
flux orientations in order to attempt to convert flux profile information into a more
useful loss estimation. Similarly, hysteresis losses are discussed, and an approach is
determined which will estimate hysteresis losses depending on the flux profile within
the core.
Lastly, the results of the FEM modelling and analysis are presented in terms of the
overall losses of the PCRTX core. These losses are compared to measured losses, the
direct decomposition model of Chapter 10, and current models used for the design of
PCRTX. A practical verification of the model is also offered relating to heating effects
within the core.
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FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
Initial Model

A model following the design steps set out by Bell as described in Chapter 3 was used to
create the FEA model relevant to this chapter. This model presents the transformer in
three dimensions, as a collection of core sections and windings all with axial symmetry
about the y-axis. Figure 11.1 Shows the PCY1 partial core transformer represented in
this FEA model

Figure 11.1

PCY1 Represented in an FEA Model

In Figure 11.1 the inner grey area represents the cores of the partial core transformer,
while the outer blue area represents the windings. For PCY1, there are three winding
sections. The primary winding is wound furthest from the core consisting of a single
layer of rectangular conductor, this is shown in Figure 11.1 as the outermost section of
the blue windings, sitting slightly extruded from the main bulk of the windings. The
secondary winding consists of 24 layers of lighter gauge circular conductor, this is shown
as the main section of the blue windings in Figure 11.1. Finally the tertiary winding
is located closest to the cores, and similarly to the primary consists of a single layer
of windings, in Figure 11.1 the tertiary winding is the small protrusion sitting inside
the curvature of the main blue section. In the analysis within this chapter, the tertiary
winding is open circuit and represented as such, so has little effect on the model.
A significant consideration when undertaking partial core transformer FEA is the
effects of the flux which returns via an air path. For standard transformers, this flux
would be constrained to the core steel for the full flux path, with small amounts of
leakage flux outside of this steel. In partial core transformers the return path exists
within any surrounding air and so is by definition unconstrained, this requires the
modelling of a large air boundary to allow computation of reluctance and flux within
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this air path. This large outer boundary is still subject to the network calculations
of the FEM, so leads to a large solving time and increased computational resource
requirements. Figure 11.2 shows the scale of this air boundary which is required for the
analysis of PCY1.

Figure 11.2

The Large Air Boundary Required to Conduct FEA on PCY1

The increased requirement for computing resources needed to accommodate the large
air boundary limits the allowable complexity of FEA. This need for reduced complexity
has lead to the implementation of techniques designed to simplify calculations, and has
also lead to design choices and assumptions within the model.
The model presents a partial core transformer as axisymmetric about the x and z
axes with the depth of the core travelling along the y axis. This allows only one quarter
of the transformer to be modelled which reduces computation significantly.
In the techniques set out by Bell, the transformer core is modelled as a simple
linear and isotropic material. Realistically neither of these assumptions are correct,
but practically it is difficult to incorporate these factors into a finite element model.
The figure chosen by Bell for the relative permeability of the core steel was 3000, this
value was selected with no clear theoretical or material specific explanation other than
the empirical justification of it creating a model which appeared to function correctly.
This value of 3000 was applied in both the linear sense of disregarding the effects of the
B − H curve within the core material, and also the isotropic sense of a homogeneously
permeable material identical in all internal orientations.
The decision to model the core as linear is justified by Bell, as partial core transformers tend to include designs which operate at low flux densities due to the large
reluctance introduced by the air return path within the magnetic circuit. These low
flux densities result in partial core transformers which operate within the linear region
of the B − H curves of their core material. Any material operating within this linear
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region should exhibit a largely constant permeability, only decreasing as flux density
increases and material begins to approach saturation.
An isotropic core is less justified, either by Bell in his writings or within studies of core
materials and experiments relating to partial core transformers. Bell uses an isotropic
permeability of 3000, with some empirical justification, however the permeability of
grain oriented steel is well known to have anisotropic properties giving much lower
permeabilities in orientations separate to the grain rolling direction. Further to this,
the experiments conducted by Bell, and more recent studies [Irani 2017] identified that
partial core transformers heat unevenly throughout the core, suggesting that flux density
and related core losses are more substantial at different points around the core.

11.2.2

Modified Model

In order to allow for more accurate calculation of core losses within partial core
transformers several changes were made to the FEA simulation described by Bell. These
changes were implemented with the specific intent of developing a better understanding
of the flux profile within the core, as the magnitude, distribution and orientation of this
flux is ultimately the key contributing factor to core losses.
11.2.2.1

Anisotropic Core Material

The first and most obvious modification to the model was to convert from an isotropic
model to an anisotropic model. This means that the homogenous and unaligned relative
permeability which Bell had used of 3000 had to be replaced with a more realistic
permeability which reflected the grain orientation of the electrical steel used to create
the cores.
Relative permeability values of 38000 in the rolling direction, 3500 accross the grain
orientation, and 30 through the lamination were used [Freitag 2017]. Ideally an Epstein
frame would be used to find the specific permeabilities of this sample of core steel, but
this resource was unavailable so the values above were used as typical values which
could be expected. Ultimately the values used do not need to be exact as the majority
of the reluctance within the magnetic circuit will be contributed by the air section of the
flux return path. As such, the magnetic permeability within the core is most important
in simulating the orientation and distribution of flux within the core rather than its
magnitude which will largely be decided by the high reluctance air. For this reason,
the scale of the relative permeabilities is less important than the ratio between these
permeabilities, that is to say the 38000 : 3500 : 30 ratio is more important than the
overall magnitudes.
Because the model implemented by Bell is aligned so that y is the axial axis and x
and z are the radial axes, there is no distinction between the x and z axes. For these
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reasons and bearing in mind the way laminations are situated in the core as described
in Section 7.4.1, the y dimension of core permeability within the FEM will be set at
3500. Following this either the x or z permeabilities can be set as either 38000 and
30. In this description x has been selected as the high permeability grain orientation,
while z has been selected as the low permeability orientation through the face of the
laminations. Figure 11.3 illustrates this orientation of anisotropic permeability for a
single lamination, while Figure 11.4 shows this orientation for an entire core section.
As mentioned in Section 7.4.1, this is non-ideal. Ideally the high relative permeability
of 38000, should be aligned with the primary direction of flux in the y dimension. But
due to practical constraints, it is as shown in Figure 11.4.

Grain Orientation

mrY = 3500
mrX = 38000
mrZ = 30
Figure 11.3

11.2.2.2

Illustration of the Anisotropic Permeabilities Oriented Within a Single Lamination

Direct Quantification of Flux

The next modification to the modelling process set out by Bell demonstrates the
different applications of the modified model compared to that of Bell. The way in which
Bell represents windings within their model is to create a winding in the FEA model
which has a single Ampere of current passing through a single turn, the resulting flux
linkage achieved by this singe ampere-turn is used to populate a permeance matrix, and
inductive parameters are developed from these results.
The modified model will not keep this single ampere-turn approach. Instead the
primary and secondary winding are each modelled with the appropriate amount of
amperes flowing through the actual number of turns. This will give a model which
provides the magnitude of flux as an output rather than the design parameter of
permeance.
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mrY = 3500
mrX = 38000
mrZ = 30
Figure 11.4

Illustration of the Anisotropic Permeabilities Oriented Within a Core Section

The differing representation of the number of turns and the current through these
turns shows the different purposes of the different models. The model implemented by
Bell is intended to give insight into the inductance model of the transformer, as such
it uses a single ampere, single turn model to find the permeance linking the different
winding sections. The modified model with the actual number of turns and currents
represents a model focussing on the actual flux distribution and magnitude within
the model rather than the permeance, and will use this flux profile to determine the
magnetic losses within the core.
11.2.2.3

Output of FEM Model

After these modifications were made to the FEA model, it is run through a three
dimensional static solver. This static solver represents the model solved at a single
point of time where the currents through the windings are maximum and so the peak
flux will be present. This allows the flux distribution within the output of the model to
be used in any equations which relate to the peak flux of the transformer.
The output from this model is the flux profile within the transformer. This flux
profile has several useful characteristics for the determination of magnetic core losses.
The flux profile contains information on magnitude, distribution and orientation of flux,
so at any point throughout the core the magnitude and x, y, and z components of flux
density can be probed.
This flux profile can be probed throughout the core at regular intervals using the
inbuilt tools of the simulation software. And these flux measurements can then be used
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to calculate the core losses throughout the core of the transformer.
This simulation was performed on PCY1 to model the results of the 51.3Hz, 0.300T
measurement from the testing discussed in Chapter 10. Figure 11.5 shows the flux
distribution throughout the core.

Figure 11.5

PCY1 With Modelled Flux Density

Worryingly, this FEM simulation has predicted a maximum flux density within
the core of 4.6T, well above the expected saturation values of electrical steel. This
shows another weakness of the FEM model used by Bell and requires some form of
improvement.
11.2.2.4

Non-Linear Model

In the FEM models of Bell, an isotropic model has been employed. This isotropic
model allows flux to flow much more evenly than would be expected in an anisotropic
model, where differing permeabilities act to concentrate flux in the directions of higher
permeability.
This effect is clearly seen in Figure 11.5, where flux is concentrated along the
high permeability x-axis, but restrained in the much lower permeability z-axis. The
concentration of flux leads to much higher flux densities then were expected by Bell,
causing saturation and forcing the requirement to include non-linear effects. This
non-linearity was included in an anisotropic manner, using three-dimensional B − H
curves found within a study of typical electrical steel [Freitag 2017].
After implementing these three-dimensional B − H curves the model was solved
and produced Figure 11.6.
In Figure 11.6, the maximum flux density within the core has been reduced to 1.6T,
a reasonable flux to see within electrical steel. Looking more specifically into the flux
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PCY1 Modelled with Anisotropy and Non-Linearity

profile across a section of the core can give some insight into how flux has spread along
the high permeability x-axis.

Figure 11.7

An Example of Flux Density Within the Core at y=z=0 Along the x-axis.

Figure 11.7 shows the flux spreading outward along the x-axis, in a vector where
the y and z coordinates are both zero. This represents a line originating from the centre
of the core both radially and in terms of the length of the core, and drawn outward
radially along the x-axis. Most flux can be seen concentrated at the edge of the radius,
and decreases towards the centre. There is effectively no flux in either the area outside
of the core, or within the central hole.
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In order to extract the flux profile data from the FEM model in a meaningful manner,
it helps to understand the theory of magnetic losses. The following section describes the
process of retrieving the flux data from the FEM model, and subsequently converting
this data into a more useful measurement. This processed flux data can then be used
to determine the losses associated with different mechanisms of core loss as described in
later sections of this chapter.

11.3.1

Attribution of Flux Profile to Each Block of Laminations

First, the flux profile available from the FEM model needed to be attributed to each
core. This was achieved by probing the FEM model space across a 100x100x100 grid.
This leads to 1, 000, 000 data points, each containing a coordinate in three space, and
also the three fundamentally oriented components of flux; Bx , By , and Bz . This grid is
only placed across the section of the model which holds the core, rather than across the
entirety of the air boundary, as only flux causing magnetic losses within the core is of
interest. The specification of this area of interest is required by the FEM modelling
software to cover a rectangular prism, so although the area of interest is the core
specifically, sections of air will be included in this data.
From here the parameters of the core are considered and each data point is assigned
to the respective block of laminations in the core to which it belongs. To achieve this,
first the y-coordinate of a data point is considered, and used to decide which core
section the data-point belongs to. Next, the x and z coordinates are used to determine
whether the data point represents an air or core measurement by checking whether
this coordinate sits outside of the radii representing the inner and outer edges of the
face of the core. Finally the z coordinate is used to check which block of laminations
within the relevant core section the data point belongs to. This process allows each
data point to be associated with a certain block of laminations within a certain core
section. Figure 11.8 illustrates the core in these three dimensions to provide a simple
visual reference to aid in understanding this process.
It should be noted that there is a small discrepancy here between the model and
reality. Although the core has been modelled in the FEA as a cylinder of core material,
there is a discontinuity in physical cores due to construction constraints. Each block
of laminations physically occupies a rectangular cross section trying to approximate a
circle, so the edge of the core is not as circular as the model presents it to be.
This is an issue as flux is strongly concentrated in these areas near the edge of the
core as modelled in the FEM simulation. However if the physical dimensions of each
block were strictly used to attribute data to blocks they would not include any areas
lost in the imperfect approximation of the circle.
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Figure 11.8

An Illustration of the Core Oriented in 3 Space

To include these points, any data point which exists within the area of the core
as simulated by FEM will be included in the block of laminations sharing a respective
z coordinate. This is realistic as if the core were modelled in the FEM simulation
realistically the edge flux would be concentrated in these blocks rather than in the low
permeability areas where the approximation to the circle is imperfect.

11.3.2

Converting Individual Flux Measurements to Average Values

Most commonly employed loss theories incorporate a uniform flux throughout the
material under investigation, generally this is a fairly acceptable assumption due to
the often constrained nature of flux throughout a conventional core. For the core of a
partial core transformer where flux passes entirely between the core and air throughout
the reluctance path, both the magnitude and orientation of flux will vary significantly
throughout any part of the core. For these reasons, if methods of analysis are employed
which work on the basis of uniform flux, then some effort must be undertaken to
determine what the appropriate value of uniform flux would be which approximates the
varied flux of a partial core transformer.
The simplest way to approximate a varied quantity is to calculate the mean
of the different values present. This approach generally works well where variables
reliant on this averaged quantity contain linear relationships, however when exponential
relationships are involved these exponential factors become important.
In current and voltage, this relationship is apparent in the way rms quantities are
used to average sinusoidally time varied waveforms. Because power correlates to current
and voltage with a squared relationship, the rms value of either variable can be used to
find the average power throughout a cycle, whereas if the mean value was used zero
power could be expected.
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This concept is termed a generalised mean in mathematics, consisting of raising
each data point in a set to an exponent, finding the mean of this raised data, then
taking the exponential root of the mean value. The rms value is a fairly well known
geometric mean where each point of data is squared, averaged, then the square root is
taken to find the rms value, but this method can be applied to any exponential value as
required.
The relationships between flux and magnetic losses are accepted as being exponential,
so it follows that a generalised mean could be used to average the flux for use within
loss calculations. Research can be found supporting this type of approach to average
flux densities [Cui and Ngo 2019]. This paper uses a general form of transformer losses
seen in Equation (11.1).
β
Pcore = Cm f α Bmax

(11.1)

From here the flux densities have been averaged according to Equation (11.2).
R

Bef f (t) =

B(r, z, t)β dV
1/β

Vcore

1/β

(11.2)

Equation (11.2) shows the process of applying a generalised mean using an exponential factor of β, in order to determine an average uniform flux value for use in
Equation (11.1). A generalised mean can be applied more specifically to the separate
2
components of core loss. For eddy currents, the losses will be proportional to Bmax
,
ζ
and for hysteresis losses, proportional to Bmax
. As such the squared generalised mean

and ζ generalised mean can be used to calculate an effective average flux for either loss
calculation.
Alternatively a different study [Sato and Shimizu 2015], calculates losses using a
direct average of flux density throughout the material. This seems like an oversight
though, and the study does not include specific justification for this decision. If this
type of simple averaging is used rather than a squared generalised mean, then the loss
contributions of high flux regions are reduced from the significance they should hold
due to the squared relationship.
This idea of generalised mean measurements of the flux within the core was implemented across the output of the FEM model.
After attributing each data point to the correct block of laminations, each block is
analysed to produce the generalised sums required for each component of flux. This
means, each data point in any block is processed so as to produce the standard mean,
B1 , the mean generalised to ζ, Bζ , and the rms mean, B2 . The B1 mean is just a general
measure of the flux within a block, which may become useful later, whereas Bζ will
relate to the hysteresis losses, and B2 will relate to eddy losses. Each of these measures
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of different generalised means are produced for each of the Bx , By , and Bz components,
and these values are all calculated for each block. These values represent the flux
averaged in different ways across the volume of each block, but they still represent a
peak value in terms of time, as taken from the static FEM simulation.
When conducting this generalisation of means it is important to understand the
quantities that are being averaged to avoid burying any unexpected factors which may
be important. One such factor is the effects of opposing polarities of flux within any
single lamination. Flux can be expected to loosely flow in the directions indicated in
Figure 11.9, for a single lamination this would look like Figure 11.10

Figure 11.9

Expected Orientations of Flux Surrounding the Core

r
B
B yˆ

Bxˆ

B zˆ

Y
X
Z

Figure 11.10

Expected Orientations of Flux Surrounding the Core

Considering only the x component of this flux there will be eddy currents induced
relative to this flux component which will have both magnitude and orientation depending on the respective flux. Figure 11.11 shows the eddy currents which could be
expected due to the flux profile of Figure 11.10.
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Figure 11.11

Expected Orientations of Flux Within a Lamination

Because the flux is in opposite directions, when represented as a component in
the x dimension it will appear as either positive or negative values depending on its
orientation.

This leads to the question, will these opposing eddy currents sum or cancel as
losses? Intuitively it would seem that maybe these losses should cancel as they are
negative polarities of each other, however logically we would expect to see symmetrical
flux either side of the lamination centre in the x dimension, and if these symmetrical
flux cancelled then we would expect to see no losses from this component. This does
not seem to be a likely scenario so it is more likely that eddy current losses sum even in
opposing polarities. This is notionally supported by the equations used to represent
eddy current losses where flux is generally squared, this squaring operation removes the
polarity of the flux, summing all entries. Procedurally taking the generalised rms value
of flux across the volume of each block has the same effect.

For hysteresis losses relating to the mean generalised by ζ this concept seems more
intuitive. Hysteresis losses relate to the motion of each microscopic magnetic domain,
each domain acts independently of other domains effected only by the local magnetic
fields and fluxes. In this sense it is easy to imagine that two points within a single
lamination which are effected by flux in opposing directions will sum rather than cancel.
This distinction is important because when using a generalised sum for a term like ζ
which can occupy any value between 1.6 and 2.6 the generalised mean will not necessarily
ignore the polarity in the same way that the power 2 generalisation will. In fact, a
generalised mean of a non integer exponent being performed on any negative data points
will result in complex components, so it is important to use the positive absolute value
of each component when collecting the ζ generalised mean.
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EDDY CURRENT LOSSES

Eddy current losses will be determined using a method acknowledging the methods
developed by Ting [Ting 2009] and described in Chapter 4 . However these methods
will be adjusted so that they align with the analytical eddy current theory set out in
Section 5.3.
The theory put forth by Ting regarding analysis of eddy current losses according to
the three dimensional components of flux is promising, however the execution of the
theory does not match established theory of eddy current losses. The main discrepancy
between the two can be seen in how Ting uses the eddy current resistance and voltage
to calculate the expected losses of each component of flux.
The main basis of this analysis which should be understood, is that the total
eddy current losses will be the summation of eddy losses relating to the x, y, and z
orientations.
Pec = Pec,x + Pec,y + Pec,z

11.4.1

(11.3)

Eddy Current Loss in the x Orientation

Comparing the analysis of either method in the orientation which Ting labels 0 a0
shows where the issue originates. Note that in the FEA model we are using, the 0 a0
orientation is the same as the x orientation. This orientation represents the eddy
current losses induced by flux entering the side which is usually the smallest face of
the lamination, which is bordered by the lamination thickness and the height of the
core, and travelling along the face of the lamination in the same direction as the grain
orientation. Figure 11.12 shows the differing nomenclature of the dimensions used for
analysis.
Some simple translations between the two methods of analysis are; Wcore is equivalent to h, Tcore to d, and L to l. Also, a potentially confusing notation is apparent
in Figure 11.12b, here the x and dx dimensions marked on the face of the lamination
relate to an incremental quantity of integration relating to the d dimension, rather than
the three dimensional x orientation.
The analysis used by Ting is defined by Equations 11.4 through 11.6.
4W
LT

(11.4)

e
N1 nlam

(11.5)

Ra = ρ

Va =
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h

x
dx
l
Y

X
Z

d
(a) Illustration of the Dimensions Used
in Analysis as Described by Ting
[Ting 2009]

Figure 11.12

(b) Illustration of the Dimensions Used in Analysis as
Described by Theory

Illustrations for the Analysis of the 0 a0 and x Orientations

V2
Pa = a =
Ra



e
N1 nlam
ρ 4W
LT

2

(11.6)

Conversely the analysis derived from theory is defined by Equations 11.7 through
11.10

R=ρ

2h
ldx

(11.7)

√
E = 2 2πf xhBmax

Px =

E2
R

 √

=

2 2πf xhBmax
2h
ρ ldx

(11.8)

2

(11.9)
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Z x=d/2

Px
x=0
Z x=d/2

=
=

x=0

2
4π 2 f 2 Bmax
hlx2
ρ

!

dx

(11.10)

2
π 2 f 2 d2 Bmax
hld
6ρ

An obvious difference is that the analysis used by Ting has a different derivation of
voltage from Equation (11.5), compared to the more fundamental Equation (11.8). In
the situation where a flux profile is available from an FEA model, the theory derivation
is more useful as it allows the flux components to be directly substituted into the eddy
current loss calculation.
Ting also uses a different calculation of the effective eddy current resistance due to
the simplistic approach used to quantify the geometry. Instead of using an elementally
incremental integration utilizing the x and dx dimension, Ting directly determines the
length and cross section of the entire lamination as a whole. This is inappropriate as it
attributes the resistance of the entire lamination to each section of enclosed flux. This
is overcome in the theory derivation by calculating the incremental resistance for each
incremental section of enclosed flux and integrating the result.
If the intention behind the analysis Ting uses is merged with the correct process of
the theory the result is Equation (11.11).

Pec,x =

2
π 2 f 2 d2 Bmax,x
hld
6ρ

(11.11)

Here Bmax,x is the three dimensional x component of flux at its time varying
maximum value. This quantity relates directly to the output of the FEA model using
the static three dimensional solver.

11.4.2

Eddy Current Loss in the y Orientation

The y orientation of the FEM model translates directly to the 0 c0 orientation within the
theory set out by Ting. In the FEM model this is the orientation which represents the
main component of flux, entering normal to the circular face of the core and aligned
with the primary axis of the transformer. This flux will be enclosed by the length and
thickness of each lamination.
This geometry is very similar to the analysis of the x component, with only the l
and h dimensions transposed. As such the analysis is also very similar. The analysis
put forward by Ting again suffers the same geometric issues as could be seen in the x
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l

x
dx

h
X

d
(a) Illustration of the Dimensions Used in
Analysis as Described by Ting [Ting 2009]

Figure 11.13

Y
Z

(b) Illustration of the Dimensions Used in
Analysis as Described by Theory

Illustrations for the Analysis of the 0 c0 and y Orientations

or 0 a0 orientation, so is left out in the interest of brevity.
R=ρ

2l
hdx

(11.12)

√
E = 2 2πf xlBmax

(11.13)

2
 √
2 2πf xlBmax
E2
Px =
=
2l
R
ρ hdx

(11.14)

Pec =

Z x=d/2

Px
x=0
Z x=d/2

=
=

x=0

2
4π 2 f 2 Bmax
lhx2
ρ

!

dx

(11.15)

2
π 2 f 2 d2 Bmax
lhd
6ρ

Noticeably, due to the interplaying relationships between l and h with respect to the
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voltage and resistance of the eddy current loop, the end result seen in Equation (11.15)
is functionally identical to Equation (11.10). So when the orientation theory of Ting is
applied the result of Equation (11.16), only differs in the orientation of flux used in the
analysis.
Pec,y =

2
π 2 f 2 d2 Bmax,y
lhd
6ρ

(11.16)

Again, this flux orientation Bmax,y can be taken from the three dimensional static
solution of an FEA model.

11.4.3

Eddy Current Loss in the z Orientation

The third orientation z is regarded by Ting as the 0 b0 component. This orientation
will require a more complicated analysis due to the geometry of each lamination when
viewed in this manner. Figure 11.14 provides an illustrative aid to help in understanding
the complications of this orientation.

y
h

x
dx

δ

Y
Z
X
(a) Illustration of the Dimensions Used in
Analysis as Described by Ting [Ting 2009]

Figure 11.14

l

d

(b) Illustration of the Dimensions Used in Analysis
as Described by Theory

Illustrations for the Analysis of the 0 b0 and z Orientations

There are two contributing factors that lead to the z orientation having a more
complicated analysis. In this orientation, the flux is flowing directly into the largest
face possible, this face is bounded by the h and l dimensions. Comparatively, in both
the x and y orientations, the smallest d dimension related to lamination thickness was
present in the face experiencing the respective components of flux.
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The first complication comes from the relative sizes of the three dimensions, h,
l, and d. The dimensions h and l are relatively similar in scale, generally having at
least a similar magnitude, whereas d is generally magnitudes of scale smaller. This can
be seen in the parallel core of PCY1, where the h dimension for any core is 75mm,
the l dimension varies between blocks from 45mm to 227mm, and the d dimension is
constant at 0.27mm. Clearly the h and l dimensions will dominate the d dimension,
but there is no obviously dominant dimension when comparing h to l, for blocks of
lower length l will be less than h, but for longer blocks l will be greater than h, and in
either situation the difference between h and l will not be magnitudes apart.
This dominant dimension is important as it effects the analysis of the effective eddy
current resistance and voltage, specifically the length of this eddy current pathway and
the area enclosing flux used to calculate the voltage. In Section 5.3 when deriving the
eddy current resistance for Equation (5.8) a length of twice the height is specified for
the resistive length, in this derivation it is mentioned that this is an approximation to
twice the height and four times the integrating x dimension, with the approximation
ignoring the much smaller x dimension which is limited by the lamination thickness.
Even this approximation does not fully acknowledge the geometry used for integration across the face of the lamination. In the integration of a face with a dominant
dimension, another approximation is included in that the element of integration (bounded
by h and x) only increases in the x dimension. For a face with no dominant dimension, as
the integrating x increases, the element being integrated will also experience a change in
height which could be considered y. These factors are inconsequential when a dominant
dimension exists, as the difference in y throughout integration will be negligible when x
is limited by the small lamination thickness. For a face with no dominant dimension
both x and y will vary noticeably throughout integration so both the length of the
resistive pathway and the area of enclosed flux will need to account for the changing x
and y dimensions of integration.
Because y is an integrand relating to x, it must be defined as such within the
geometry of the lamination. Figure 11.15 shows the dimensions used in this definition.
Here, the elemental integration of x includes an infinitesimal dx term which defines
one component of the cross sectional area of resistance. This infinitesimal dx will also
be used to integrate the y dimension and lend itself to the cross sectional area of the
incremental y dimension. As such, the x and y dimensions will increase at the same rate
across the integration of the face. This relationship allows y to be defined in terms of x,
because y will be shorter then l according to the height of the un-integrated section of l.
Knowing that the x and y dimensions of the integrated element increase at the same
rate the un-integrated section will have the same height as length and this value will be
half of the length of the lamination, minus the amount already integrated by x.
If a substitution of a = h − l is included here, the calculation and notation of the
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l
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l
Figure 11.15

Dimensions Used for Element of Integration

system both become more straightforward. This substitution effectively is just the
difference between the height and length defined as the term a. It is worth noting that
if h is less than l, this analysis would include a negative value of a, in this case the
analysis should be done with h and l transposed. This does not effect the end result
of the analysis, effectively it just changes the integral from dx to dy, so it is the same
analysis from a different perspective, but with the same dimensions.
l
y =h−2
− x = h − l + 2x = a + 2x
2




(11.17)

Knowing the value of y allows us to calculate both the area of enclosed flux and
the eddy current path length.
2(y) + 2(2x)
a + 4x
= 2ρ
ddx
ddx

(11.18)

√
2πf Bmax 2xy = 2 2πf Bmax x(a + 2x)

(11.19)

R=ρ

E=

√
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Px =
=

E2
R
 √
2
2 2πf Bmax x(a + 2x)
2ρ a+4x
ddx

(11.20)

2
4π 2 f 2 Bmax
x2 (a + 2x)2 d
dx
=
ρ(a + 4x)
2
4π 2 f 2 Bmax
d x2 (a + 2x)2
=
×
dx
ρ
(a + 4x)

Pec,z =

Z x=l/2

Px
x=0
Z x=l/2

2
4π 2 f 2 Bmax,z
d x2 (a + 2x)2
×
dx
ρ
(a + 4x)
x=0
2
4π 2 f 2 Bmax,z
d Z x=l/2 x2 (a + 2x)2
=
dx
ρ
(a + 4x)
x=0

=

2
4π 2 f 2 Bmax,z
d a4 log(a + 4x) − 4a3 x + 8a2 x2 + 64ax3 + 64x4
=
ρ
256

"

(11.21)
#l/2
0

At this point all quantities can be substituted into Equation (11.21) and an eddy
current loss value for the z component of flux can be determined.
This settles one of the complicating factors for the analysis of the z dimension,
where neither dimension is dominant. However the other complication relates to the
results of the skin effect.
The skin effect will reduce any eddy current resistive path to the outermost edges
of each lamination, similarly, the z component of the flux density will also be forced to
the edge, the width of this outermost edge is defined as the skin depth. Ting identified
this skin effect in his theory, but again did not correctly integrate the geometry after
making this consideration.
This skin effect is only mentioned with regards to the z dimension because for the
x and y dimensions the area of the resistive path exists within the width d specified by
the lamination thickness. This lamination thickness is significantly less than twice the
skin depth, so the skin effect is negligible in these modes of analysis.
The other issue with the skin depth analysis employed by Ting is that it does not
consider the anisotropic permeability of the lamination which experiences the skin effect.
Because the skin depth is inversely proportional to the square root of permeability,
in the z dimension where flux travels through the face of the lamination and relative
permeability is around 30, the skin depth will be much higher than in the orientation
where flux is aligned with the grain orientation and the relative permeability is closer
to 38000.
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Looking into how the skin effect will effect eddy current losses in the z dimension
involves reviewing Equation (11.21). In this equation flux density is set uniform throughout the lamination, with a magnitude determined through generalised mean. This flux
density found through use of FEM, and made uniform through generalisation does not
take into account the effects of skin effect, the FEM analysis has no understanding of
the individual laminations which make up the core, and the generalisation specifically
forces uniform flux density throughout each block. To better approximate the skin
effect the flux density can be directly forced to adhere to the skin effect by applying the
exponential form of the skin effect, shown in Equation (11.22).
l
Bz = Bmax,z e(−( 2 −x/δz )

(11.22)

Substituting this function of Bz into Equation (11.21), replacing Bmax , will allow
the integration of eddy current losses in the z dimension while accounting for the skin
effect.
This complicates the integration of the function described by Equation (11.21), so
rather than using analytical integration, the inbuilt numerical integration functionality
of Matlab was used to complete the integration.
With these considerations taken into account, Equation (11.23) can be used to
calculate the losses attributed to the z component of flux output from the FEM model.

Pec,z =
=

11.4.4

Z x=l/2
4π 2 f 2 d
x=0
4π 2 f 2 d

ρ

ρ

× Bz2 ×

Z x=l/2 

x2 (a + 2x)2
dx
(a + 4x)

Bmax,z

l
e(−( 2 −x/δz )

x=0

2

x2 (a + 2x)2
×
dx
(a + 4x)

(11.23)

Applying the Eddy Current Analysis to the FEM Model

Practically applying the analysis of eddy current loss to the field data output from the
FEA model requires the following steps.
1. Conduct generalised means on the flux data within each block of the core. Collect
these generalised means with power 2.
2. Iterate through each block of the core, determine the height, length, and thickness
of any single lamination within that block.
3. Using the geometry of each block and generalised mean, apply Equation (11.3),
Equation (11.11), Equation (11.16), and Equation (11.23). This will give the eddy
losses within any single lamination inside that block of the core.
4. Multiply the losses per lamination by the number of laminations within that block.
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5. Sum the eddy current losses across each block of the core to determine the eddy
losses of the entire core.

11.5

HYSTERESIS LOSSES

Hysteresis losses can be specifically defined by the relationship between the applied
magnetic field and resulting flux density. In order to model these losses from the output
of FEM, either fully defined flux and magnetic field information is required or some
model relating the two. In the FEM model used in this chapter, a non-linear model of
the core has been implemented, but only static fields have been determined to manage
the complexity of the model and reduce computing resource required. So to determine
hysteresis losses from this, some form of hysteresis model will have to be superimposed
onto the flux density output from the FEM.

11.5.1

Hysteresis Loss Approximation

Implementing a full hysteresis model within an FEA program is notoriously difficult.
It requires both a full understanding of the magnetic properties of a material as well
as a discrete control of the model allowing each time step to be analysed in order to
determine the time iterative response of the B − H curve. Within the 3D non-linear,
anisotropic model including a large air section which has been implemented in this
chapter, this style of analysis would be prohibitively complex and resource intensive.
Instead a more holistic approach can be determined which relies on values of peak
flux density averaged over the volume of the magnetic core. This form of approach will
rely on the general form of hysteresis loss reiterated as Equation (11.24).
ζ
Ph = kh f Bmax
V

(11.24)

Equation (11.24) is generally used to calculate the hysteresis losses through a
standard transformer. In this use of Equation (11.24) flux is assumed to flow entirely
through the magnetic material in an optimal direction, in a PCRTX this assumption is
inaccurate as flux flows in a spreading direction especially near the ends of the core. For
this reason, Equation (11.24) will need to be adjusted so that it can take into account
the non-standard orientations of flux present within a PCRTX.
This model will need to account for both the differences of flux density in each
direction, but also for the materials anisotropic response to this flux in terms of producing
losses. This anisotropy of loss has been examined in several studies [Moses and Pluta
2005] [Pluta 2020]. The end result of a model accounting for each orientation will have
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the form of Equation (11.25).




ζ
ζ
ζ
Ph = kh,x Bmax,x
+ kh,y Bmax,y
+ kh,z Bmax,z
fV

(11.25)

In this equation the high permeability axis represented by x will be the same as the
initial Equation (11.24) with the additional terms relating to y and z reflecting those
other orientations of flux.
The kh,x term will be equal to the materials standard value of kh , but the kh,y , and
kh,z terms will need to be determined somehow.
[Moses and Pluta 2005] mentions that the hysteresis specific losses seem to show
opposite trends to flux density. While looking into results found in [Pluta 2014], the
specific losses of hysteresis in the rolling direction are roughly 10 times lower than those
measured across the grain. This factor of 10 is similar to the difference in magnitude of
the relative permeabilities associated with these orientations. These relationships can
be taken as implying that the anisotropy of the specific hysteresis loss of a material is
inversely proportional to the anisotropy of the materials relative permeability.
kh,x = kh
µr,x
µr,y
µr,x
= kh,x ×
µr,z

kh,y = kh,x ×
kh,z

(11.26)

Because x is the direction of grain orientation within the core steel, µr,x will be
the largest relative permeability. Beccause µr,y is roughly 10 times lower, kh,y will be
roughly 10 times larger, leading to 10 times more loss under similar circumstances.
Likewise, kh,z will have the lowest permeability and the largest specific losses under
similar circumstances.
11.5.1.1

Determination of Anisotropic Hysteresis Constants

The initial step in converting a specific loss given by a manufacturer into anisotropic
hysteresis constants is to determine which proportion of the specific loss belongs to
hysteresis and which proportion belongs to eddy losses.
For the steel used in this thesis the specific losses are listed as 0.90W/kg [JFE Steel
Corporation 2003], this measurement is taken at 50Hz and 1.7T . If we were to imagine
a 1m3 volume of core steel with 50Hz flux flowing evenly throughout at a density of
1.7T and entirely in the grain orientation, then we can determine how much of this
0.90W/kg belongs to either eddy or hysteresis losses.
For the 1m3 of core steel at density 7650kg/m3 there will be 7650kg of steel and
therefore 6885W of losses present.
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Of this we can determine the amount of eddy loss by using Equation (11.10) with a
thickness of 0.23mm, and the steel resistivity of 49µΩcm. The eddy losses in this case
come to 1283.1W , so there are 5601.9W remaining to be associated with hysteresis.
Now equating Equation (11.24) to 5601.9W we can determine the kh value as
47.934. From here applying Equation (11.26) leads to kh,x , kh,y , and kh,z values of
47.934, 520.431, and 60717 respectively.

11.5.2

Selection of Generalised Means to Represent Flux

Empirically derived formulae tend to relate hysteresis losses to flux densities according
to Equation (11.24) [Steinmetz 1892].
This relationship between hysteresis losses and flux density is related by the exponential factor ζ. In historic core materials ζ could reasonably be set at 1.6, but more
modern materials are able to sustain higher flux densities, and subsequently this value
has had to be reviewed [Kulkarni and Khaparde 2012].
One option for this ζ value is to use 1.6 for flux densities below 1.0T , and the higher
2.5 value for flux densities above 1.0T [Tang 2015]. Studies investigating hysteresis
losses across different flux densities can be found illustrating this relationship [Narita
et al. 2018][Pluta 2018]. This effect is due to the dominance of coercive forces from
domain wall movement at lower flux densities, compared to the dominance of domain
annihilation effects in the higher inductive regions [Landgraf et al. 2008].
With this differing exponential importance placed on the flux density at different
magnitudes, the flux density information output from the FEA can be investigated
inside each block. Each block will have two generalised means computed relating to
hysteresis, one for any data below 1.0T which will be generalised to 1.6, and another
for any data above 1.0T generalised to 2.5.
Alongside this generalisation, the number of points used to calculate each generalised
mean will be tallied in order to determine what proportion of the core belongs to either
the higher or lower flux regions. Once the loss which should be associated with either
generalised mean is determined, the overall hysteresis loss of the core will be determined
as the losses of either magnitude proportioned accordingly.
Ph = Ph,x + Ph,y + Ph,z
1.6
2.5
Ph,x = kh,x Bx,low
f Vx,low + kh,x Bx,high
f Vx,high
1.6
2.5
Ph,y = kh,y By,low
f Vy,low + kh,y By,high
f Vy,high
1.6
2.5
Ph,z = kh,z Bz,low
f Vz,low + kh,z Bx,high
f Vz,high

(11.27)
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Applying the Hysteresis Analysis to the FEM Model

Practically applying the analysis of hysteresis loss to the field data output from the
FEA model requires the following steps.
1. Usng Equation (11.26) and the method described in Section 11.5.1.1, determine
the anisotropic hysteresis constants kh,x , kh,y , and kh,z .
2. Conduct generalised means on the flux data within each block of the core. Collect
generalised means for both high inductive regions with the power 2.5 and low
inductive regions with the power 1.6. Make note of the proportion of the block in
either region.
3. Iterate through each block within the core and apply Equation (11.27) using the
generalised means and anisotropic constants.
4. Sum the hysteresis losses across each block of the core to determine the entire
core hysteresis loss.

11.6

RESULTS OF FEM ANALYSIS

The FEM modelling and subsequent eddy current and hysteresis loss analysis described
in this chapter was applied to measurements from the testing results described in
Chapter 10, specifically those results described in Table 10.7.
The currents measured during these tests were input to the FEM model and used
to generate flux density data which was processed using the hysteresis and eddy loss
modelling techniques described in this chapter.
Figure 11.16 shows the results of the FEM loss analysis compared to the curve
modelled by the direct decomposition of losses for PCY1 as described in Chapter 10. It
also shows the actual measurements relevant to the frequencies analysed.
There is good agreement between the FEM analysis and the frequency response of
the direct decomposition. There is some difference between the 51.30Hz and 102.21Hz
measurements and the FEM analysis. However these measurements already appeared
abnormal when viewed within the context of the swept frequency test measurements, so
this is likely some sort of measurement inaccuracy or error introduced during testing.
Looking more specifically into the division of hysteresis and eddy current losses,
Figure 11.17 compares the results of the direct decomposition to the losses modelled by
FEM analysis.
There is again very good agreement between the swept frequency model losses and
FEM analysis.
There does appear to be a very small difference between the decomposition eddy
losses and FEM eddy losses. In this relationship FEM eddy losses begin slightly larger
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Figure 11.16 Comparison Between The FEM Model, Direct Decomposition Model, and Measured
Results, for Total Core Loss

than those of direct decomposition at low frequencies, however fall to be slightly lower
at higher frequencies.
This would indicate that the FEM analysis of eddy losses introduces some small factor with a frequency response lower then the f 2 of the direct decomposition, supporting
the possibility of some component with a response which could possibly be interpreted
as f 1.5 response, and therefore be classified by frequency decomposition techniques as
an excess loss. However this FEM analysis has directly modelled this response as a
component of the eddy loss, so it is likely due to some effect that frequency has on eddy
losses rather than a separate excess loss process. Likely this is caused by the effect of
the frequency dependant skin effect on the eddy losses. Regardless, this effect is minor
within the model, so has no material effect on the losses of the transformer.
The FEM analysis modelling producing losses which match well with the direct
decomposition modelling and most of the direct measurements of PCY1, is evidence that
both the FEM modelling and the direct decomposition modelling are fairly accurate
and appropriate.
Another piece of evidence supporting the validity of models can be found in the
practical usage of PCRTX. Users of PCRTX have noted that heating effects are most
pronounced within the cores of partial core transformers in the outermost blocks of
laminations [Bell 2008]. Figure 11.18 shows the results of thermal imaging undertaken
by Bell in their studies (rotated 90 degrees to match the orientation of the core in the
FEM model).
Because the FEM modelling is completed on a block by block basis, the power lost
within each block of the core can be stored throughout the analysis. If these losses
are converted to a loss per volume value for each block of laminations, they can be
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Figure 11.17 Comparison Between FEM and Direct Decomposition Models of Eddy Current and
Hysteresis Losses

described by the colour plot shown in Figure 11.19. In this colour plot, the scale shown
on the right has units of W/m3 .
Because power loss will directly correlate with local heating effects, this loss plot
can serve as an estimate of where heating could be expected to occur. This matches
well with the heating described by Bell shown in Figure 11.18, assuming that the image
he uses is of a core rotated 90 degrees. This supports the appropriateness of the FEM
model, as it appears to be able to correctly determine where high power densities will
appear in the cores of a PCRTX.
The best test of the FEM model is to compare it to the current model employed by
the University of Canterbury. Current practise when designing PCRTX transformers
is to use the Bell model. The Bell model is well established as a good estimator of
inductance, which allows for the design of transformers constructed to resonate with
ranges of capacitive loads. However the expected losses of the transformer within the
Bell model are usually ignored as they are knowingly inaccurate, and the actual design
relies on the experience of designers to estimate expected loss values and the associated
currents that would flow.
An example of this can be seen if the expected losses according to the Bell model
are calculated for the resonant tests of Chapter 10. If the Bell model is seeded with
the voltages, frequencies and capacitances of the tests the estimated total losses can be
calculated.
Similarly the currents measured can be input to the FEM model to calculate the
expected core losses from the new method, if the core losses are added to the expected
winding losses for those same currents the total losses of the transformer according to
the FEM method can be determined. These two estimates of loss can then be directly
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Figure 11.18
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A Thermal Image of a PCRTX Core After Use [Bell 2008]

Power Density Throughout a Core Section Simulated for 51.30Hz Measurements
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compared to the actual values of primary power measured in the test. Figure 11.20
shows this analysis.
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Figure 11.20

Comparison of FEM With the Bell Model With Measured Losses

It is clear that the Bell model overestimates losses, comparatively the FEM model
is much more accurately able to determine what core losses will be. The magnitude of
the Bell model is far too high and also offers no real frequency response matching the
observed response of the measured data. This is further evidence that the FEM model
is appropriate for core loss estimation, or at least more appropriate and accurate than
present models.
This could be expected because as mentioned previously, the Bell model was more
concerned with the overall inductance profile of partial core transformers rather than
the losses they experience. For the sake of simplicity, Bell neglected effects such as
non-linearity and anisotropy within the core, while this allowed him to develop a useful
inductance model of partial core transformers, including these factors does appear to
have significantly improved accuracy.

11.7

CONCLUSION

This chapter has covered the FEM modelling and analysis of a PCRTX.
A model was constructed using the physical design specification of a PCRTX, which
used the measured currents of testing to determine the flux density profile within the
PCRTX. This flux density profile was polled by a grid of points and associated with
the blocks of laminations within the PCRTX core.
From here the flux profile was reduced to singular data points by use of generalised
means to describe the flux inside each block as a uniform value for any of three orthogonal
orientations.
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Eddy current and hysteresis losses within any block were determined by applying
electromagnetic theory to the flux density values. Several considerations relating to this
theory such as the effects of geometry, skin effect, and anisotropy are described within
this analysis.
Investigation of the loss estimates from the FEM model were offered, showing good
agreement between the FEM model and direct decomposition model of Chapter 10.
A fairly good agreement with measured results can be seen, excluding one extreme
measurement which may be an error of some sort.
The more detailed comparison of the FEM model and direct decomposition model,
shows that both models agree on the attribution of eddy and hysteresis losses within
the core.
The FEM model was further verified by its attribution of loss density within each
block, which reflects real observations of heating within cores.
Finally the FEM model was compared to the model currently employed in design
of PCRTX and found to be far more able to predict losses.

Chapter 12
FUTURE WORK

12.1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter briefly covers some proposals for future work which could be completed
following on from this thesis.
Areas which could be investigated include the consideration of radial style cores
within the FEM analysis. The automation of the FEM process, and how this could
reduce the required labour and time needed for FEM styles of analysis. A brief scheme
to incorporate the FEM model into the Bell model is described. And finally the potential
inclusion of varied testing results is set out.

12.2

INCORPORATION OF RADIAL DESIGNS WITHIN FEM
MODELLING

The first recommended area of future work following on from the work offered within
this thesis, would be the inclusion of radial designs within the FEM modelling. This
would not be too difficult as the geometric analysis from Chapter 11 would for the most
part hold true.
The most fundamental difference between the FEM modelling of radial cores
compared to parallel cores would be the use of an axis-symmetric FEM space. In this
basis of modelling the core would be represented by a material with anisotropy in the
radial and axial orientations only. From this the outputs of a static 2 dimensional
model would be able to determine the flux profile within the core in terms of axial and
radial components. With this information known, the eddy current analysis for the y
orientation of a parallel core could be mapped fairly easily to the radial orientation of
flux, while the radially spreading flux would map to the x dimension of a parallel core.
Similarly, the hysteresis losses would map fairly directly, requiring the use of kh,y
for axial flux, and kh,x for radially spreading flux.
This analysis would then follow similarly to the parallel process, in that each differing
lamination length within a radial core would have its geometry investigated, eddy and
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hysteresis losses determined, and finally an overall core loss could be determined from
here.
This analysis would require considerations to how the core steel fills the core of a
radial core in a much sparser manner, and this would have to be accounted for somehow.

12.3

AUTOMATION OF FEM MODELLING

Efforts could be taken to automate the process of FEM modelling in several regards.
Presently, an FEM model is manually seeded with current values, a static three
dimensional model is solved manually, and flux density field data is manually probed
from the solution. This process could be automated in some sense to reduce the need
for a designer to manually complete each step of the process. This becomes particularly
useful when solving and field probing processes can take up to half an hour for unique
solutions, so an automated process could be started and left to run rather than requiring
an operator to oversee and begin each stage separately.
An automated approach could also be used to more specifically probe the flux
data. The present FEM model probes the flux data by requesting a rectangular prism
of data, encompassing the entire core, and comprised of 1, 000, 000 data points. An
automated process with access to block dimensions could probe each block within the core
specifically, gaining a fairer understanding of the flux in smaller blocks. Comparatively,
the current process which polls the entire volume evenly, receives more data on larger
blocks. Because of how the present model receives less data for smaller blocks, the
large 1, 000, 000 data size is required, however automation could instead be set to find
perhaps 100 data points within each block to find the flux therein. This would reduce
the size required for the dataset by reducing the detail of flux within larger blocks, and
also not probing the area within the rectangular prism which relates to the surrounding
air or windings, so is unnecessary for core loss estimates.
After probing the field data within the FEM program an automated process could
then clean and pass this data to Matlab to conduct the FEM analysis which converts
field data into core loss estimates.
This process would allow a designer to set some iterative parameters, begin the
automated process, and later review the results. This would be a less time and effort
intensive process then the present manual solution offers, allowing different permutations
of designs or operating conditions to be analysed without a large commitment of design
resource.

12.4

INCORPORATION OF FEM RESULTS WITHIN BELL MODEL

12.4
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Currently the FEM model is able to accurately predict core losses for known currents
of a partial core transformer. As a study of core losses within partial core transformers,
this is a fairly successful model, however in terms of the practical design of partial core
transformers, a more complete model is required.
The Bell model is demonstrated to be inaccurate in terms of its estimation of losses,
but is fairly well established as an overall model of partial core transformers in most
other regards. In order to utilise the improvements to core loss estimation defined
within this thesis, the FEM model should be incorporating into the Bell model.
This would involve using the Bell model as present practise describes, however after
the Bell model estimates the currents expected in the design, these currents will be
input to the FEM model in order to determine a more accurate estimate of core loss.
The resulting FEM calculated loss would be incorporated into the Bell model rather
than the present loss estimate which is demonstrably inaccurate. From here the Bell
model would recalculate the parameters of the transformer, with the improved loss to
re-estimate the currents it expects to see. These new currents would again be input
to the FEM model to iteratively reduce inaccuracy until a suitable accuracy has been
determined.
This process is obviously fairly labour intensive, so automation would likely be
implemented first to reduce the work required. Further improvements could be made
by allowing the designer to enter some initial estimate of currents based on experience,
in order to begin the process closer to convergence at an accurate result.

12.5

COMPLETION OF VARIED TESTING

As evident in Chapter 7, several varieties of core were constructed for testing within this
thesis. These included different dimensions of cores for differing partial core transformers,
and also variations of parallel or radial core designs.
Initially it was intended to complete testing on a varied selection of these cores,
however part way through this study a fire destroyed the primary work space of the
University of Canterbury High Voltage Laboratory, and caused significant damage to
equipment. This situation was worsened by the Covid-19 pandemic, which severely
restricted access to materials, locations, and technical resources. With more time
available, these intentions could be more fully realised and the study expanded to
look into the effects of differing dimensions, transformer designs, and geometries. It is
assumed that the FEM model is accurate for different transformers and cores, as it does
not explicitly rely on many empirical factors, but the universality of any assumptions
could be tested by comparison of different results.
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Another hindrance to this study was the damaging of the Ametek variable frequency
power supply, and subsequent use of the reduced capacity Chroma source. If the Ametek
source was available, higher flux densities could be investigated at a wider range of
frequencies, further offering insight into the universality of the FEM model. This is not
a huge practical concern though, looking at the results of Table 10.3, we can actually
see that the real world use of PCRTX can be expected to operate around the range of
0.300T . This matches the flux density modelled, so the present FEM model is likely a
good estimator for the practical use of PCRTX in this regard.

12.6

CONCLUSION

This chapter has set out the future work which could be completed relating to the work
within this thesis.
A high level description of how the FEM model could be adjusted to incorporate a
radial core is given. This adjustment would consider the axial and radial flux within an
axis symmetric FEM model, and would map these components directly to the y, and x
components of the parallel analysis.
An automated program is set out, again at a high level. This program would be
used to reduce the manual entry of data required with the current FEM model in order
to reduce the time and effort required by a designer in order to analyse core losses.
Another model is theorised which would be able to include the accuracy of the
FEM model, within the usefulness of the Bell model. This model would utilise both
the Bell and FEM model, and iteratively increase in accuracy until an acceptable loss
estimate has been found.
Finally the desire for more varied testing was set out. In this thesis, this more
varied testing was unable to be completed, but with time and resource this work could
help to test the universality of the FEM model in different respects.

Chapter 13
CONCLUSION

This thesis has described the work completed which has led to the modelling of core
losses within partial core transformers.
The initial methods of modelling partial core transformers were discussed, and were
used to describe the fundamental operation and theory of partial core transformers.
These theories were found to rely heavily on empirical factors derived from experimental
measurements, rather than a complete understanding of the theoretical processes. A
discussion and criticisms of this initial work were offered, mainly relating to the empirical
nature of the study.
Next a study was reviewed which revised the initial modelling methods. Rather
than relying on empirical factors to define partial core transformers, this study modelled
the transformer using FEM techniques. This theory was able to more accurately predict
the inductive components of partial core designs, so has seen thorough use since this
study was completed. Again criticisms and discussion were offered, which relate to the
simplicity of the FEM model used within this study.
The last study into partial core transformers reviewed within this thesis, details
works which were completed in an attempt to improve the accuracy of core loss modelling
within partial core transformers. This study attempted to define the flux within the
core as three orthogonal components, in order to separately predict the effect of any of
these components. Although this study was found to offer an interesting premise for
the losses within the cores of partial core transformers, the execution of this premise
was noted as being too simplistic, and containing too many assumptions.
Traditional theory relating to core losses was presented, and described in detail on
a fundamental level. The interplay between flux and material geometry was presented
as a means to quantise eddy current losses, while the interplay between flux density and
magnetic field strength were shown to cause hysteresis losses. More practical methods
of determining these losses were also presented.
In contrast to the traditional and established theories of magnetic loss, some of the
more contemporary theories relating to excess loss were investigated. These losses were
seen to have been first theorised in order to fill a perceived gap between traditional
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models and practical measurements. Excess loss theory as a whole was found to be
contested, with several competing theories and models, and more models still, offering
alternative explanations relating back to the traditional losses.
Methods for the specification, design, and physical construction of partial core
transformers were set out. Aside from allowing the actual construction of cores, these
methods also allowed a numerical representation of the dimensions within a physical core.
These methods were used to create an inventory of partial cores within the University
of Canterbury.
Following chapters set out the theory of testing, describe initial tests on a small
partial core transformer, and then describe open circuit and resonant testing on a larger
PCRTX unit. These chapters as a whole were used to assess the likelihood of needing to
model excess loss within partial core transformers, depending on the observed frequency
response of measurements. From these observations and subsequent analysis, it was
recommended that excess losses did not contribute any meaningful loss component which
would need to be modelled in the analysis of core losses. Analysis of these experiments
also offered a way to assess the losses relating to eddy currents and hysteresis separately,
giving a target for modelling.
An FEM model was developed, initially based on those models described in Chapter 3. This model was then assessed and improved to include considerations of anisotropy
and non-linearity of the magnetic material. With this improved FEM model, flux distribution within the core was investigated, and in conjunction with theory relating to eddy
current and hysteresis losses, the core losses were modelled. These losses were shown to
have good agreement with the measured losses of Chapter 10, as well as the separated
loss components resulting from analysis of those measurements. The improved FEM
model was shown to also produce better estimates than the initial FEM model, and was
found to give a good approximation to the physical distribution of heating observed
within cores. For these reasons it was recommended as an appropriate model, able to
accurately describe core losses within partial core transformers.
Lastly some recommendations were offered for potential future work. These recommendations related to implementing automation within the modelling process, and a
means of merging the results of the FEM model with more full models of partial core
transformers. It was also recommended that when resource permits, more varied partial
core transformers and cores are analysed to determine the universality of the FEM loss
modelling.
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